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This report contains tables of counts of deaths classified according to the cause of death and 
the age, race and sex of the decedent for South Carolina residents. 
 
This report supplements the annual publication, South Carolina Vital and Morbidity Statistics, 
Volume I. The Detailed Mortality Statistics report presents deaths allocated to the place of 
residence for the deceased, regardless of where the death occurred. The counts of deaths for 
each cause are shown for race, sex and age categories. The race categories are white, and 
black and other; black and other are predominately Black (98 percent) in South Carolina. 
 
Four age categories are shown for infants – less than 1 day, less than 1 week, less than 28 
days and less than one year of age. These age categories are cumulative such that a death 
occurring during the first day of life is counted again in the three subsequent age categories. 
For deaths occurring at one year of age or older, counts are grouped into 5 or 10 year age 
intervals (age in complete years). 
 
The cause of death is the underlying cause classified according to the tenth revision of the 
International Classification of Diseases (ICD). Counts of deaths are displayed for the detailed 
list of causes.  Only sixty characters of the name of each cause category are printed. If there 
were no deaths in a particular category, the name is not printed. Complete descriptions of the 
cause categories are provided in the ICD. 
 
In the tables of this report, the causes of death categories are ordered from the general to the 
specific. The 4-digit alphanumeric category is the most specific classification. A 3-digit 
category is the sum of 4-digit alphanumeric categories having the same first three digits. 
There are 2600 possible 3-digit alphanumeric categories. A group of categories is the sum of 
3 digit alphanumeric categories with similar attributes. There are 91 groups in this report.  
 
 
LEVEL   ICD CODE  CATEGORY 
 
Section   I00-I99  Diseases of the Circulatory System 
 
Group    I20-I25  Ischemic Heart Disease 
    
3-Digits   I20             Angina Pectoris 
 
4-Digits   I20.0   Unstable Angina 








ICD-10 Chapters  
Chapter I.  Certain Infectious and Parasitic Diseases (A00-B99)  
Chapter II.  Neoplasms (C00-D48)  
Chapter III.  Diseases of the Blood and Blood-forming Organs and Certain Disorders  
 Involving the Immune Mechanism (D50-D89)  
Chapter IV.  Endocrine, Nutritional, and Metabolic Diseases (E00-E90)  
Chapter V.  Mental and Behavioral Disorders (F00-F99)  
Chapter VI.  Diseases of Nervous System (G00-G99)  
Chapter VII.  Diseases of the Eyes and Adnexa (H00-H59)  
Chapter VIII.  Diseases of the Ear and Mastoid Process (H60-H95)  
Chapter IX.  Diseases of the Circulatory System (I00-I99)  
Chapter X.  Diseases of the Respiratory System (J00-J99)  
Chapter XI.  Diseases of Digestive System (K00-K99)  
Chapter XII.  Diseases of the Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue (L00-L99)  
Chapter XIII.  Diseases of the Musculoskeletal System and Connective Tissue (M00-M99)  
Chapter XIV.  Diseases of the Genitourinary System (N00-N99)  
Chapter XV.  Pregnancy, Childbirth, and the Puerperioum (O00-O99)  
Chapter XVI.  Certain Conditions Originating in the Prenatal Period (P00-P96)  
Chapter XVII.  Congenital Malformations, Deformations, and Chromosomal Abnormalities  
 (Q00-Q99)  
Chapter XVIII.  Symptoms, Signs and Abnormal Clinical and Laboratory Findings, Not  
 Elsewhere Classified (R00-R99)  
Chapter XIX.  Injuries, Poisoning and Certain other Consequences of External Causes  
 (S00-T98)  

























DISEASES OF THE EYES AND ADNEXA (H00-H59) ……………………. …….. …………………………………………………………………………….
TABLE OF CONTENTS
(MAJOR SECTIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION CODES OF DISEASES)
CERTAIN INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC DISEASES (A00-B99) ………………………………………………………………………………………………
DISEASES OF NERVOUS SYSTEM (G00-G98) ……………………………….……………………………………………………………...…………………..
NEOPLASMS (C00-D48) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…..
DISEASES OF THE BLOOD AND BLOOD-FORMING ORGANS AND CERTAIN DIS. INVOLVING THE IMMUNE MECHANISM (D50-D89) ….....……
ENDOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL, AND METABOLIC DISEASES (E00-E88) ……………………………………………………………………………………..
MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS (F00-F99) …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
DISEASES OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM (K00-K92) …………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………..
DISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE (M00-M99) ………………………….…………………….……..….
DISEASES OF THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM (N00-N98) ……………………………………………………..………….………………………..….……
DISEASES OF THE EAR AND MASTOID PROCESS (H60-H93) …………………………………NO DEATHS IN THIS CATEGORY  ……..……………
DISEASES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM (I00-I99) ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
DISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM (J00-J98) ……………………………….…………………………………………………………………………….
EXTERNAL CAUSES OF MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY (V01-Y98) …………………………………………………………………………………………
APPENDIX …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
DISEASES OF THE SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE (L00-L98) …………………….……………………………………………………………….
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH AND THE PUERPERIUM (O00-O96) …………………………………………………………………………………………….
CERTAIN CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOD (P00-P99) ……………………………………………………………………….…
CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS, DEFORMATIONS AND CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITIES (Q00-Q99) ……………………………………….…..
SYMPTOMS, SIGNS AND ABNORMAL CLINICAL AND LABORATORY FINDINGS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED (R00-R99) …………………
INJURIES, POISONING AND CERTAIN OTHER CONSEQUENCES OF EXTERNAL CAUSES (S00-T98) …. NO DEATHS IN THIS CATEGORY …
1.















V20-V79, V80.3-V80.5, V81.0-V81.1, V82.0-V82.1, V83-V86, V87.0-V87.8, V88.8, V89.0, V89.2
CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE AND CIRRHOSIS ………………….




CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASES AND ALLIED CONDITIONS ………
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS ………….
………………...………………………………………..…………………………….. K70, K73-K74
……………….……………………………………..…………………… N00-N07, N19, N25-N27
….…………………………………………………………………………………………………. Y10-Y34, Y87.2, Y89.9
………..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… I00-I09, I11, I13, I20-I51
CANCER ……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………….. C00-C97
ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION ………………………………………………
HYPERTENSION ……………………………………………………………………………………
CANCER OF COLON AND RECTUM ……………………………………………………….…
CANCER OF THE PANCREAS …………………………………………………………………
CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE ………………………………………………………………
ATHEROSCLEROSIS ………………………………………………………………………………
…...……...………………….……………………….………..….…………. ….. J09-J11, J12-J18
...….……...……………………………………..……………. J40-J47
CANCER OF STOMACH …………………………………………………………………………
CANCER OF TRACHEA, BRONCHUS AND LUNG ……………………………………………
CANCER OF BREAST (FEMALE) ………………………………………………………………
CANCER OF CERVIX UTERI ……………………………………………………………………
CANCER OF THE OVARY AND OTHER UTERINE ADNEXA ………………………………







EVENTS OF UNDETERMINED INTENT ..
REFERENCE GUIDE












HOMICIDE AND LEGAL INTERVENTION
………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… X60-X84, X87.0
……………..……………………………………………………………………………………………. X85-Y09, Y87.1
ALL OTHER ACCIDENTS AND ADVERSE EFFECTS …………
………………..………………………………………... V02-V04, V09.0, V09.2, V12-V14, V19.0-V19.2, V19.4-V19.6
………………..……...…………………………………………………………. V01-X59, Y85-Y86
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 A00-Y89   ** ALL CAUSES **                 TOTAL 40242   164  202  260  430      82    46    50   224   345   768  1344  3507  5985  7427  9975 10044    15 
                                             W M  14948    40   52   64  109      21    14    17    87   136   326   532  1418  2424  3138  3921  2801     4 
                                             W F  14127    31   40   54   88      20    14    17    42    58   140   303   804  1467  2199  3795  5176     4 
                                            BO M   5539    51   59   72  118      21    13     7    62   125   200   305   737  1265  1144   957   583     2 
                                            BO F   5339    41   50   69  114      18     4     8    30    22    96   197   518   765   893  1244  1427     3 
                                            UNK     289     1    1    1    1       2     1     1     3     4     6     7    30    64    53    58    57     2 
 
 A00-B99   I. CERTAIN INFECTIOUS AND        TOTAL  1213     0    0    1    9       2     1     1     4     5    30    95   192   216   188   249   221     0 
           PARASITIC DISEASE                 W M    367     0    0    0    1       0     1     0     2     1     5    25    58    70    67    85    52     0 
                                             W F    361     0    0    0    1       1     0     1     1     0     4     8    30    47    60   102   106     0 
                                            BO M    269     0    0    0    5       0     0     0     0     4     9    37    64    69    32    26    23     0 
                                            BO F    199     0    0    1    2       1     0     0     1     0    12    24    36    25    28    33    37     0 
                                            UNK      17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     5     1     3     3     0 
 
 A00-A09   INTESTINAL INFECTIOUS DISEASE    TOTAL   113     0    0    1    4       0     0     0     1     1     0     0     2     8    18    31    48     0 
                                             W M     35     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     3     8    12    10     0 
                                             W F     53     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     8    15    28     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     2     3     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     2     6     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 A02       OTHER SALMONELLA INFECTIONS      TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A02.1     SALMONELLA SEPTICEMIA            TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A04       OTHER BACTERIAL INTESTINAL       TOTAL    82     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     5    13    26    35     0 
           INFECTIONS                        W M     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     7    11     6     0 
                                             W F     36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4    11    20     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     2     0 
                                            BO F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     2     6     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 A04.7     ENTEROCOLITIS DUE TO CLOSTRIDIUM TOTAL    82     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     5    13    26    35     0 
           DIFFICILE                         W M     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     7    11     6     0 
                                             W F     36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4    11    20     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     2     0 
                                            BO F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     2     6     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 A09       DIARRHEA AND GASTROENTERITIS OF  TOTAL    30     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     3     5     5    13     0 
           PRESUMED INFECTIOUS ORIGIN        W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     0 
                                             W F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     4     8     0 
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 A09.0     OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED GASTRO-    TOTAL     9     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     0 
           ENTERITIS AND COLITIS OF          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           INFECTIOUS ORIGIN                 W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 A09.9     GASTROENTERITIS AND COLITIS      TOTAL    21     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     4     4     9     0 
           OF UNSPECIFIED ORIGIN             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     3     0 
                                             W F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     6     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 A16-A19   TUBERCULOSIS                     TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     3     1     0     3     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 A16       RESPIRATORY TUBERCULOSIS, NOT    TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     0     3     0 
           CONFIRMED BACTERIOLOGICALLY OR    W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0 
           HISTOLOGICALLY                    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 A16.2     TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, WITHOUT    TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     1     0 
           MENTION OF BACTERIOLOGICAL OR     W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           HISTOLOGICALLY                    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 A16.5     TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY, WITHOUT    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           MENTION OF BACTERIOLOGICAL OR     W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 A16.9     RESPIRATORY TUBERCULOSIS         TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED, WITHOUT MENTION      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           OF BACTERIOLOGICAL               BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 A18       TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER ORGANS     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A18.0     TUBERCULOSIS OF BONES AND JOINTS TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A19       MILIARY TUBERCULOSIS             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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 A19.9     MILIARY TUBERCULOSIS,            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A20-A49   ZOONOTIC AND OTHER BACTERIAL     TOTAL   678     0    0    0    4       1     1     1     1     0     9    23    60    96   131   191   160     0 
           DISEASE                           W M    213     0    0    0    1       0     1     0     1     0     4    11    17    30    49    61    38     0 
                                             W F    244     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     0     3     3    14    30    40    79    73     0 
                                            BO M    103     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     6    12    24    20    21    19     0 
                                            BO F    107     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     0     0     2     3    14    10    21    27    28     0 
                                            UNK      11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     3     2     0 
 
 A28       OTHER ZOONOTIC BACTERIAL         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           DISEASES, NOT ELSEWHERE           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 A28.0     PASTEURELLOSIS                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 A31       INFECTION DUE TO OTHER           TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     0     0 
           MICROBACTERIA                     W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 A31.0     PULMONARY MYCOBACTERIAL          TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     0     0 
           INFECTION                         W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 A31.8     OTHER MYCOBACTERIAL INFECTIONS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 A39       MENINGOCOCCAL INFECTION          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A39.1     WATERHOUSE-FRIDERICHSEN SYNDROME TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A40       STREPTOCOCCAL SEPTICEMIA         TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       1     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     1     1     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A40.1     SEPTICEMIA DUE TO STREPTOCOCCUS, TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           GROUP B                           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 A40.2     SEPTICEMIA DUE TO STREPTOCOCCUS, TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0 
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 A40.2     GROUP D                           W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A40.3     SEPTICEMIA DUE TO STREPTOCOCCUS  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           PNEUMONIAE                        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A40.8     OTHER STREPTOCOCCAL SEPTICEMIA   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 A41       OTHER SEPTICEMIA                 TOTAL   640     0    0    0    4       0     1     0     1     0     9    22    57    89   123   179   155     0 
                                             W M    200     0    0    0    1       0     1     0     1     0     4    10    17    27    45    58    36     0 
                                             W F    231     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     3     3    14    28    37    75    70     0 
                                            BO M     96     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     6    10    23    20    17    19     0 
                                            BO F    103     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     2     3    13    10    20    26    28     0 
                                            UNK      10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     3     2     0 
 
 A41.0     SEPTICEMIA DUE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS TOTAL    18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     3     4     6     2     0 
           AUREUS                            W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3     3     5     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 A41.2     SEPTICEMIA DUE TO UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     6     4     0 
           STAPHYLOCOCCUS                    W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
 
 A41.4     SEPTICEMIA DUE TO ANAEROBES      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 A41.5     SEPTICEMIA DUE TO OTHER GRAM-    TOTAL    20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     2     4     5     5     0 
           NEGATIVE ORGANISMS                W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     1     1     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
 
 A41.8     OTHER SPECIFIED SEPTICEMIA       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 A41.9     SEPTICEMIA, UNSPECIFIED          TOTAL   586     0    0    0    4       0     1     0     1     0     8    21    51    82   113   162   143     0 
                                             W M    174     0    0    0    1       0     1     0     1     0     3    10    15    22    39    49    33     0 
                                             W F    213     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     3     2    12    27    35    69    64     0 
                                            BO M     89     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     6     8    22    19    16    17     0 
                                            BO F    100     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     2     3    13    10    19    25    27     0 
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 A41.9                                      UNK      10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     3     2     0 
 
 A49       BACTERIAL INFECTION OF           TOTAL    20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     4     8     4     0 
           UNSPECIFIED SITE                  W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     1     1     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 A49.0     STAPHYLOCOCCAL INFECTION,        TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     4     2     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 A49.1     STREPTOCOCCAL INFECTION,         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 A49.9     BACTERIAL INFECTION,UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     3     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 A50-A64   INFECTIONS WITH A PREDOMINATELY  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           SEXUAL MODE OF TRANSMISSION      BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 A52       LATE SYPHILIS                    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 A52.3     NEUROSYPHILIS, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 A80-B34   VIRAL DISEASE                    TOTAL   371     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     2     4    20    72   125   100    24    16     6     0 
                                             W M    102     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0    14    41    31     7     6     3     0 
                                             W F     50     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     0     1     5    14    14     6     6     2     0 
                                            BO M    143     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     4     9    31    48    42     7     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     72     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0    10    21    21    11     4     3     1     0 
                                            UNK       4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 A81       ATYPICAL VIRUS INFECTIONS OF     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0     0 
           CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM            W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
 
 A81.0     CREUTZFELDT-JAKOB DISEASE        TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
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 A86       UNSPECIFIED VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 B02       ZOSTER (HERPES ZOSTER)           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 B02.9     ZOSTER WITHOUT COMPLICATION      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 B16       ACUTE HEPATITIS B                TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     2     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B16.2     ACUTE HEPATITIS B WITHOUT DELTA  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
           -AGENT WITH HEPATIC COMA          W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 B16.9     ACUTE HEPATITIS B WITHOUT DELTA  TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     1     0     0 
           -AGENT AND WITHOUT HEPATIC COMA  BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B18       CHRONIC VIRAL HEPATITIS          TOTAL   112     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    41    46     9    11     1     0 
                                             W M     52     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    22    21     3     5     0     0 
                                             W F     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    12    11     2     3     0     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    10     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     4     3     3     1     0 
 
 B18.1     CHRONIC VIRAL HEPATITIS B        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
           WITHOUT DELTA-AGENT               W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B18.2     CHRONIC VIRAL HEPATITIS C        TOTAL   110     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    39    46     9    11     1     0 
                                             W M     50     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    20    21     3     5     0     0 
                                             W F     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    12    11     2     3     0     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    10     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     4     3     3     1     0 
 
 B19       UNSPECIFIED VIRAL HEPATITIS      TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B19.0     UNSPECIFIED VIRAL HEPATITIS      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           WITH HEPATIC COMA                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B19.9     UNSPECIFIED VIRAL HEPATITIS      TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0     1     0     0 
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 B19.9     WITHOUT HEPATIC COMA              W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B20       HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS     TOTAL    82     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     2     8    25    24    20     2     0     0     0 
           (HIV) DISEASE RESULTING IN        W M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     6     5     3     0     0     0     0 
           INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC          W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           DISEASES                         BO M     42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     4    10    14    11     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     3     8     4     4     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 B20.0     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           MYCOBACTERIAL INFECTION          BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B20.1     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN OTHER   TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     3     5     6     0     0     0     0 
           BACTERIAL INFECTIONS              W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     4     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B20.3     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN OTHER   TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     6     4     3     1     0     0     0 
           VIRAL INFECTIONS                  W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 B20.5     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN OTHER   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           MYCOSES                          BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B20.6     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN PNEUMO- TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     3     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B20.7     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN         TOTAL    23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5    10     8     0     0     0     0 
           MULTIPLE INFECTIONS               W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     7     4     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B20.8     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN OTHER   TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     5     3     3     1     0     0     0 
           INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC          W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0     0     0     0 
           DISEASES                          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     0     0     0 
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 B20.8                                      BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B20.9     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS OR        BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B21       HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS     TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     7     4     2     0     0     0     0 
           (HIV) DISEASE RESULTING IN        W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           MALIGNANT NEOPLASM               BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     4     3     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B21.0     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           KAPOSI 'S SARCOMA                BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B21.1     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN BURKIT  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           'S LYMPHOMA                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B21.2     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN OTHER   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           TYPES OF NON-HODGKIN'S LYMPHOMA   W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B21.3     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN OTHER   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF LYMPHOID, BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B21.7     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           MULTIPLE MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS     BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B21.8     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN OTHER   TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     0     0     0     0 
           MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS               W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B21.9     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM   BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B22       HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS     TOTAL    36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3    12     9     8     3     0     0     0 
           (HIV) DISEASE RESULTING IN OTHER  W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     1     0     0     0 
           SPECIFIED DISEASES                W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     3     5     4     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     6     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B22.0     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN         TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     5     2     1     2     0     0     0 
           ENCEPHALOPATHY                    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 B22.2     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN WASTING TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           SYNDROME                         BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B22.7     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN         TOTAL    18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     4     6     6     1     0     0     0 
           MULTIPLE DISEASES CLASSIFIED      W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     0     0     0 
           ELSEWHERE                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     3     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B23       HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS     TOTAL    55     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     4    10    25    14     1     0     0     0 
           (HIV) DISEASE RESULTING IN        W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     0     0     0     0 
           OTHER CONDITIONS                 BO M     35     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     7    15    10     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     3     6     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B23.2     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN HEMATO- TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     3     3     1     0     0     0     0 
           LOGICAL AND IMMUNOLOGICAL         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ABNORMALITY                      BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B23.8     HIV DISEASE RESULTING IN OTHER   TOTAL    46     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     7    22    13     1     0     0     0 
           SPECIFIED CONDITIONS              W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     4    13     9     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     6     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B24       UNSPECIFIED HUMAN IMMUNODEFI-    TOTAL    42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     4    12    15     7     1     1     1     0 
           CIENCY VIRUS (HIV) DISEASE        W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     1     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     7     6     5     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B25       CYTOMEGALOVIRAL DISEASE          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 B25.0     CYTOMEGALOVIRAL PNEUMONITIS      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B25.9     CYTOMEGALOVIRAL DISEASE,         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 B33       OTHER VIRAL DISEASES, NOT        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED             BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 B33.3     RETROVIRUS INFECTIONS, NOT ELSE- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           WHERE CLASSIFIED                 BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 B34       VIRAL INFECTION OF UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     5     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
           SITE                              W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B34.0     ADENOVIRUS INFECTION,            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B34.8     OTHER VIRAL INFECTIONS OF        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED SITE                 BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 B34.9     VIRAL INFECTION, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 B35-B99   OTHER INFECTIOUS DISEASES        TOTAL    39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     9    13    11     4     0 
                                             W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     6     0     0 
                                             W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6     2     2     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     2     0 
 
 B37       CANDIDIASIS                      TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     3     1     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 B37.4     CANDIDIASIS OF OTHER UROGENITAL  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           SITES                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B37.7     CANDIDAL SEPTICEMIA              TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 B37.9     CANDIDIASIS, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 B39       HISTOPLASMOSIS                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B39.9     HISTOPLASMOSIS, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B44       ASPERGILLOSIS                    TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0 
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 B44                                         W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 B44.1     OTHER PULMONARY ASPERGILLOSIS    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 B44.7     DISSEMINATED ASPERGILLOSIS       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 B44.9     ASPERGILLOSIS, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 B45       CRYPTOCOCCOSIS                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 B45.1     CEREBRAL CRYPTOCOCCOSIS          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 B49       UNSPECIFIED MYCOSIS              TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     0     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 B90       SEQUELAE OF TUBERCULOSIS         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 B90.9     SEQUELAE OF RESPIRATORY AND      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED TUBERCULOSIS         BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 B91       SEQUELAE OF POLIOMYELITIS        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 B94       SEQUELAE OF OTHER & UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     5     0     0 
           INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC          W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     0 
           DISEASES                          W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 B94.8     SEQUELAE OF OTHER SPECIFIED      TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     5     0     0 
           INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC DISEASE  W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     2     0     0 
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 B94.8                                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 B99       OTHER & UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           DISEASES                         BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C00-D48   II.NEOPLASMS                     TOTAL  9283     0    0    0    0       7     8     4    11    11    55   207   921  2030  2453  2371  1204     1 
                                             W M   3747     0    0    0    0       2     3     1     3     5    14    61   328   799  1050  1033   447     1 
                                             W F   2993     0    0    0    0       2     0     1     2     1    16    58   247   592   759   826   489     0 
                                            BO M   1340     0    0    0    0       1     4     1     2     5    14    42   185   374   358   241   113     0 
                                            BO F   1129     0    0    0    0       2     1     1     4     0    11    45   151   245   266   256   147     0 
                                            UNK      74     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    10    20    20    15     8     0 
 
 C00-C97   MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS              TOTAL  9080     0    0    0    0       6     8     4    10    11    55   203   908  2006  2406  2312  1150     1 
                                             W M   3660     0    0    0    0       2     3     1     3     5    14    61   323   787  1025  1008   427     1 
                                             W F   2914     0    0    0    0       2     0     1     1     1    16    55   240   585   750   799   464     0 
                                            BO M   1323     0    0    0    0       0     4     1     2     5    14    41   184   373   351   237   111     0 
                                            BO F   1110     0    0    0    0       2     1     1     4     0    11    45   151   242   260   253   140     0 
                                            UNK      73     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    10    19    20    15     8     0 
 
 C00       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIP        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C00.9     LIP, UNSPECIFIED                 TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C01       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BASE OF    TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
           TONGUE                            W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C02       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     8     5     2     4     0 
           UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF TONGUE       W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C02.9     TONGUE, UNSPECIFIED              TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     8     5     2     4     0 
                                             W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C03       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GUM        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C03.9     GUM, UNSPECIFIED                 TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 C03.9                                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C04       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FLOOR OF   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
           MOUTH                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C04.9     FLOOR OF MOUTH, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C05       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PALATE     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 C05.2     UVULA                            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C05.9     PALATE, UNSPECIFIED              TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 C06       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     4     3     6     0 
           UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF MOUTH        W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     2     1     1     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C06.2     RETROMOLAR AREA                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C06.9     MOUTH, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     3     3     6     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     1     1     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C07       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PAROTID    TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     7     2     3     0 
           GLAND                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6     1     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C08       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED MAJOR SALIVARY        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C08.9     MAJOR SALIVARY GLAND,            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C09       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONSIL     TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     6     5     4     2     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0 
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 C09                                        BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C09.9     TONSIL, UNSPECIFIED              TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     6     5     4     2     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C10       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ORO-       TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     3     4     1     0     0 
           PHARYNX                           W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C10.9     OROPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED          TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     3     4     1     0     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C11       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASO-      TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     7     5     0     0     0 
           PHARYNX                           W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C11.9     NASOPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     7     5     0     0     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C12       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PYRIFORM   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           SINUS                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C13       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HYPO-      TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0     0     0     0 
           PHARYNX                           W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C13.9     HYPOPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 C14       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL    42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6    12    16     6     2     0 
           ILL-DEFINED SITES IN THE LIP,     W M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6     7     5     1     0 
           ORAL CAVITY AND PHARYNX           W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     0     1     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     4     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C14.0     PHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED             TOTAL    42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6    12    16     6     2     0 
                                             W M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6     7     5     1     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     0     1     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     4     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C15       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS  TOTAL   211     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0    19    71    60    42    19     0 
                                             W M    112     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0    11    38    34    20     9     0 
                                             W F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     4    10     8     0 
                                            BO M     57     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5    26    18     6     2     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     6     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C15.5     LOWER THIRD OF ESOPHAGUS         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C15.9     ESOPHAGUS, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL   209     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0    19    70    59    42    19     0 
                                             W M    111     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0    11    38    33    20     9     0 
                                             W F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     4    10     8     0 
                                            BO M     56     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5    25    18     6     2     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     6     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C16       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF STOMACH    TOTAL   190     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     5     7    24    43    48    43    20     0 
                                             W M     58     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     8    16    12    17     2     0 
                                             W F     33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     7     7     9     7     0 
                                            BO M     68     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     5    11    18    18    10     4     0 
                                            BO F     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     2    11     7     7     0 
 
 C16.0     CARDIA                           TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     6     2     3     0     0 
                                             W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C16.3     PYLORIC ANTRUM                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C16.9     STOMACH, UNSPECIFIED             TOTAL   174     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     5     7    20    37    46    40    19     0 
                                             W M     46     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6    10    10    15     2     0 
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 CODE                                       & SEX   AGE   DAY WEEK DAYS YEAR   YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS   AGE 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 C16.9                                       W F     32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     7     7     9     7     0 
                                            BO M     65     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     5    10    18    18     9     3     0 
                                            BO F     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     2    11     7     7     0 
 
 C17       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SMALL      TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     2     6     2     1     0 
           INTESTINE                         W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 C17.0     DUODENUM                         TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     1     1     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C17.1     JEJUNUM                          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C17.9     SMALL INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     3     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 C18       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF COLON      TOTAL   627     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     5     9    74   128   143   157   110     0 
                                             W M    227     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     1    28    51    56    60    27     0 
                                             W F    190     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2    12    29    42    49    55     0 
                                            BO M     92     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1    20    26    21    19     4     0 
                                            BO F    113     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    14    20    24    27    24     0 
                                            UNK       5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     2     0     0 
 
 C18.0     CECUM                            TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     4     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 C18.1     APPENDIX                         TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     3     4     0     0     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     2     0     0     0 
 
 C18.2     ASCENDING COLON                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C18.7     SIGMOID COLON                    TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
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 C18.7                                      BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C18.9     COLON, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL   603     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     5     8    67   123   138   156   105     0 
                                             W M    218     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     0    27    49    53    60    25     0 
                                             W F    180     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     9    27    40    48    53     0 
                                            BO M     92     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1    20    26    21    19     4     0 
                                            BO F    108     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    11    19    24    27    23     0 
                                            UNK       5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     2     0     0 
 
 C19       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTO-     TOTAL    51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2    10    16     4    12     6     0 
           SIGMOID JUNCTION                  W M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     6     2     7     2     0 
                                             W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     2     4     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0     3     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C20       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTUM     TOTAL    99     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     6     9    26    19    27    12     0 
                                             W M     44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4    15     7    13     2     0 
                                             W F     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     6    10     5     0 
                                            BO M     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     5     3     3     3     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     2     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C21       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ANUS AND   TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     0     1     0 
           ANAL CANAL                        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C21.0     ANUS, UNSPECIFIED                TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     0     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C22       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER AND  TOTAL   319     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     9    58    96    66    63    26     0 
           INTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCTS           W M    155     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    31    53    31    29     9     0 
                                             W F     66     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     6    12    15    19    12     0 
                                            BO M     63     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5    15    25    10     5     3     0 
                                            BO F     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     5     9     9     2     0 
                                            UNK       5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 C22.0     LIVER CELL CARCINOMA             TOTAL   141     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3    33    52    26    20     7     0 
                                             W M     71     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0    17    25    13    12     4     0 
                                             W F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     4     5     2     0 
                                            BO M     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    13    19     4     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     4     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
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 C22.1     INTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCT CARCINOMA TOTAL    72     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     8    17    20    18     6     0 
                                             W M     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3    11     6     3     2     0 
                                             W F     25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     8     7     3     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     2     0     0 
                                            BO F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     4     6     1     0 
 
 C22.2     HEPATOBLASTOMA                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C22.9     LIVER, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL   105     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3    17    27    20    25    13     0 
                                             W M     58     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    11    17    12    14     3     0 
                                             W F     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     3     7     7     0 
                                            BO M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     6     4     1     2     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     1     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C23       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GALL-      TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5    10     6     1     0 
           BLADDER                           W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     1     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     0     0     0 
 
 C24       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL    19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     4     7     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF BILIARY      W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     4     1     0 
           TRACT                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 C24.0     EXTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCT           TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     2     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 C24.1     AMPULLA OF VATER                 TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 C24.9     BILIARY TRACT, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     3     4     0     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C25       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PANCREAS   TOTAL   578     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     6    54   115   162   164    75     0 
                                             W M    198     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1    17    37    61    53    28     0 
                                             W F    208     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    14    41    49    69    34     0 
                                            BO M     76     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     4    18    21    21    11     0     0 
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 C25                                        BO F     93     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5    15    29    31    13     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
 
 C25.1     BODY OF PANCREAS                 TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C25.9     PANCREAS, UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL   577     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     6    54   115   162   163    75     0 
                                             W M    197     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1    17    37    61    52    28     0 
                                             W F    208     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    14    41    49    69    34     0 
                                            BO M     76     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     4    18    21    21    11     0     0 
                                            BO F     93     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5    15    29    31    13     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
 
 C26       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6     4     4     2     0 
           ILL-DEFINED DIGESTIVE ORGANS      W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C26.0     INTESTINAL TRACT, PART           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C26.9     ILL-DEFINED SITES WITHIN THE     TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6     4     4     2     0 
           DIGESTIVE SYSTEM                  W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C30       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASAL      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           CAVITY AND MIDDLE EAR            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C30.0     NASAL CAVITY                     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C31       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ACCESSORY  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     2     0     0 
           SINUSES                           W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C31.0     MAXILLARY SINUS                  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C31.9     ACCESSORY SINUS, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 C32       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARYNX     TOTAL    55     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9    20    11     9     6     0 
                                             W M     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    10     6     4     3     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     7     4     3     2     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 C32.1     SUPRAGLOTTIS                     TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     1     2     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C32.9     LARYNX, UNSPECIFIED              TOTAL    47     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     7    18    10     8     4     0 
                                             W M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     8     5     3     3     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     7     4     3     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C34       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRONCHUS   TOTAL  2766     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    25   250   634   881   754   219     1 
           AND LUNG                          W M   1268     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0    15    94   279   429   360    90     1 
                                             W F    874     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     6    75   172   271   259    91     0 
                                            BO M    369     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2    46   117   113    69    20     0 
                                            BO F    233     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    31    62    61    62    15     0 
                                            UNK      22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     7     4     3     0 
 
 C34.1     UPPER LOBE, BRONCHUS OR LUNG     TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     4     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C34.3     LOWER LOBE, BRONCHUS OR LUNG     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C34.9     BRONCHUS OR LUNG, UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL  2756     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    24   250   631   880   750   218     1 
                                             W M   1266     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0    15    94   279   429   358    90     1 
                                             W F    871     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     6    75   170   271   258    91     0 
                                            BO M    366     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2    46   116   112    69    19     0 
                                            BO F    231     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    31    62    61    61    15     0 
                                            UNK      22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     7     4     3     0 
 
 C37       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THYMUS     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C38       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HEART,     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0 
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 C38       MEDIASTINUM, AND PLEURA           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C38.3     MEDIASTINUM, PART UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C40       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONE AND   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OF LIMBS      W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C40.0     SCAPULA AND LONG BONES OF UPPER  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           LIMB                              W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C41       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONE AND   TOTAL    28     0    0    0    0       0     2     1     2     3     1     1     2     4     4     6     2     0 
           ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OF OTHER &    W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     2     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED SITES                 W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     1     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     3     1     1     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C41.0     BONES OF SKULL AND FACE          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C41.1     MANDIBLE                         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C41.2     VERTEBRAL COLUMN                 TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C41.4     PELVIC BONES, SACRUM, AND COCCYX TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C41.9     BONE AND ARTICULAR CARTILAGE,    TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       0     2     1     1     3     0     1     2     2     3     4     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     3     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C43       MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN       TOTAL   127     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     8    14    31    23    31    16     0 
                                             W M     80     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    10    18    18    20    10     0 
                                             W F     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     3     4    11     5     9     4     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     0     1     0 
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 C43                                        BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
 
 C43.0     MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF LIP        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C43.3     MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF OTHER AND  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF FACE        BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C43.5     MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF TRUNK      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C43.7     MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF LOWER      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           LIMB, INCLUDING HIP              BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C43.9     MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN,      TOTAL   121     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     8    13    30    23    30    14     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     80     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    10    18    18    20    10     0 
                                             W F     35     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     3     3    11     5     8     3     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 C44       OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF     TOTAL    51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     8    14    17     9     0 
           SKIN                              W M     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     9    10     6     0 
                                             W F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     4     5     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C44.2     SKIN OF EAR AND EXTERNAL         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           AURICULAR CANAL                   W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 C44.3     SKIN OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           PARTS OF FACE                     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C44.4     SKIN OF SCALP AND NECK           TOTAL    25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     9     6     4     0 
                                             W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     4     2     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C44.6     SKIN OF UPPER LIMB, INCLUDING    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           SHOULDER                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C44.9     MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN,      TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3    10     4     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     6     3     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
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 C45       MESOTHELIOMA                     TOTAL    30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     8    11     5     0 
                                             W M     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     7    10     4     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 C45.0     MESOTHELIOMA OF PLEURA           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C45.1     MESOTHELIOMA OF PERITONEUM       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C45.7     MESOTHELIOMA OF OTHER SITES      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
 
 C45.9     MESOTHELIOMA, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL    25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     8     7     5     0 
                                             W M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     7     6     4     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 C47       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           PERIPHERAL NERVES & AUTONOMIC     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           NERVOUS SYSTEM                   BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C47.4     PERIPHERAL NERVES OF ABDOMEN     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C47.9     PERIPHERAL NERVES AND AUTONOMIC  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NERVOUS SYSTEM, UNSPECIFIED      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C48       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RETRO-     TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     5     5     2     0 
           PERITONEUM AND PERITONEUM         W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     2     0 
 
 C48.0     RETROPERITONEUM                  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 C48.2     PERITONEUM, UNSPECIFIED          TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     5     3     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     2     0 
 
 C49       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER CON- TOTAL    55     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     6     7     9    10    11     9     0 
           NECTIVE AND SOFT TISSUE           W M     25     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     2     3     4     5     3     5     0 
                                             W F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     2     6     2     0 
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 C49                                        BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     0     2     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     1     1     0 
 
 C49.2     CONNECTIVE AND SOFT TISSUE OF    TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0 
           LOWER LIMB, INCLUDING HIP         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C49.3     CONNECTIVE AND SOFT TISSUE OF    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           THORAX                            W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C49.4     CONNECTIVE AND SOFT TISSUE OF    TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     1     1     2     0 
           ABDOMEN                           W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C49.5     CONNECTIVE AND SOFT TISSUE OF    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           PELVIS                            W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C49.9     CONNECTIVE AND SOFT TISSUE,      TOTAL    42     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     5     5     6     7     9     7     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     2     2     3     3     3     3     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     2     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     0     2     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     1     0 
 
 C50       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BREAST     TOTAL   621     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     6    40    89   174   126   111    75     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F    412     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3    17    45   113    92    84    58     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F    194     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3    22    40    57    29    26    17     0 
                                            UNK       8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     1     0     0 
 
 C50.9     BREAST, UNSPECIFIED              TOTAL   621     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     6    40    89   174   126   111    75     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F    412     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3    17    45   113    92    84    58     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F    194     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3    22    40    57    29    26    17     0 
                                            UNK       8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     1     0     0 
 
 C51       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VULVA      TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     3     0     5     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     2     0     4     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 C51.9     VULVA, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     3     0     5     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     2     0     4     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
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 C52       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VAGINA     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C53       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CERVIX     TOTAL    75     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    12    23    14    13     7     4     0 
           UTERI                             W F     45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     5    14     7    11     5     1     0 
                                            BO F     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     7     9     7     2     2     3     0 
 
 C53.9     CERVIX UTERI, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL    75     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    12    23    14    13     7     4     0 
                                             W F     45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     5    14     7    11     5     1     0 
                                            BO F     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     7     9     7     2     2     3     0 
 
 C54       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CORPUS     TOTAL    67     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3    14    20    21     7     0 
           UTERI                             W F     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     8     9    15     5     0 
                                            BO F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     6    11     6     2     0 
 
 C54.1     ENDOMETRIUM                      TOTAL    66     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3    14    20    20     7     0 
                                             W F     38     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     8     9    14     5     0 
                                            BO F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     6    11     6     2     0 
 
 C54.9     CORPUS UTERI, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C55       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UTERUS,    TOTAL    55     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     7    10    20    13     4     0 
           PART UNSPECIFIED                  W F     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     4     7     4     1     0 
                                            BO F     35     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     6    13     9     3     0 
 
 C56       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY      TOTAL   217     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     4    19    45    51    59    36     0 
                                             W F    167     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    12    37    42    45    27     0 
                                            BO F     48     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     7     8     9    13     8     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 C57       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     2     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED FEMALE GENITAL        W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0     0 
           ORGANS                           BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0 
 
 C57.0     FALLOPIAN TUBE                   TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C57.9     FEMALE GENITAL ORGAN,            TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 C60       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PENIS      TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     3     0     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
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 C60                                        BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C60.9     PENIS, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     3     0     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C61       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PROSTATE   TOTAL   469     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     7    50   108   164   140     0 
                                             W M    282     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1    21    58   110    92     0 
                                            BO M    180     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6    26    49    53    46     0 
                                            UNK       7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     2     0 
 
 C62       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TESTIS     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 C62.9     TESTIS, UNSPECIFIED              TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 C63       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED MALE GENITAL ORGANS   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C63.2     SCROTUM                          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C64       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF KIDNEY,    TOTAL   200     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     6    22    52    57    36    26     0 
           EXCEPT RENAL PELVIS               W M     99     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    11    27    28    17    14     0 
                                             W F     45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     9    16    12     6     0 
                                            BO M     38     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     8    11    10     4     2     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     5     2     1     4     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
 
 C65       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RENAL      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
           PELVIS                            W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C66       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF URETER     TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     4     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C67       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BLADDER    TOTAL   189     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    10    28    35    70    44     0 
                                             W M    124     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7    16    22    49    29     0 
                                             W F     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0    10    10    12     8     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     6     1     0 
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 C67                                        BO F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     6     0 
 
 C67.7     URACHUS                          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C67.9     BLADDER, UNSPECIFIED             TOTAL   188     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    10    28    35    70    44     0 
                                             W M    124     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7    16    22    49    29     0 
                                             W F     40     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    10    10    12     8     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     6     1     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     6     0 
 
 C68       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED URINARY ORGANS        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 C68.0     URETHRA                          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 C68.9     URINARY ORGAN, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C69       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYE AND    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
           ADNEXA                            W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 C69.9     EYE, UNSPECIFIED                 TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 C71       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN      TOTAL   207     0    0    0    0       0     2     1     1     1     1    18    30    65    38    36    14     0 
                                             W M     94     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0    12    14    29    17    18     3     0 
                                             W F     80     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     3    11    26    13    16     9     0 
                                            BO M     17     0    0    0    0       0     1     1     0     0     0     1     2     7     5     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     3     2     2     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C71.0     CEREBRUM, EXCEPT LOBES AND       TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0     0 
           VENTRICLES                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C71.1     FRONTAL LOBE                     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0 
 
 C71.2     TEMPORAL LOBE                    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 C71.6     CEREBELLUM                       TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C71.7     BRAIN STEM                       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C71.9     BRAIN, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL   194     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     1     1    18    26    62    38    34    12     0 
                                             W M     92     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0    12    13    28    17    18     3     0 
                                             W F     73     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     3     9    24    13    15     7     0 
                                            BO M     16     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     1     2     7     5     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     3     1     2     0 
 
 C72       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SPINAL     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
           CORD, CRANIAL NERVES, AND OTHER   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           PARTS                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C72.0     SPINAL CORD                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C72.9     CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM,          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C73       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THYROID    TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     7     3     5     0 
           GLAND                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     4     0     2     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C74       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ADRENAL    TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     1     0     1     1     0     1     2     1     1     0 
           GLAND                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C74.0     CORTEX OF ADRENAL GLAND          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C74.9     ADRENAL GLAND, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 C76       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND  TOTAL    27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     2     6    11     3     0 
           ILL-DEFINED SITES                 W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     2     4     0     0 
                                             W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7     2     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C76.0     HEAD, FACE, AND NECK             TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     4     3     0     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     3     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C76.1     THORAX                           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C76.2     ABDOMEN                          TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     6     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C76.3     PELVIS                           TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C76.7     OTHER ILL-DEFINED SITES          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C78       SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL    27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     5     6     5     4     0 
           RESPIRATORY & DIGESTIVE ORGANS    W M     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     3     3     2     1     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     2     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 C78.0     SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           LUNG                             BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C78.2     SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           PLEURA                            W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C78.6     SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           RETROPERITONEUM AND PERITONEUM    W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
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 C78.7     SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     4     4     5     2     0 
           LIVER                             W M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     3     3     2     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 C78.8     SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           OTHER & UNSPECIFIED DIGESTIVE     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C79       SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL    99     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2    10    33    27    18     8     0 
           OTHER SITES                       W M     45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4    16     7    11     5     0 
                                             W F     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     8     4     1     0 
                                            BO M     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3    14     9     1     2     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C79.0     SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           KIDNEY AND RENAL PELVIS           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C79.3     SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     1     0 
           BRAIN AND CEREBRAL MENINGES       W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C79.5     SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
           BONE AND BONE MARROW              W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C79.8     SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF  TOTAL    87     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2    10    32    24    11     7     0 
           OTHER SPECIFIED SITES             W M     42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4    16     7     8     5     0 
                                             W F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     6     1     1     0 
                                            BO M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3    14     9     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0 
 
 C80       MALIGNANT NEOPLASM WITHOUT       TOTAL   391     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     6    33    81   116    96    57     0 
           SPECIFICATION OF SITE             W M    168     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3    16    26    58    44    21     0 
                                             W F    129     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     7    24    38    31    29     0 
                                            BO M     50     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6    19    10    10     2     0 
                                            BO F     43     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4    11    10    11     5     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C81       HODGKIN'S DISEASE                TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     4     0     3     5     5     1     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     3     3     0     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 C81                                        BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 C81.9     HODGKIN'S DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     4     0     3     5     5     1     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     3     3     0     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 C82       FOLLICULAR (NODULAR) NON-        TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     2     1     0 
           HODGKIN'S LYMPHOMA                W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C82.9     FOLLICULAR NON-HODGKIN'S         TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     2     1     0 
           LYMPHOMA, UNSPECIFIED             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C83       DIFFUSE NON-HODGKIN'S LYMPHOMA   TOTAL    51     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     7    17    16     5     0 
                                             W M     33     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     9    13     3     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C83.0     SMALL CELL (DIFFUSE)             TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 C83.1     SMALL CLEAVED CELL (DIFFUSE)     TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     3     4     1     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     4     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C83.3     LARGE CELL (DIFFUSE)             TOTAL    25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     6    10     3     0 
                                             W M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     8     2     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C83.6     UNDIFFERENTIATED (DIFFUSE)       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C83.7     BURKITT'S TUMOR                  TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     4     1     0     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     3     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
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 C83.7                                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C84       PERIPHERAL AND CUTANEOUS T-CELL  TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     3     4     2     2     0 
           LYMPHOMAS                         W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     2     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 C84.0     MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C84.4     PERIPHERAL T-CELL LYMPHOMA       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C84.5     OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED T-CELL     TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     2     3     2     2     0 
           LYMPHOMAS                         W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     2     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C85       OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED TYPES OF   TOTAL   213     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     0     2     4    16    30    55    69    35     0 
           NON-HODGKIN'S LYMPHOMA            W M     92     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     9    17    25    29    11     0 
                                             W F     82     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     9    21    27    21     0 
                                            BO M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     2     1     2     3     4     7     2     0 
                                            BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     2     1     5     6     1     0 
 
 C85.1     B-CELL LYMPHOMA, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL    31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     3    11    12     2     0 
                                             W M     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     7     1     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     0     0 
 
 C85.9     NON-HODGKIN'S LYMPHOMA,          TOTAL   182     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     0     1     3    15    27    44    57    33     0 
           UNSPECIFIED TYPE                  W M     77     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     9    16    19    22    10     0 
                                             W F     74     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     8    18    24    20     0 
                                            BO M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     2     4     6     2     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     1     3     5     1     0 
 
 C88       MALIGNANT IMMUNOPROLIFERATIVE    TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0 
           DISEASES                          W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C88.0     WALDENSTROM'S MACROGLOBULINEMIA  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
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 C90       MULTIPLE MYELOMA AND MALIGNANT   TOTAL   176     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    17    29    48    49    32     0 
           PLASMA CELL NEOPLASMS             W M     69     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     7    11    21    19    11     0 
                                             W F     47     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7     7    17    14     0 
                                            BO M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     6     9     6     2     0 
                                            BO F     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5    10     6     5     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 C90.0     MULTIPLE MYELOMA                 TOTAL   174     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    17    29    47    49    31     0 
                                             W M     69     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     7    11    21    19    11     0 
                                             W F     46     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7     7    17    13     0 
                                            BO M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     6     9     6     2     0 
                                            BO F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5     9     6     5     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 C90.1     PLASMA CELL LEUKEMIA             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C90.2     PLASMACYTOMA, EXTRAMEDULLARY     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C91       LYMPHOID LEUKEMIA                TOTAL    87     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     3     0     1     4    19    20    20    18     0 
                                             W M     33     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     2     0     0     0     9     9     8     3     0 
                                             W F     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     4     7     8     0 
                                            BO M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     6     6     2     2     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     4     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C91.0     ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA     TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     3     0     1     1     3     1     3     0     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     2     0     0     0     3     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 C91.1     CHRONIC LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKEMIA     TOTAL    67     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    14    18    17    16     0 
                                             W M     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     9     7     3     0 
                                             W F     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     3     7     8     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     5     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C91.4     HAIRY-CELL LEUKEMIA              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C91.5     ADULT T-CELL LEUKEMIA            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 C91.7     OTHER LYMPHOID LEUKEMIA          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 C91.9     LYMPHOID LEUKEMIA, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C92       MYELOID LEUKEMIA                 TOTAL   178     0    0    0    0       2     1     1     3     1     5     8    11    30    49    43    24     0 
                                             W M     83     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     2     0     1     2     4    16    26    21    10     0 
                                             W F     55     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     1     5    10    11    15    10     0 
                                            BO M     26     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     2     4     1     2     8     4     3     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     1     3     3     1     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 C92.0     ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA           TOTAL   139     0    0    0    0       1     1     1     3     1     0     4     6    27    42    34    19     0 
                                             W M     67     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     2     0     0     2     1    16    23    14     8     0 
                                             W F     46     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     3     9     9    14     9     0 
                                            BO M     16     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     6     4     1     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     3     2     1     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 C92.1     CHRONIC MYELOID LEUKEMIA         TOTAL    25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     4     3     2     4     4     4     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     2     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0     1     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C92.5     ACUTE MYELOMONOCYTIC LEUKEMIA    TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 C92.7     OTHER MYELOID LEUKEMIA           TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     0     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C92.9     MYELOID LEUKEMIA, UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 C93       MONOCYTIC LEUKEMIA               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C93.0     ACUTE MONOCYTIC LEUKEMIA         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 C94       OTHER LEUKEMIAS OF SPECIFIED     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 C94       CELL TYPE                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C94.5     ACUTE MYELOFIBROSIS              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C95       LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL     TOTAL    73     0    0    0    0       2     0     0     0     0     0     1     2    10     9    30    19     0 
           TYPE                              W M     36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     7     6    12    10     0 
                                             W F     25     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2    12     7     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C95.0     ACUTE LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL    31     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3    16     7     0 
           CELL TYPE                         W M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     8     2     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     4     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C95.1     CHRONIC LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           CELL TYPE                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C95.9     LEUKEMIA, UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL    41     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     7     6    13    12     0 
                                             W M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     5     4     8     0 
                                             W F     13     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     6     3     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 C97       MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF INDEPEND- TOTAL    57     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4    14    11    12    14     0 
           ENT (PRIMARY) MULTIPLE SITES      W M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     5     5     4     0 
                                             W F     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     4     4     6     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     1     3     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     1     0 
 
 D10-D36   BENIGN NEOPLASMS                 TOTAL    18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     0     4     2     6     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0     1     3     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     0 
 
 D12       BENIGN NEOPLASM OF COLON,        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           RECTUM,ANUS AND ANAL CANAL        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D12.6     COLON, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 D15       BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND UN- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           SPECIFIED INTRATHORACIC ORGANS    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D15.0     THYMUS                           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D18       HEMANGIOMA AND LYMPHANGIOMA,     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           ANY SITE                          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D18.0     HEMANGIOMA, ANY SITE             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D32       BENIGN NEOPLASM OF MENINGES      TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     0     3     2     4     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
 
 D32.0     CEREBRAL MENINGES                TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 D32.9     MENINGES, UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     2     1     3     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D33       BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BRAIN &       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OTHER PARTS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D33.3     CRANIAL NERVES                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D35       BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND UN- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           SPECIFIED ENDOCRINE GLANDS       BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D35.1     PARATHYROID GLAND                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D37-D47   NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN OR         TOTAL   171     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     0     0     3     8    20    40    53    45     0 
           UNKNOWN BEHAVIORS                 W M     79     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    10    24    22    20     0 
                                             W F     65     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     2     4     5     9    24    20     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     4     2     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     3     3     0 
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 D37       NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN OR UNKNOWN TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     0 
           BEHAVIOR OF ORAL CAVITY AND       W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
           DIGESTIVE ORGANS                  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D37.0     LIP, ORAL CAVITY, AND PHARYNX    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D37.1     STOMACH                          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D37.6     LIVER, GALLBLADDER, BILE DUCTS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D37.7     OTHER DIGESTIVE ORGANS           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 D38       NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN OR UNKNOWN TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     3     0 
           BEHAVIOR OF MIDDLE EAR AND        W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
           RESPIRATORY & INTRATHORACIC       W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0 
           ORGANS                           BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D38.0     LARYNX                           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D38.1     TRACHEA, BRONCHUS, AND LUNG      TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
 
 D38.2     PLEURA                           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D38.3     MEDIASTINUM                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D39       NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN OR UNKNOWN TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           BEHAVIOR OF FEMALE GENITAL        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D39.1     OVARY                            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D40       NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN OR UNKNOWN TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           BEHAVIOR OF MALE GENITAL          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D40.9     MALE GENITAL ORGAN, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
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 D41       NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN OR UNKNOWN TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           BEHAVIOR OF URINARY ORGANS        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D41.0     KIDNEY                           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D43       NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN OR UNKNOWN TOTAL    46     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     0     0     2     5    10     7    12     8     0 
           BEHAVIOR OF BRAIN AND CENTRAL     W M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     4     5     4     0 
           NERVOUS SYSTEM                    W F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     3     3     1     5     2     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     2     2     0 
 
 D43.0     BRAIN, SUPRATENTORIAL            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D43.1     BRAIN, INFRATENTORIAL            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D43.2     BRAIN, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL    42     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     0     0     1     5    10     6    12     6     0 
                                             W M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     4     5     2     0 
                                             W F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     3     3     1     5     2     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     2     2     0 
 
 D43.4     SPINAL CORD                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D44       NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN OR UNKNOWN TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0 
           BEHAVIOR OF ENDOCRINE GLANDS      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D44.1     ADRENAL GLAND                    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D44.3     PITUITARY GLAND                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D44.9     ENDOCRINE GLAND, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D45       POLYCYTHEMIA VERA                TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 D46       MYELODYSPLASTIC SYNDROMES        TOTAL    86     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     9    24    30    22     0 
                                             W M     44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6    16    13     9     0 
                                             W F     33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6    12    12     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 D46.2     REFRACTORY ANEMIA WITH EXCESS    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           OF BLASTS                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D46.4     REFRACTORY ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D46.9     MYELODYSPLASTIC SYNDROME,        TOTAL    84     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     9    24    28    22     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     43     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6    16    12     9     0 
                                             W F     32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6    11    12     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 D47       OTHER NEOPLASMS OF UNCERTAIN OR  TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     4     5     0 
           UNKNOWN BEHAVIOR OF LYMPHOID,     W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     3     0 
           HEMATOPOITEIC RELATED TISSUE      W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     3     2     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D47.1     CHRONIC MYELOPROLIFERATIVE       TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     4     4     4     0 
           DISEASE                           W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     3     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D47.2     MONOCLONAL GAMMOPATHY            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D48       NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN OR UNKNOWN TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     4     3     0 
           BEHAVIOR OF OTHER AND             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED SITES                 W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0 
 
 D48.1     CONNECTIVE & OTHER SOFT TISSUE   TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
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 D48.3     RETROPERITONEUM                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 D48.7     OTHER SPECIFIED SITES            TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 D48.9     NEOPLASMS OF UNCERTAIN OR        TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     0 
           UNKNOWN BEHAVIOR, UNSPECIFIED     W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D50-D89   III.DISEASE OF BLOOD AND BLOOD   TOTAL   211     0    1    3    4       0     0     2     1     2     7     6    26    40    38    40    45     0 
           FORMING ORGANS AND CERTAIN        W M     50     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     1     1     2     4     9    14    10     8     0 
           DISORDERS INVOLVING IMMUNE        W F     71     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    12    14    13    26     0 
           MECHANISM                        BO M     36     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     1     3     1    10     8     4     6     2     0 
                                            BO F     53     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     0     3     3     8    11     6    11     9     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D50-D64   ANEMIA                           TOTAL   102     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     1     5     3    11    14    14    21    32     0 
                                             W M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     4     4     5     0 
                                             W F     40     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     5     9    19     0 
                                            BO M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     1     5     3     2     3     2     0 
                                            BO F     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     3     1     3     5     3     5     6     0 
 
 D50       IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIA           TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D50.0     IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIA SECONDARY TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0 
           TO BLOOD LOSS (CHRONIC)           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D51       VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCY ANEMIA    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D51.0     VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCY ANEMIA    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           DUE TO INTRINSIC FACTOR          BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D53       OTHER NUTRITIONAL ANEMIAS        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 D53.9     NUTRITIONAL ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
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 D53.9                                       W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 D57       SICKLE-CELL DISORDERS            TOTAL    18     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     1     5     1     6     4     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     4     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     3     1     2     3     0     0     0     0 
 
 D57.0     SICKLE-CELL ANEMIA WITH CRISIS   TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     1     3     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D57.1     SICKLE-CELL ANEMIA WITHOUT       TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     5     4     0     0     0     0 
           CRISIS                           BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     3     0     0     0     0 
 
 D57.3     SICKLE-CELL TRAIT                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D59       ACQUIRED HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 D59.1     OTHER AUTOIMMUNE HEMOLYTIC       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ANEMIAS                          BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 D59.3     HEMOLYTIC-UREMIC SYNDROME        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D61       OTHER APLASTIC ANEMIAS           TOTAL    27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     6     7     8     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     2     0 
 
 D61.9     APLASTIC ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL    27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     6     7     8     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     2     0 
 
 D62       ACUTE POSTHEMORRHAGIC ANEMIA     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D64       OTHER ANEMIAS                    TOTAL    45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     6    10    23     0 
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 D64                                         W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     1     3     0 
                                             W F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4    15     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     4     0 
 
 D64.3     OTHER SIDEROBLASTIC ANEMIAS      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D64.8     OTHER SPECIFIED ANEMIAS          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D64.9     ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED              TOTAL    42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     6    10    21     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     2     0 
                                             W F     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4    14     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     4     0 
 
 D65-D69   COAGULATION DEFECTS PURPURA      TOTAL    61     0    1    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6    15    15    12     9     0 
           AND OTHER HEMORRHAGIC             W M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     7     5     5     1     0 
           CONDITIONS                        W F     23     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     8     3     5     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     4     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     3     0 
 
 D65       DISSEMINATED INTRAVASCULAR       TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     3     1     0 
           COAGULATION (DEFIBRINATION        W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
           SYNDROME)                         W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 D66       HEREDITARY FACTOR VIII           TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DEFICIENCY                       BO M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D68       OTHER COAGULATION DEFECTS        TOTAL    32     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     7     8     6     6     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     2     1     0 
                                             W F     11     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     0     3     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3     2     0 
 
 D68.2     HEREDITARY DEFICIENCY OF OTHER   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           CLOTTING FACTORS                  W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D68.8     OTHER SPECIFIED COAGULATION      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
           DEFECTS                           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D68.9     COAGULATION DEFECT, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    29     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     6     8     5     5     0 
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 D68.9                                       W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     2     0     0 
                                             W F     11     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     0     3     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     2     0 
 
 D69       PURPURA AND OTHER HEMORRHAGIC    TOTAL    19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5     6     3     2     0 
           CONDITIONS                        W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     5     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 D69.3     IDIOPATHIC THROMBOCYTOPENIC      TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     1     0     0 
           PURPURA                           W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D69.5     SECONDARY THROMBOCYTOPENIA       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D69.6     THROMBOCYTOPENIA, UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     4     1     2     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 D69.9     HEMORRHAGIC CONDITION,           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D70-D76   OTHER DISEASE OF BLOOD AND       TOTAL    17     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     1     0     0     1     4     2     3     1     3     0 
           BLOOD FORMING ORGANS              W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     0     2     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D70       AGRANULOCYTOSIS                  TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     3     0     1     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D72       OTHER DISORDERS OF WHITE BLOOD   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           CELLS                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 D72.1     EOSINOPHILIA                     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D72.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           WHITE BLOOD CELLS                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D73       DISEASES OF SPLEEN               TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D73.5     INFARCTION OF SPLEEN             TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D74       METHEMOGLOBINEMIA                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 D74.9     METHEMOGLOBINEMIA, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 D75       OTHER DISEASES OF BLOOD & BLOOD- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           FORMING ORGANS                    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D75.2     ESSENTIAL THROMBOCYTOSIS         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 D76       CERTAIN DISEASES INVOLVING       TOTAL     3     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           LYMPHORETICULAR TISSUE AND        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           RETICULOHISTIOCYTIC SYSTEM       BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D76.1     HEMOPHAGOCYTIC LYMPHOHISTIO-     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           CYTOSIS                           W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D80-D89   CERTAIN DISORDERS INVOLVING      TOTAL    31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     2     5     9     6     6     1     0 
           IMMUNE MECHANISM                  W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     5     3     3     0     0 
 
 D83       COMMON VARIABLE IMMUNODEFICIENCY TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D83.9     COMMON VARIABLE IMMUNODEFICIENCY TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D84       OTHER IMMUNODEFICIENCIES         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
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 D84                                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D84.9     IMMUNODEFICIENCY, UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D86       SARCOIDOSIS                      TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     7     5     4     1     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     5     3     2     0     0 
 
 D86.0     SARCOIDOSIS OF LUNG              TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     2     0     0 
 
 D86.8     SARCOIDOSIS OF OTHER AND         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           COMBINED SITES                    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 D86.9     SARCOIDOSIS, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     6     3     2     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     2     0     0     0 
 
 D89       OTHER DISORDERS INVOLVING THE    TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0     0 
           IMMUNE MECHANISM, NOT ELSEWHERE   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 D89.9     DISORDER INVOLVING THE IMMUNE    TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0     0 
           MECHANISM, UNSPECIFIED            W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E00-E88   IV.ENDOCRINE NUTRITIONAL AND     TOTAL  1667     0    1    2    4       1     0     0     4     5    27    43   140   302   358   432   350     1 
           METABOLIC DISEASE                 W M    524     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     1     1     8    12    45   125   126   139    65     1 
                                             W F    514     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     1     0     9     9    31    57    97   137   171     0 
                                            BO M    273     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     4     6    13    34    59    76    55    24     0 
                                            BO F    339     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     1     0     4     9    27    57    55    98    87     0 
                                            UNK      17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     4     3     3     0 
 
 E00-E34   ENDOCRINE DISEASE                TOTAL  1167     0    1    1    2       0     0     0     2     1    15    27    88   217   278   330   206     1 
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 E00-E34                                     W M    359     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     1     0     2     6    30    84    94   102    38     1 
                                             W F    334     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     5     7    19    38    70   109    86     0 
                                            BO M    203     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     4     7    26    47    64    37    16     0 
                                            BO F    258     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     4     7    11    45    47    80    63     0 
                                            UNK      13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     3     2     3     0 
 
 E03       OTHER HYPOTHYROIDISM             TOTAL    20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     9     7     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0 
                                             W F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     7     5     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 E03.9     HYPOTHYROIDISM, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL    20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     9     7     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0 
                                             W F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     7     5     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 E04       OTHER NONTOXIC GOITER            TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E04.9     NONTOXIC GOITER, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E05       THYROTOXICOSIS (HYPERTHYROIDISM) TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 E05.2     THYROTOXICOSIS WITH TOXIC MULTI- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           NODULAR GOITER                   BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E05.9     THYROTOXICOSIS, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E07       OTHER DISORDERS OF THYROID       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E07.9     DISORDER OF THYROID,UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 E10       INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES       TOTAL    71     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     6     3    10    15    17    14     6     0 
           MELLITUS                          W M     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     3     6     6     3     2     0 
                                             W F     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     5     3     7     2     0 
                                            BO M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     4     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     0     1     2     4     3     2     0 
 
 E10.0     WITH COMA                        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E10.2     WITH RENAL COMPLICATIONS         TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E10.4     WITH NEUROLOGICAL COMPLICATIONS  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E10.5     WITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0     0     0 
           COMPLICATIONS                     W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E10.7     WITH MULTIPLE COMPLICATIONS      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E10.9     WITHOUT COMPLICATIONS            TOTAL    60     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     5     1    10    10    15    13     6     0 
                                             W M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     3     6     2     2     0 
                                             W F     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     4     2     7     2     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     0     1     1     4     3     2     0 
 
 E11       NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES    TOTAL   241     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     7    32    58    85    55     0 
           MELLITUS                          W M     70     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    11    16    33     8     0 
                                             W F     73     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     5    19    20    25     0 
                                            BO M     40     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1    10    14    10     5     0 
                                            BO F     55     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     6     8    21    17     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 E11.0     WITH COMA                        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E11.1     WITH KETOACIDOSIS                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E11.2     WITH RENAL COMPLICATIONS         TOTAL    24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     4     5     5     8     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
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 E11.2                                       W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     1     3     0 
 
 E11.3     WITH OPHTHALMIC COMPLICATIONS    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E11.4     WITH NEUROLOGICAL COMPLICATIONS  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E11.5     WITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY      TOTAL    28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     9     8     6     0 
           COMPLICATIONS                     W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     2     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     2     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E11.7     WITH MULTIPLE COMPLICATIONS      TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     3     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     0 
 
 E11.9     WITHOUT COMPLICATIONS            TOTAL   177     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6    21    43    68    36     0 
                                             W M     56     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     8    12    29     5     0 
                                             W F     57     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3    15    17    18     0 
                                            BO M     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7    11     7     4     0 
                                            BO F     32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     4    15     9     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 E14       UNSPECIFIED DIABETES MELLITUS    TOTAL   802     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     1     8    20    68   159   197   214   132     1 
                                             W M    254     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     5    24    63    72    62    26     1 
                                             W F    216     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     4    13    24    46    73    52     0 
                                            BO M    148     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     4     6    23    33    44    26    10     0 
                                            BO F    174     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5     7    36    33    52    41     0 
                                            UNK      10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     2     1     3     0 
 
 E14.0     WITH COMA                        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E14.1     WITH KETOACIDOSIS                TOTAL    33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     1     3     3    13     4     3     4     0     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     5     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     3     2     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     1     1     4     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
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 E14.2     WITH RENAL COMPLICATIONS         TOTAL    53     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    10    16    15    10     0 
                                             W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     1     3     0 
                                             W F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     2     2     0 
                                            BO M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     6     1     0 
                                            BO F     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     6     4     0 
 
 E14.4     WITH NEUROLOGICAL COMPLICATIONS  TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     2     1     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E14.5     WITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY      TOTAL    52     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     6    16    18    10     0 
           COMPLICATIONS                     W M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     8     8     2     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6     4     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     8     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     4     4     0 
 
 E14.6     WITH OTHER SPECIFIED             TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0 
           COMPLICATIONS                     W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E14.7     WITH MULTIPLE COMPLICATIONS      TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     4     2     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     3     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     2     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 E14.9     WITHOUT COMPLICATIONS            TOTAL   637     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     5    16    50   132   156   169   108     1 
                                             W M    205     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5    17    57    56    48    21     1 
                                             W F    177     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     3     9    19    40    59    45     0 
                                            BO M    111     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     4    18    26    32    19     9     0 
                                            BO F    136     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     5    28    27    42    30     0 
                                            UNK       8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     1     3     0 
 
 E15       NONDIABETIC HYPOGLYCEMIC COMA    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E16       OTHER DISORDERS OF PANCREATIC    TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     4     0     0 
           INTERNAL SECRETION                W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 E16.2     HYPOGLYCEMIA, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     4     0     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
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 E16.2                                      BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 E21       HYPERPARATHYROIDISM AND OTHER    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           DISORDERS OF PARATHYROID GLAND    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 E21.3     HYPERPARATHYROIDISM, UNSPECIFIED TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 E23       HYPOFUNCTION AND OTHER DISORDERS TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           OF THE PITUITARY GLAND           BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E23.6     OTHER DISORDERS OF PITUITARY     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           GLAND                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E23.7     DISORDER OF PITUITARY GLAND,     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E24       CUSHING'S SYNDROME               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E24.9     CUSHING'S SYNDROME, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E27       OTHER DISORDERS OF ADRENAL GLAND TOTAL     6     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E27.1     PRIMARY ADRENOCORTICAL           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
           INSUFFICIENCY                     W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 E27.2     ADDISONIAN CRISIS                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E27.4     OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ADRENOCORTICAL INSUFFICIENCY      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E27.9     DISORDER OF ADRENAL GLAND,       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E32       DISEASES OF THYMUS               TOTAL     1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E32.8     OTHER DISEASES OF THYMUS         TOTAL     1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 E34       OTHER ENDOCRINE DISORDERS        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E34.0     CARCINOID SYNDROME               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E40-E68   NUTRITIONAL DISEASE              TOTAL   159     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     1     4     6    28    33    25    22    38     0 
                                             W M     43     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     8    12     6     9     5     0 
                                             W F     62     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     6    10    16     5    23     0 
                                            BO M     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     5     3     5     0     0 
                                            BO F     33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     2    11     6     0     3    10     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E43       UNSPECIFIED SEVERE PROTEIN-      TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     3     6     0 
           ENERGY MALNUTRITION               W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     2     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 E44       PROTEIN-ENERGY MALNUTRITION OF   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           MODERATE AND MILD DEGREE          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E44.0     MODERATE PROTEIN-ENERGY          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           MALNUTRITION                      W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E45       RETARDED DEVELOPMENT FOLLOWING   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
           PROTEIN-ENERGY MALNUTRITION       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 E46       UNSPECIFIED PROTEIN-ENERGY MAL-  TOTAL    58     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     4     8    10    13    22     0 
           NUTRITION                         W M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     6     3     0 
                                             W F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     3     7     4    12     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     1     7     0 
 
 E53       DEFICIENCY OF OTHER B GROUP      TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     0 
           VITAMINS                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E53.8     DEFICIENCY OF OTHER SPECIFIED B  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     0 
           GROUP VITAMINS                    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E63       OTHER NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCIES   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
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 E63                                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E63.9     NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY,          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E66       OBESITY                          TOTAL    76     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     4     5    23    25    11     3     3     0 
                                             W M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     6    10     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     7     8     0     3     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     4     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     9     4     0     2     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E66.8     OTHER OBESITY                    TOTAL    44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     4     1    13    18     4     2     1     0 
                                             W M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     4     8     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5     3     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     4     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     5     1     0     2     0     0 
 
 E66.9     OBESITY, UNSPECIFIED             TOTAL    32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     4    10     7     7     1     2     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     5     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     3     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E70-E88   METABOLIC DISORDERS              TOTAL   341     0    0    1    2       1     0     0     0     3     8    10    24    52    55    80   106     0 
                                             W M    122     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     4     5     7    29    26    28    22     0 
                                             W F    118     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     4     1     6     9    11    23    62     0 
                                            BO M     50     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     2     0     4     6     7     9    13     8     0 
                                            BO F     48     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     6     8    15    14     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 E72       OTHER DISORDERS OF AMINO-ACID    TOTAL     4     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
           METABOLISM                        W F      3     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E72.0     DISORDERS OF AMINO-ACID          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           TRANSPORT                        BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E72.2     DISORDERS OF UREA CYCLE          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
           METABOLISM                        W F      3     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 E74       OTHER DISORDERS OF CARBOHYDRATE  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           METABOLISM                       BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E74.0     GLYCOGEN STORAGE DISEASE         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 E74.0                                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E75       DISORDERS OF SPHINGOLIPID        TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           METABOLISM & OTHER LIPID          W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           STORAGE DISORDERS                 W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E75.0     GM2 GANGLIOSIDOSIS               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E75.2     OTHER SPHINGOLIPIDOSIS           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E75.4     NEURONAL CEROID LIPOFUSCINOSIS   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E75.5     OTHER LIPID STORAGE DISORDERS    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 E76       DISORDERS OF GLYCOSAMINOGLYCAN   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           METABOLISM                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E76.1     MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDOSIS, TYPE II   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E78       DISORDERS OF LIPOPROTEIN         TOTAL   143     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0    10    34    29    39    30     0 
           METABOLISM AND OTHER LIPIDEMIAS   W M     61     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3    23    14    12     8     0 
                                             W F     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     5    12    18     0 
                                            BO M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     3     4     7     2     0 
                                            BO F     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     6     8     2     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E78.0     PURE HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA        TOTAL    48     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    12    10    15     7     0 
                                             W M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9     4     5     1     0 
                                             W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     6     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     3     3     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E78.1     PURE HYPERGLYCERIDEMIA           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E78.5     HYPERLIPIDEMIA, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL    94     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6    22    19    24    23     0 
                                             W M     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    14    10     7     7     0 
                                             W F     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     4     9    12     0 
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 E78.5                                      BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     2     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     4     4     2     0 
 
 E80       DISORDERS OF PORPHYRIN AND       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           BILIRUBIN METABOLISM              W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E80.2     OTHER PORPHYRIA                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E83       DISORDERS OF MINERAL METABOLISM  TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     3     2     3     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     3     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 E83.0     DISORDERS OF COPPER METABOLISM   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E83.1     DISORDERS OF IRON METABOLISM     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 E83.5     DISORDERS OF CALCIUM METABOLISM  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 E84       CYSTIC FIBROSIS                  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E84.0     CYSTIC FIBROSIS WITH PULMONARY   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           MANIFESTATIONS                    W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E84.9     CYSTIC FIBROSIS, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 E85       AMYLOIDOSIS                      TOTAL    19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     4     6     3     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     4     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     2     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 E85.1     NEUROPATHIC HEREDOFAMILIAL       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 E85.4     ORGAN-LIMITED AMYLOIDOSIS        TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
 
 E85.9     AMYLOIDOSIS, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     3     2     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 E86       VOLUME DEPLETION                 TOTAL    51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     8    39     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     4     0 
                                             W F     25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    23     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     3     0 
                                            BO F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     9     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 E87       OTHER DISORDERS OF FLUID,        TOTAL    85     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     6    10    11    10    21    27     0 
           ELECTROLYTE& ACID-BASE BALANCE    W M     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     5     5     7     7     0 
                                             W F     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     2     7    15     0 
                                            BO M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     2     2     2     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     1     4     3     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E87.0     HYPEROSMOLALITY AND              TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     4     6     0 
           HYPERNATREMIA                     W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     3     3     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 E87.1     HYPO-OSMOLALITY & HYPONATREMIA   TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     5     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 E87.2     ACIDOSIS                         TOTAL    37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6     8     2    10     9     0 
                                             W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     4     7     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     2     1     0 
 
 E87.5     HYPERKALEMIA                     TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     5     5     5     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     1     3     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
 
 E87.6     HYPOKALEMIA                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 E87.6                                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 E87.7     FLUID OVERLOAD                   TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 E87.8     OTHER DISORDERS OF ELECTROLYTE   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0 
           AND FLUID BALANCE, NOT ELSEWHERE  W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0 
 
 E88       OTHER METABOLIC DISORDERS        TOTAL    13     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     3     3     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0     0 
 
 E88.0     DISORDERS OF PLASMA-PROTEIN      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           METABOLISM, NOT ELSEWHERE         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 E88.9     METABOLIC DISORDER, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    11     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     3     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0     0 
 
 F01-F99   V.MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL          TOTAL  2050     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     2     4    45    69   177   597  1155     0 
           DISORDERS                         W M    564     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     3    21    28    64   196   250     0 
                                             W F   1008     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0    10    13    52   268   664     0 
                                            BO M    159     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9    21    29    43    57     0 
                                            BO F    307     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     7    28    88   179     0 
                                            UNK      12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     2     5     0 
 
 F01,F03   ORGANIC DEMENTIA                 TOTAL  1875     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    22   146   569  1135     0 
                                             W M    492     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     8    58   182   243     0 
                                             W F    955     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    43   257   652     0 
                                            BO M    121     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6    18    40    56     0 
                                            BO F    298     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5    25    88   179     0 
                                            UNK       9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     5     0 
 
 F01       VASCULAR DEMENTIA                TOTAL   202     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4    25    59   113     0 
                                             W M     49     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    11    12    26     0 
                                             W F     87     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5    25    56     0 
                                            BO M     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3    11     7     0 
                                            BO F     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5    11    24     0 
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 F01.1     MULTI-INFARCT DEMENTIA           TOTAL    37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     8    16    13     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     0 
                                             W F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6     3     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     2     0 
                                            BO F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     5     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F01.9     VASCULAR DEMENTIA, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL   165     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4    17    43   100     0 
                                             W M     42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    10     9    23     0 
                                             W F     75     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2    19    53     0 
                                            BO M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     7     5     0 
                                            BO F     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     8    19     0 
 
 F03       UNSPECIFIED DEMENTIA             TOTAL  1673     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    18   121   510  1022     0 
                                             W M    443     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     8    47   170   217     0 
                                             W F    868     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    38   232   596     0 
                                            BO M     97     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    15    29    49     0 
                                            BO F    257     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4    20    77   155     0 
                                            UNK       8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     0 
 
 F04-F09   OTHER ORGANIC DEMENTIA           TOTAL    29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     4     9    14     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     6     0 
                                             W F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6     8     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 F05       DELIRIUM, NOT INDUCED BY ALCOHOL TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5    11     0 
           AND OTHER PSYCHOACTIVE            W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     0 
           SUBSTANCES                        W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     6     0 
 
 F05.1     DELIRIUM SUPERIMPOSED ON         TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5     0 
           DEMENTIA                          W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0 
 
 F05.9     DELIRIUM, UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     0 
 
 F06       OTHER MENTAL DISORDERS DUE TO    TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     3     4     2     0 
           BRAIN DAMAGE AND DYSFUNCTION AND  W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           TO PHYSICAL DISEASE               W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 F06.9     UNSPECIFIED MENTAL DISORDER DUE  TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     3     4     2     0 
           TO BRAIN DAMAGE AND DYSFUNCTION   W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           AND PHYSICAL DISEASE              W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
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 F09       UNSPECIFIED ORGANIC OR           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           SYMPTOMATIC MENTAL DISORDER       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 F10-F19   MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISORDER   TOTAL   115     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    39    39    21    10     2     0 
           DUE TO PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCE     W M     55     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3    20    20     6     6     0     0 
           USE                               W F     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     8     5     3     2     2     0 
                                            BO M     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     8    12     9     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F10       MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS  TOTAL    99     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    32    36    19     7     1     0 
           DUE TO USE OF ALCOHOL             W M     50     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3    18    19     6     4     0     0 
                                             W F     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     8     4     3     1     1     0 
                                            BO M     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5    12     8     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F10.1     HARMFUL USE                      TOTAL    45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0    17    15     9     3     0     0 
                                             W M     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9     5     4     2     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     8     4     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F10.2     DEPENDENCE SYNDROME              TOTAL    39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3    11    19     5     1     0     0 
                                             W M     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     7    13     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     4     0     0     0 
 
 F10.3     WITHDRAWAL STATE                 TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 F10.4     WITHDRAWAL STATE WITH DELIRIUM   TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     1     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 F10.6     AMNESIC SYNDROME                 TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 F10.7     RESIDUAL AND LATE-ONSET          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
           PSYCHOTIC DISORDER                W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F10.9     UNSPECIFIED MENTAL AND           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
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 F10.9     BEHAVIORAL DISORDER               W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F14       MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS  TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     1     1     0     0     0 
           DUE TO USE OF COCAINE             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 F14.1     HARMFUL USE                      TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 F14.9     UNSPECIFIED MENTAL AND           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
           BEHAVIORAL DISORDER              BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F17       MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     1     0 
           DUE TO USE OF TOBACCO             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 F17.1     HARMFUL USE                      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 F17.9     UNSPECIFIED MENTAL AND           TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0 
           BEHAVIORAL DISORDER               W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 F19       MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
           DUE TO MULTIPLE-DRUG USE AND USE  W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF OTHER PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCES  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F19.1     HARMFUL USE                      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F20-F29   SCHIZOPHRENIA,SCHIZOTYPAL        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
           AND DELUSIONAL DISORDERS          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F20       SCHIZOPHRENIA                    TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 F20                                        BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F20.5     RESIDUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 F20.9     SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F30-F39   MOOD DISORDERS                   TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     3     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 F31       BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE DISORDER       TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0     0 
 
 F31.1     BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE DISORDER,      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           CURRENT EPISODE MANIC WITHOUT     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F31.9     BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE DISORDER,      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 F32       DEPRESSIVE EPISODE               TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 F32.9     DEPRESSIVE EPISODE, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 F40-F48   NEUROTIC STRESS RELATED AND      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           SOMATOFORM DISORDERS             BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 F43       REACTION TO SEVERE STRESS, AND   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ADJUSTMENT DISORDERS             BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 F43.1     POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 F50~F99   OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED MENTAL     TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     6     3     0 
           AND BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS          W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     1     0 
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 F50~F99                                    BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F54       PSYCHOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIORAL     TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     6     3     0 
           FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH           W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     0 
           DISORDERS OR DISEASES             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0 
           CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE             BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F59       UNSPECIFIED BEHAVIORAL SYNDROMES TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ASSOCIATED WITH PHYSIOLOGICAL     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 F70-F79   MENTAL RETARDATION               TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     2     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 F73       PROFOUND MENTAL RETARDATION      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 F79       UNSPECIFIED MENTAL RETARDATION   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G00-G98   VI. DISEASE OF  THE NERVOUS      TOTAL  2329     0    0    0    6       6     4     4     6    10    20    36    71   117   254   701  1093     1 
           SYSTEM                            W M    711     0    0    0    1       3     0     1     3     2     9    13    20    32   113   264   250     0 
                                             W F   1136     0    0    0    0       1     4     0     1     1     7     7    22    39    81   313   660     0 
                                            BO M    174     0    0    0    2       1     0     1     1     4     3     5    15    21    25    53    43     0 
                                            BO F    296     0    0    0    3       1     0     1     1     3     1    10    14    24    34    69   135     0 
                                            UNK      12     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     2     5     1 
 
 G00,G03   MENINGITIS                       TOTAL    11     0    0    0    2       2     0     1     0     0     0     0     3     2     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       2     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G00       BACTERIAL MENINGITIS, NOT ELSE-  TOTAL     7     0    0    0    2       2     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
           WHERE CLASSIFIED                  W M      4     0    0    0    0       2     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G00.2     STREPTOCOCCAL MENINGITIS         TOTAL     4     0    0    0    1       2     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 G00.2                                      BO F      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G00.9     BACTERIAL MENINGITIS,            TOTAL     3     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G03       MENINGITIS DUE TO OTHER AND UN-  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0     0     0 
           SPECIFIED CAUSES                  W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G03.9     MENINGITIS, UNSPECIFIED          TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G04-G09   OTHER INFLAMMATORY DISEASE OF    TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     2     6     0     0 
           CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM            W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     1     3     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G04       ENCEPHALITIS, MYELITIS, AND      TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     3     0     0 
           ENCEPHALOMYELITIS                 W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     3     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G04.9     ENCEPHALITIS, MYELITIS, AND      TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     3     0     0 
           ENCEPHALOMYELITIS, UNSPECIFIED    W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     3     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G06       INTRACRANIAL AND INTRASPINAL     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
           ABSCESS AND GRANULOMA             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G06.0     INTRACRANIAL ABSCESS AND         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           GRANULOMA                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G06.1     INTRASPINAL ABSCESS AND          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           GRANULOMA                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G06.2     EXTRADURAL & SUBDURAL ABSCESS,   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G08       INTRACRANIAL AND INTRASPINAL     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 G09       SEQUELAE OF INFLAMMATORY         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           DISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G10~G98   OTHER DISEASE OF NERVOUS SYS.    TOTAL   448     0    0    0    4       2     3     0     3     5    10    22    49    73   119    95    62     1 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W M    165     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     1     2     3     8    15    22    54    38    20     0 
                                             W F    144     0    0    0    0       0     3     0     1     0     4     6    17    22    32    34    25     0 
                                            BO M     72     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     2     2     3    12    15    16    12     9     0 
                                            BO F     64     0    0    0    2       1     0     0     1     1     1     4     5    14    16    11     8     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     1 
 
 G10       HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE             TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5     1     3     3     0     0     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G11       HEREDITARY ATAXIA                TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G11.1     EARLY-ONSET CEREBELLAR ATAXIA    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G11.3     CEREBELLAR ATAXIA WITH           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DEFECTIVE DNA REPAIRE            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G11.9     HEREDITARY ATAXIA, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G12       SPINAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY AND      TOTAL    91     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     2     4     9    13    24    32     5     1 
           RELATED SYNDROMES                 W M     36     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     6    12    11     1     0 
                                             W F     38     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     4     9    16     3     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0     4     1     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     3     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1 
 
 G12.1     OTHER INHERITED SPINAL MUSCULAR  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ATROPHY                           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G12.2     MOTOR NEURON DISEASE             TOTAL    89     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     4     8    13    24    32     5     1 
                                             W M     35     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     6    12    11     1     0 
                                             W F     37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     4     9    16     3     0 
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 G12.2                                      BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0     4     1     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     3     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1 
 
 G12.9     SPINAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY,         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G20-G21   PARKINSON'S DISEASE              TOTAL   277     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4    31   135   104     0 
                                             W M    144     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2    14    73    54     0 
                                             W F    105     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2    11    45    45     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    10     1     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     7     4     0 
 
 G20       PARKINSON'S DISEASE              TOTAL   273     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4    31   135   101     0 
                                             W M    141     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    14    73    52     0 
                                             W F    104     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2    11    45    44     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    10     1     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     7     4     0 
 
 G21       SECONDARY PARKINSONISM           TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G21.0     MALIGNANT NEUROLEPTIC SYNDROME   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G21.9     SECONDARY PARKINSONISM,          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G23       OTHER DEGENERATIVE DISEASES OF   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
           BASAL GANGLIA                     W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 G23.1     PROGRESSIVE SUPRANUCLEAR         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           OPHTHALMOPLEGIA (STEELE-          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G23.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DEGENERATIVE     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           DISEASES OF BASAL GANGLIA         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G23.9     DEGENERATIVE DISEASE OF BASAL    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           GANGLIA, UNSPECIFIED              W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G25       OTHER EXTRAPYRAMIDAL AND MOVE-   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
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 G25.8     OTHER SPECIFIED EXTRAPYRAMIDAL   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
           AND MOVEMENT DISORDERS            W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 G25.9     EXTRAPYRAMIDAL AND MOVEMENT      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           DISORDER, UNSPECIFIED             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G30       ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE              TOTAL  1475     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    10    89   451   923     0 
                                             W M    364     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    40   146   175     0 
                                             W F    852     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    35   226   588     0 
                                            BO M     70     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5    29    33     0 
                                            BO F    182     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     9    48   122     0 
                                            UNK       7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     0 
 
 G30.0     ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE WITH EARLY   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ONSET                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G30.1     ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE WITH LATE    TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3    13     0 
           ONSET                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     0 
                                             W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     9     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 G30.8     OTHER ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 G30.9     ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE,             TOTAL  1455     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     9    88   447   909     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M    359     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    39   145   172     0 
                                             W F    839     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    35   224   578     0 
                                            BO M     70     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5    29    33     0 
                                            BO F    180     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     9    47   121     0 
                                            UNK       7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     0 
 
 G31       OTHER DEGENERATIVE DISEASES OF   TOTAL    56     0    0    0    0       1     2     0     0     0     0     1     2     2    19    14    15     0 
           NERVOUS SYSTEM, NOT ELSEWHERE     W M     29     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    12     9     5     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W F     18     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     6     2     5     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0 
 
 G31.0     CIRCUMSCRIBED BRAIN ATROPHY      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G31.1     SENILE DEGENERATION OF BRAIN,    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G31.2     DEGENERATION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
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 G31.2     DUE TO ALCOHOL                    W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G31.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DEGENERATIVE     TOTAL    33     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0    13     9     8     0 
           DISEASES OF NERVOUS SYSTEM        W M     19     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9     6     3     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
 
 G31.9     DEGENERATIVE DISEASE OF NERVOUS  TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     4     4     0 
           SYSTEM, UNSPECIFIED               W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
 
 G35       MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS               TOTAL    50     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     2     0     7     7    15     9     9     0     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     3     3     0     0 
                                             W F     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     8     2     5     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     0     4     4     4     4     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G36       OTHER ACUTE DISSEMINATED         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           DEMYELINATION                     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G36.0     NEUROMYELITIS OPTICA DEVIC       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G37       OTHER DEMYELINATING DISEASES OF  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     1     0     0 
           CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM            W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G37.2     CENTRAL PONTINE MYELINOLYSIS     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G37.3     ACUTE TRANSVERSE MYELITIS IN     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0     0 
           DEMYELINATING DISEASE OF CENTRAL  W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
           NERVOUS SYSTEM                    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G37.9     DEMYELINATING DISEASE OF CENTRAL TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           NERVOUS SYSTEM, UNSPECIFIED       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G40-G41   EPILEPSY                         TOTAL    31     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     0     1     5     3     7     7     3     2     1     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     1     4     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     0     1     1     0     0     2     1     0     1     0 
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 G40-G41                                    BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 G40       EPILEPSY                         TOTAL    18     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     0     1     3     1     4     4     1     1     1     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     0     3     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G40.0     LOCALIZATION-RELATED (FOCAL)     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           (PARTIAL) IDIOPATHIC EPILEPSY     W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G40.3     GENERALIZED IDIOPATHIC EPILEPSY  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           AND EPILEPTIC SYNDROMES           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G40.5     SPECIAL EPILEPTIC SYNDROMES      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G40.6     GRAND MAL SEIZURES, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     3     0     0     0     0 
           (WITH OR WITHOUT PETIT MAL)       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0     0     0 
 
 G40.9     EPILEPSY, UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     1     1     2     1     1     0     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G41       STATUS EPILEPTICUS               TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     3     2     1     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 G41.9     STATUS EPILEPTICUS, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     3     2     1     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 G45       TRANSIENT CEREBRAL ISCHEMIC      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           ATTACKS AND RELATED SYNDROMES     W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G45.9     TRANSIENT CEREBRAL ISCHEMIC      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           ATTACK, UNSPECIFIED               W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
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 G45.9                                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G47       SLEEP DISORDERS                  TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     7     0     3     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     5     0     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G47.3     SLEEP APNEA                      TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     7     0     3     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     5     0     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G51       FACIAL NERVE DISORDERS           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G51.0     BELL'S PALSY                     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G58       OTHER MONONEUROPATHIES           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G58.9     MONONEUROPATHY, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G60       HEREDITARY AND IDIOPATHIC NEURO- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           PATHY                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G60.9     HEREDITARY AND IDIOPATHIC NEURO- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           PATHY, UNSPECIFIED                W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G61       INFLAMMATORY POLYNEUROPATHY      TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G61.0     GUILLAIN-BARR'S SYNDROME         TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G61.8     OTHER INFLAMMATORY               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           POLYNEUROPATHIESN                 W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 G62       OTHER POLYNEUROPATHIES           TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G62.9     POLYNEUROPATHY, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G70       MYASTHENIA GRAVIS AND OTHER      TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     6     3     0 
           MYONEURAL DISORDERS               W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     3     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G70.0     MYASTHENIA GRAVIS                TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     3     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     3     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G70.9     MYONEURAL DISORDER, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 G71       PRIMARY DISORDERS OF MUSCLES     TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     1     0     2     4     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G71.0     MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY               TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     1     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G71.1     MYOTONIC DISORDERS               TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0     0     0 
 
 G80       INFANTILE CEREBRAL PALSY         TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       1     0     2     3     2     4     2     0     4     1     2     1     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       1     0     1     1     2     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     1     0 
 
 G80.2     INFANTILE HEMIPLEGIA             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G80.9     INFANTILE CEREBRAL PALSY,        TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       1     0     2     3     2     4     2     0     4     1     1     1     0 
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 G80.9     UNSPECIFIED                       W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       1     0     1     1     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     1     0 
 
 G81       HEMIPLEGIA                       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G81.9     HEMIPLEGIA, UNSPECIFIED          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G82       PARAPLEGIA AND TETRAPLEGIA       TOTAL    19     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     2     0     4     3     5     1     3     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     1     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0 
 
 G82.2     PARAPLEGIA, UNSPECIFIED          TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 G82.4     SPASTIC TETRAPLEGIA              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G82.5     TETRAPLEGIA, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     2     0     4     2     4     0     1     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 G83       OTHER PARALYTIC SYNDROMES        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G83.1     MONOPLEGIA OF LOWER LIMB         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G83.9     PARALYTIC SYNDROME, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G90       DISORDERS OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
           SYSTEM                            W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G90.3     MULTISYSTEM DEGENERATION         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
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 G90.3                                       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G91       HYDROCEPHALUS                    TOTAL    17     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     2     2     2     4     4     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     1     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     3     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G91.1     OBSTRUCTIVE HYDROCEPHALUS        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G91.2     NORMAL-PRESSURE HYDROCEPHALUS    TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 G91.9     HYDROCEPHALUS, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL    11     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     2     2     1     2     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G92       TOXIC ENCEPHALOPATHY             TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G93       OTHER DISORDERS OF BRAIN         TOTAL   166     0    0    0    2       1     0     0     1     3     2     7    22    38    43    26    21     0 
                                             W M     45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     5     9    13     9     7     0 
                                             W F     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7    11    10     8     4     0 
                                            BO M     39     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     1     1     3     7     9    10     3     4     0 
                                            BO F     39     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     1     1     1     1     3     9     9     6     6     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G93.0     CEREBRAL CYSTS                   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G93.1     ANOXIC BRAIN DAMAGE, NOT         TOTAL   121     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     2     2     6    19    30    31    19    10     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W M     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     6    11     6     3     0 
                                             W F     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7     8     3     7     1     0 
                                            BO M     35     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     1     1     2     6     9     9     3     3     0 
                                            BO F     26     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     7     7     3     3     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G93.2     BENIGN INTRACRANIAL              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
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 G93.2     HYPERTENSION                      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 G93.4     ENCEPHALOPATHY, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL    23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     2     8     6     5     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     3     3     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     3     1     0 
 
 G93.5     COMPRESSION OF BRAIN             TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G93.6     CEREBRAL EDEMA                   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 G93.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           BRAIN                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 G93.9     DISORDER OF BRAIN, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     4     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
 
 G95       OTHER DISEASES OF SPINAL CORD    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G95.9     DISEASE OF SPINAL CORD,          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 G96       OTHER DISORDERS OF CENTRAL       TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0 
           NERVOUS SYSTEM                    W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 G96.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
           CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM            W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 G96.9     DISORDER OF CENTRAL NERVOUS      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 G98       OTHER DISORDERS OF NERVOUS       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           SYSTEM, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 H00-H57   VII.DISEASE OF THE EYE           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           AND ADNEXA                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 H26       OTHER CATARACT                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 H26.9     CATARACT, UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I00-I99   IX. DISEASE OF THE CIRCULATORY   TOTAL 12224     0    0    1   10       1     3     5     8    14    82   292   978  1737  2180  3203  3705     6 
           SYSTEM                            W M   4560     0    0    0    3       0     0     3     1     1    29   112   419   744   935  1252  1061     0 
                                             W F   4085     0    0    1    3       0     3     1     0     5    12    60   145   294   518  1148  1893     3 
                                            BO M   1725     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     1     7    26    79   246   432   409   335   187     1 
                                            BO F   1788     0    0    0    2       1     0     1     6     1    15    40   163   244   307   455   551     2 
                                            UNK      66     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5    23    11    13    13     0 
 
 I00-I09   ACUTE RHEUMATIC FEVER & CHRONIC  TOTAL    45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     6     7    14    13     0 
           RHEUMATIC HEART DISEASE           W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     4     2     0 
                                             W F     25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3     5     6    10     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     4     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I01       RHEUMATIC FEVER WITH HEART       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           INVOLVEMENT                       W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 I01.1     ACUTE RHEUMATIC ENDOCARDITIS     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I01.8     OTHER ACUTE RHEUMATIC HEART      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           DISEASE                           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I05       RHEUMATIC MITRAL VALVE DISEASES  TOTAL    19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     4     4     4     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0 
 
 I05.0     MITRAL STENOSIS                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I05.8     OTHER MITRAL VALVE DISEASES      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
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 I05.9     MITRAL VALVE DISEASE,            TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     4     4     3     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0 
 
 I06       RHEUMATIC AORTIC VALVE DISEASES  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I06.9     RHEUMATIC AORTIC VALVE DISEASE,  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I07       RHEUMATIC TRICUSPID VALVE        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           DISEASES                          W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I07.1     TRICUSPID INSUFFICIENCY          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I08       MULTIPLE VALVE DISEASES          TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     5     8     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I08.0     DISORDERS OF BOTH MITRAL AND     TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     5     8     0 
           AORTIC VALVES                     W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I09       OTHER RHEUMATIC HEART DISEASES   TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I09.1     RHEUMATIC DISEASES OF            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           ENDOCARDIUM, VALVE UNSPECIFIED    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I09.9     RHEUMATIC HEART DISEASE,         TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I10-I13   HYPERTENSIVE DISEASE             TOTAL   838     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     2    24    76   112   131   195   296     0 
                                             W M    217     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     6    24    37    40    47    63     0 
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 I10-I13                                     W F    270     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     0     6     8    19    22    66   147     0 
                                            BO M    156     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     7    26    33    32    36    20     0 
                                            BO F    194     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5    18    22    37    46    66     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I10       ESSENTIAL (PRIMARY) HYPERTENSION TOTAL   230     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     3    17    19    33    68    89     0 
                                             W M     68     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     6    13    20    23     0 
                                             W F     87     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     4     8    23    49     0 
                                            BO M     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     5     7    11     2     0 
                                            BO F     44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6     4     5    14    15     0 
 
 I11       HYPERTENSIVE HEART DISEASE       TOTAL   394     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    16    49    57    65    69   136     0 
                                             W M    103     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5    18    25    22    15    18     0 
                                             W F    134     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5     7    10    11    25    76     0 
                                            BO M     72     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     3    15    14    15    11    12     0 
                                            BO F     85     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     9     8    17    18    30     0 
 
 I11.0     HYPERTENSIVE HEART DISEASE WITH  TOTAL   169     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     7    14    25    36    83     0 
           (CONGESTIVE) HEART FAILURE        W M     33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     8     7    11     0 
                                             W F     69     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     4    13    47     0 
                                            BO M     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     4     5     8     6     0 
                                            BO F     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     8     8    19     0 
 
 I11.9     HYPERTENSIVE HEART DISEASE WITH- TOTAL   225     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1    13    42    43    40    33    53     0 
           OUT (CONGESTIVE) HEART FAILURE    W M     70     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    16    21    14     8     7     0 
                                             W F     65     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     7     6     7    12    29     0 
                                            BO M     44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    11    10    10     3     6     0 
                                            BO F     46     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     8     6     9    10    11     0 
 
 I12       HYPERTENSIVE RENAL DISEASE       TOTAL   185     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     9    28    29    54    61     0 
                                             W M     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     3    11    19     0 
                                             W F     40     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2    17    17     0 
                                            BO M     47     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5    11    10    13     5     0 
                                            BO F     58     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     7    14    13    20     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I12.0     HYPERTENSIVE RENAL DISEASE WITH  TOTAL   185     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     9    28    29    54    61     0 
           RENAL FAILURE                     W M     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     3    11    19     0 
                                             W F     40     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2    17    17     0 
                                            BO M     47     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5    11    10    13     5     0 
                                            BO F     58     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     7    14    13    20     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I13       HYPERTENSIVE HEART AND RENAL     TOTAL    29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     8     4     4    10     0 
           DISEASE                           W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     3     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     1     5     0 
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 I13                                        BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     1     1     0 
 
 I13.0     HYPERTENSIVE HEART AND RENAL     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           DISEASE WITH (CONGESTIVE) HEART  BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I13.1     HYPERTENSIVE HEART AND RENAL     TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0     2     0 
           DISEASE WITH RENAL FAILURE        W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 I13.2     HYPERTENSIVE HEART AND RENAL     TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     7     2     4     7     0 
           DISEASE WITH BOTH (CONGESTIVE)    W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     3     0 
           HEART FAILURE & RENAL FAILURE     W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     1     0 
 
 I15       SECONDARY HYPERTENSION           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I15.9     SECONDARY HYPERTENSION,          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I20-I25   ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE           TOTAL  5233     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0    12   116   467   918  1001  1348  1366     4 
                                             W M   2446     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     5    60   250   491   515   624   500     0 
                                             W F   1485     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1    22    71   124   225   415   625     2 
                                            BO M    698     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    29    96   195   156   144    75     1 
                                            BO F    575     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     5    49    96    96   160   164     1 
                                            UNK      29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1    12     9     5     2     0 
 
 I20       ANGINA PECTORIS                  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I20.9     ANGINA PECTORIS, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I21       ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION      TOTAL  2143     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    44   229   437   418   513   499     1 
                                             W M    970     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1    23   123   238   197   220   168     0 
                                             W F    595     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     8    38    66   102   164   216     1 
                                            BO M    297     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0    10    44    89    71    58    25     0 
                                            BO F    269     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    23    41    44    68    89     0 
                                            UNK      12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     4     3     1     0 
 
 I21.3     ACUTE TRANSMURAL MYOCARDIAL      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           INFARCTION OF UNSPECIFIED SITE    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 I21.4     ACUTE SUBENDOCARDIAL MYOCARDIAL  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           INFARCTION                        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I21.9     ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION,     TOTAL  2141     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    44   227   437   418   513   499     1 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M    969     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1    23   122   238   197   220   168     0 
                                             W F    594     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     8    37    66   102   164   216     1 
                                            BO M    297     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0    10    44    89    71    58    25     0 
                                            BO F    269     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    23    41    44    68    89     0 
                                            UNK      12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     4     3     1     0 
 
 I22       SUBSEQUENT MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I22.0     SUBSEQUENT MYOCARDIAL            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           INFARCTION OF ANTERIOR WALL       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I22.9     SUBSEQUENT MYOCARDIAL            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           INFARCTION OF UNSPECIFIED SITE    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I24       OTHER ACUTE ISCHEMIC HEART       TOTAL   250     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3    12    32    80    50    46    26     1 
           DISEASES                          W M     88     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    13    30    17    15     9     0 
                                             W F     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     8     8    10     9     0 
                                            BO M     66     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     7    28    13     8     6     0 
                                            BO F     53     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2     9    13    11    13     2     1 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 I24.8     OTHER FORMS OF ACUTE ISCHEMIC    TOTAL   228     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3    11    31    75    45    41    21     1 
           HEART DISEASE                     W M     80     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    12    27    16    13     8     0 
                                             W F     32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     7     6     8     5     0 
                                            BO M     63     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     7    27    13     7     6     0 
                                            BO F     51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2     9    13     9    13     2     1 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 I24.9     ACUTE ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE,    TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     5     5     5     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     2     1     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 I25       CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE   TOTAL  2836     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     7    60   206   401   533   788   838     2 
                                             W M   1386     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     3    34   114   223   301   388   322     0 
                                             W F    847     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1    11    30    50   115   241   398     1 
                                            BO M    335     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    15    45    78    72    78    44     1 
                                            BO F    253     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0    17    42    41    79    73     0 
                                            UNK      15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     8     4     2     1     0 
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 I25.0     ATHEROSCLEROTIC CARDIOVASCULAR   TOTAL   362     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3    11    53    64    65    77    89     0 
           DISEASE, SO DESCRIBED             W M    174     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     6    26    33    34    35    38     0 
                                             W F     98     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    11     8    16    24    37     0 
                                            BO M     54     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    10    14    12    10     4     0 
                                            BO F     33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6     7     2     8    10     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0 
 
 I25.1     ATHEROSCLEROTIC HEART DISEASE    TOTAL  2093     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3    47   136   296   386   597   626     2 
                                             W M   1018     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1    27    85   169   217   290   229     0 
                                             W F    644     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     8    15    40    85   189   305     1 
                                            BO M    231     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0    12    28    51    50    53    36     1 
                                            BO F    190     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     8    30    32    64    55     0 
                                            UNK      10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6     2     1     1     0 
 
 I25.3     ANEURYSM OF HEART                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I25.5     ISCHEMIC CARDIOMYOPATHY          TOTAL   245     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1    12    22    53    78    78     0 
                                             W M    134     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2    12    35    45    39     0 
                                             W F     62     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     0     8    17    33     0 
                                            BO M     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     7     6    11     1     0 
                                            BO F     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     3     5     5     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I25.8     OTHER FORMS OF CHRONIC ISCHEMIC  TOTAL    23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     7     2     6     5     0 
           HEART DISEASE                     W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     0     2     1     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     2     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I25.9     CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE,  TOTAL   112     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     3    12    26    30    40     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     53     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     5    15    16    15     0 
                                             W F     38     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6     9    21     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     4     2     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     2     0 
 
 I26-I51   OTHER HEART DISEASE              TOTAL  3297     0    0    1    9       1     3     4     7    10    54    97   256   402   530   809  1115     0 
                                             W M   1080     0    0    0    2       0     0     2     1     0    19    31    97   128   198   311   291     0 
                                             W F   1178     0    0    1    3       0     3     1     0     3     7    19    37    76   135   299   595     0 
                                            BO M    502     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     1     6    18    30    68   124   121    80    52     0 
                                            BO F    522     0    0    0    2       1     0     1     5     1    10    17    52    69    76   114   174     0 
                                            UNK      15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     0     5     3     0 
 
 I26       PULMONARY EMBOLISM               TOTAL   162     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     7    15    21    35    31    35    17     0 
                                             W M     32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     5     7     6    10     0     0 
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 I26                                         W F     50     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     5     3     8     9    15     9     0 
                                            BO M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     2     7     9     6     1     2     0 
                                            BO F     49     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     5     6    10    10     8     6     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 I26.0     PULMONARY EMBOLISM WITH MENTION  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           OF ACUTE COR PULMONALE           BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 I26.9     PULMONARY EMBOLISM WITHOUT       TOTAL   160     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     7    15    21    34    30    35    17     0 
           MENTION OF ACUTE COR PULMONALE    W M     32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     5     7     6    10     0     0 
                                             W F     50     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     5     3     8     9    15     9     0 
                                            BO M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     2     7     9     6     1     2     0 
                                            BO F     47     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     5     6     9     9     8     6     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 I27       OTHER PULMONARY HEART DISEASES   TOTAL   116     0    0    0    3       0     0     1     0     0     1     7     6    14    25    28    31     0 
                                             W M     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     2     1     3     8     8     3     0 
                                             W F     56     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4    11    15    22     0 
                                            BO M     10     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     5     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F     24     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     2     5     3     6     0 
 
 I27.0     PRIMARY PULMONARY HYPERTENSION   TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     2     3     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 I27.2     OTHER SECONDARY PULMONARY        TOTAL    86     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     0     1     4     5    12    16    19    26     0 
           HYPERTENSION                      W M     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     4     4     3     0 
                                             W F     43     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     7    12    18     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     20     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     2     4     2     5     0 
 
 I27.8     OTHER SPECIFIED PULMONARY HEART  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DISEASES                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I27.9     PULMONARY HEART DISEASE,         TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     8     7     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     4     3     0     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     2     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I28       OTHER DISEASES OF PULMONARY      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
           VESSELS                           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I28.1     ANEURYSM OF PULMONARY ARTERY     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 I28.1                                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I28.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISEASES OF      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           PULMONARY VESSELS                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I30       ACUTE PERICARDITIS               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I30.9     ACUTE PERICARDITIS, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I31       OTHER DISEASES OF PERICARDIUM    TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     6     2     1     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 I31.0     CHRONIC ADHESIVE PERICARDITIS    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I31.1     CHRONIC CONSTRICTIVE             TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           PERICARDITIS                      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I31.2     HEMOPERICARDIUM, NOT ELSEWHERE   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I31.3     PERICARDIAL EFFUSION             TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     0     0 
           (NONINFLAMMATORY)                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 I31.9     DISEASE OF PERICARDIUM,          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I33       ACUTE AND SUBACUTE ENDOCARDITIS  TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     4     5     0     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 I33.0     ACUTE AND SUBACUTE INFECTIVE     TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     4     4     0     0 
           ENDOCARDITIS                      W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
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 I33.0                                      BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 I33.9     ACUTE ENDOCARDITIS, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I34       NONRHEUMATIC MITRAL VALVE        TOTAL    30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     2     9    14     0 
           DISORDERS                         W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     3     4     0 
                                             W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     4     8     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     1     0 
 
 I34.0     MITRAL (VALVE) INSUFFICIENCY     TOTAL    25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     9    11     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     5     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     1     0 
 
 I34.1     MITRAL (VALVE) PROLAPSE          TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 I34.2     NONRHEUMATIC MITRAL (VALVE)      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           STENOSIS                          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I35       NONRHEUMATIC AORTIC VALVE        TOTAL   202     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5    11    18    52   116     0 
           DISORDERS                         W M     80     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5     4    28    40     0 
                                             W F     87     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     7    17    61     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     4     2     2     0 
                                            BO F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     5    13     0 
 
 I35.0     AORTIC (VALVE) STENOSIS          TOTAL   170     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6    12    43   107     0 
                                             W M     64     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     2    22    36     0 
                                             W F     78     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5    15    56     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     2     0 
                                            BO F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     5    13     0 
 
 I35.1     AORTIC (VALVE) INSUFFICIENCY     TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     2     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
 
 I35.2     AORTIC (VALVE) STENOSIS WITH IN  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           SUFFICIENCY                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I35.8     OTHER AORTIC VALVE DISORDERS     TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     4     0     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 I35.8                                      BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0     0 
 
 I35.9     AORTIC VALVE DISORDER,           TOTAL    18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     8     6     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     6     3     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     0 
 
 I38       ENDOCARDITIS, VALVE UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    77     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     1     7     8     9    21    28     0 
                                             W M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     2     7     7     0 
                                             W F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2    10    15     0 
                                            BO M     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6     1     2     3     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     4     2     3     0 
 
 I40       ACUTE MYOCARDITIS                TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I40.0     INFECTIVE MYOCARDITIS            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I40.1     ISOLATED MYOCARDITIS             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I40.9     ACUTE MYOCARDITIS, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I42       CARDIOMYOPATHY                   TOTAL   413     0    0    1    3       0     2     1     3     2    14    18    48    55    77    99    91     0 
                                             W M    154     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     0     8     7    18    15    32    40    32     0 
                                             W F    101     0    0    1    1       0     2     0     0     1     2     3     6     4    13    32    37     0 
                                            BO M     88     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     2     8    15    20    19    12    10     0 
                                            BO F     65     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     2     0     2     0     7    14    13    14    12     0 
                                            UNK       5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     1     0     0 
 
 I42.0     DILATED CARDIOMYOPATHY           TOTAL    95     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     2     0     5     6    15     5    23    20    18     0 
                                             W M     38     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     3     5     1    11     9     5     0 
                                             W F     23     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     1     1     3     0     3     7     7     0 
                                            BO M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     2     5     2     4     2     2     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     2     5     2     4     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I42.1     OBSTRUCTIVE HYPERTROPHIC         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           CARDIOMYOPATHY                    W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I42.2     OTHER HYPERTROPHIC               TOTAL    25     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     1     3     4     7     4     2     2     0     0 
           CARDIOMYOPATHY                    W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     2     5     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     1     0     0 
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 I42.2                                      BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I42.4     ENDOCARDIAL FIBROELASTOSIS       TOTAL     4     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I42.5     OTHER RESTRICTIVE CARDIOMYOPATHY TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I42.6     ALCOHOLIC CARDIOMYOPATHY         TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     2     0     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I42.7     CARDIOMYOPATHY DUE TO DRUGS AND  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           OTHER EXTERNAL AGENTS             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I42.8     OTHER CARDIOMYOPATHIES           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I42.9     CARDIOMYOPATHY, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL   275     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     5     8    22    44    49    74    71     0 
                                             W M     97     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     7    10    20    31    26     0 
                                             W F     66     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     3     8    21    30     0 
                                            BO M     63     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     5     8    17    13    10     8     0 
                                            BO F     46     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     2     0     5    12     8    11     7     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
 
 I44       ATRIOVENTRICULAR AND LEFT        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
           BUNDLE-BRANCH BLOCK               W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I44.2     ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK, COMPLETE TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I44.7     LEFT BUNDLE-BRANCH BLOCK,        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I45       OTHER CONDUCTION DISORDERS       TOTAL    20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     3     4     5     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     3     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     3     1     0 
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 I45                                        BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I45.6     PREEXCITATION SYNDROME           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I45.8     OTHER SPECIFIED CONDUCTION       TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     3     3     1     0 
           DISORDERS                         W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I45.9     CONDUCTION DISORDER, UNSPECIFIED TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 I46       CARDIAC ARREST                   TOTAL   526     0    0    0    2       1     0     1     0     2     4    11    48    91    95   145   126     0 
                                             W M    144     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0    19    31    29    43    22     0 
                                             W F    151     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     0     0     4     6    17    19    41    62     0 
                                            BO M    108     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     1     3     6     9    22    33    26     7     0 
                                            BO F    122     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     1     1     1    14    21    14    34    35     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I46.1     SUDDEN CARDIAC DEATH, SO         TOTAL    30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7     8     7     6     0 
           DESCRIBED                         W M     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     4     5     2     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     1     0 
 
 I46.9     CARDIAC ARREST, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL   496     0    0    0    2       1     0     1     0     2     4    11    46    84    87   138   120     0 
                                             W M    128     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0    17    28    25    38    20     0 
                                             W F    147     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     0     0     4     6    17    18    41    59     0 
                                            BO M    104     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     1     3     6     9    21    31    25     7     0 
                                            BO F    116     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     1     1     1    14    18    13    33    34     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I47       PAROXYSMAL TACHYCARDIA           TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     4     3     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 I47.1     SUPRAVENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I47.2     VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA          TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     3     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
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 I47.2                                       W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 I48       ATRIAL FIBRILLATION AND FLUTTER  TOTAL   237     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     5    33    64   129     0 
                                             W M     80     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3    14    21    38     0 
                                             W F    126     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    12    36    78     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     1     0 
                                            BO F     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     5     4    12     0 
 
 I49       OTHER CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIAS        TOTAL   188     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     1     9     2    21    23    37    51    41     0 
                                             W M     78     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     1     6    12    20    24    12     0 
                                             W F     52     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     9     5     8    13    15     0 
                                            BO M     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     0     3     6     8     6     4     0 
                                            BO F     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     0     1     1     3     0     1     7    10     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I49.0     VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION AND     TOTAL    24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6     4     9     3     2     0 
           FLUTTER                           W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     4     2     0     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     4     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I49.3     VENTRICULAR PREMATURE            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DEPOLARIZATION                    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I49.5     SICK SINUS SYNDROME              TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I49.8     OTHER SPECIFIED CARDIAC          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           ARRHYTHMIAS                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I49.9     CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIA, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL   157     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     1     9     1    15    19    28    45    36     0 
                                             W M     63     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     0     4     9    16    21    10     0 
                                             W F     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     6     5     4    11    13     0 
                                            BO M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     0     3     5     7     6     4     0 
                                            BO F     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     0     1     1     2     0     1     6     9     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I50       HEART FAILURE                    TOTAL   924     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     4    10    30    77   124   238   439     0 
                                             W M    293     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    13    24    50    94   110     0 
                                             W F    400     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3    18    38    96   244     0 
                                            BO M    102     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     4     4     9    23    24    18    19     0 
                                            BO F    123     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     5    10    12    29    63     0 
                                            UNK       6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     3     0 
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 I50.0     CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE         TOTAL   786     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     9    18    62    96   201   396     0 
                                             W M    249     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7    20    40    80   100     0 
                                             W F    355     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    14    31    82   226     0 
                                            BO M     82     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     4     5    19    18    14    18     0 
                                            BO F     96     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     7     7    25    50     0 
                                            UNK       4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     2     0 
 
 I50.1     LEFT VENTRICULAR FAILURE         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I50.9     HEART FAILURE, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL   136     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     1    12    15    27    37    42     0 
                                             W M     43     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6     4     9    14    10     0 
                                             W F     44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     4     7    14    17     0 
                                            BO M     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     4     6     4     1     0 
                                            BO F     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     5     4    13     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 I51       COMPLICATIONS AND ILL-DEFINED    TOTAL   351     0    0    0    1       0     1     0     2     0    12    28    55    67    60    52    73     0 
           DESCRIPTIONS OF HEART DISEASE     W M    137     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     1     0     5    14    22    24    23    28    19     0 
                                             W F     97     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     1     6     6    15    12    16    40     0 
                                            BO M     78     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     5     7    20    22    19     4     1     0 
                                            BO F     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     1     7     6     6     4    13     0 
 
 I51.1     RUPTURE OF CHORDAE TENDINEAE,    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED          W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 I51.3     INTRACARDIAC THROMBOSIS, NOT     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I51.4     MYOCARDITIS, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL     9     0    0    0    1       0     1     0     1     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I51.5     MYOCARDIAL DEGENERATION          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I51.6     CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE,          TOTAL    61     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     8    10    17    15    10     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     9     4     2     0 
                                             W F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     6     6     0 
                                            BO M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     3     5     3     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     0 
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 I51.7     CARDIOMEGALY                     TOTAL   113     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0    11    22    37    26    11     3     3     0 
                                             W M     45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     5    11    15     9     3     2     0     0 
                                             W F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5     4     4     2     0     2     0 
                                            BO M     36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     5     5    11    10     4     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     7     3     2     0     1     0 
 
 I51.8     OTHER ILL-DEFINED HEART DISEASES TOTAL    84     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4    16    21    12    28     0 
                                             W M     36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     8     8     6     9     0 
                                             W F     34     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     8     6    15     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     3     0 
 
 I51.9     HEART DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL    78     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     4    14    10    21    27     0 
                                             W M     34     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     3     4     3    15     8     0 
                                             W F     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     4    13     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     8     5     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6     0 
 
 I60-I69   CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASES         TOTAL  2387     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     2     7    42   151   238   426   722   796     2 
                                             W M    643     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2    10    37    62   143   220   168     0 
                                             W F    992     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    12    26    60   110   318   463     1 
                                            BO M    318     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2    10    49    67    85    68    36     0 
                                            BO F    418     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1    10    38    44    86   113   124     1 
                                            UNK      16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     2     3     5     0 
 
 I60       SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE          TOTAL    97     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1    11    21    15    21    20     7     0 
                                             W M     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6     5     5     4     1     0 
                                             W F     50     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     5     9     8    12    10     5     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     2     5     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I60.0     SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE FROM     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           CAROTID SIPHON AND BIFURCATION    W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 I60.6     SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE FROM     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           OTHER INTRACRANIAL ARTERIES       W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 I60.7     SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE FROM     TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     0     0     2     0     0 
           INTRACRANIAL ARTERY,UNSPECIFIED   W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I60.8     OTHER SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 I60.8                                      BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I60.9     SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE,         TOTAL    82     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     7    18    14    18    16     7     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     5     4     4     1     0 
                                             W F     42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     8     8    10     7     5     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     2     4     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I61       INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE         TOTAL   330     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    12    44    52    65    95    59     1 
                                             W M    116     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     4     8    16    27    43    17     0 
                                             W F    110     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7     8    21    36    36     1 
                                            BO M     50     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    16    19     8     3     0     0 
                                            BO F     51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    12     8     9    13     5     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 I61.0     INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE IN      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0 
           HEMISPHERE, SUBCORTICAL          BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I61.1     INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE IN      TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     2     1     0 
           HEMISPHERE, CORTICAL              W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I61.2     INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE IN      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           HEMISPHERE, UNSPECIFIED           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I61.3     INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE IN      TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     5     1     1     1     0 
           BRAIN STEM                        W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I61.4     INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE IN      TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     5     5     0 
           CEREBELLUM                        W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     2     1     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I61.5     INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE,        TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     3     1     4     0     0 
           INTRAVENTRICULAR                  W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 I61.8     OTHER INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I61.9     INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE,        TOTAL   279     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     9    33    40    61    82    51     1 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M    103     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     7    13    25    38    16     0 
                                             W F     97     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7     8    21    30    29     1 
                                            BO M     37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    11    13     7     2     0     0 
                                            BO F     40     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     8     5     8    12     5     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 I62       OTHER NONTRAUMATIC INTRACRANIAL  TOTAL   252     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     7    29    39    62    66    46     0 
           HEMORRHAGE                        W M     85     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     9     9    27    25    14     0 
                                             W F     82     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     9    13    31    23     0 
                                            BO M     46     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2    10    13    11     4     4     0 
                                            BO F     37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     8     7    11     6     4     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 I62.0     SUBDURAL HEMORRHAGE (ACUTE)      TOTAL    79     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     6    19    27    21     0 
           (NONTRAUMATIC)                    W M     35     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     8    14     9     0 
                                             W F     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     8    11     0 
                                            BO M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     5     3     0     0 
 
 I62.1     NONTRAUMATIC EXTRADURAL          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
           HEMORRHAGE                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I62.9     INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE          TOTAL   171     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     6    23    33    43    39    24     0 
           (NONTRAUMATIC), UNSPECIFIED       W M     49     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     5     8    19    11     5     0 
                                             W F     58     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     6    12    23    12     0 
                                            BO M     34     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2     9    11     6     2     2     0 
                                            BO F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     8     7     6     3     4     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 I63       CEREBRAL INFARCTION              TOTAL   154     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     3     8    10    19    61    52     0 
                                             W M     51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     5    11    17    11     0 
                                             W F     58     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2    23    32     0 
                                            BO M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     2     7     3     0 
                                            BO F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     1     4    14     6     0 
 
 I63.0     CEREBRAL INFARCTION DUE TO THRO- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           MBOSIS OF PRECEREBRAL ARTERIES    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I63.2     CEREBRAL INFARCTION DUE TO       TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     4     4     3     0 
           UNSPECIFIED OCCLUSION OR          W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0     2     0 
           STENOSIS OF PRECEREBRAL           W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
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 I63.2     ARTERIES                         BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0 
 
 I63.3     CEREBRAL INFARCTION DUE TO       TOTAL    23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     6    12     0 
           THROMBOSIS OF CEREBRAL ARTERIES   W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     0 
                                             W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     8     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     3     0 
 
 I63.4     CEREBRAL INFARCTION DUE TO       TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     8     3     0 
           EMBOLISM OF CEREBRAL ARTERIES     W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 I63.5     CEREBRAL INFARCTION DUE TO       TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED OCCLUSION OR          W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0 
           STENOSIS OF CEREBRAL ARTERIES     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I63.9     CEREBRAL INFARCTION, UNSPECIFIED TOTAL    95     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     3     6     5     7    41    32     0 
                                             W M     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     2     5    12     6     0 
                                             W F     37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1    15    20     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     6     3     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     1     0     8     3     0 
 
 I64       STROKE, NOT SPECIFIED AS         TOTAL  1254     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     8    42   109   213   390   490     1 
           HEMORRHAGE OR INFARCTION          W M    305     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     8    25    60   113    97     0 
                                             W F    556     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6    30    51   178   288     0 
                                            BO M    157     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    17    31    50    39    18     0 
                                            BO F    230     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    11    21    51    58    86     1 
                                            UNK       6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     1     0 
 
 I67       OTHER CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASES   TOTAL   141     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     6    23    39    67     0 
                                             W M     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     7     7    14     0 
                                             W F     62     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     7    15    37     0 
                                            BO M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     4     7     4     0 
                                            BO F     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     5     9    11     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 I67.1     CEREBRAL ANEURYSM, NONRUPTURED   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I67.2     CEREBRAL ATHEROSCLEROSIS         TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     6    12     0 
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 I67.2                                       W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0 
                                             W F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     8     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I67.7     CEREBRAL ARTERITIS, NOT          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I67.8     OTHER SPECIFIED CEREBROVASCULAR  TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     1     3     0 
           DISEASES                          W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     1     0 
 
 I67.9     CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE,         TOTAL   105     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     3    16    32    51     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     5     6    11     0 
                                             W F     45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4    13    27     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     5     4     0 
                                            BO F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     3     7     9     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I69       SEQUELAE OF CEREBROVASCULAR      TOTAL   159     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     7    23    51    75     0 
           DISEASE                           W M     32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6    11    14     0 
                                             W F     74     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4    25    42     0 
                                            BO M     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     9     7     7     0 
                                            BO F     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     4     8    11     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 I69.1     SEQUELAE OF INTRACEREBRAL        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
           HEMORRHAGE                        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I69.2     SEQUELAE OF OTHER NONTRAUMATIC   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
           INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE           W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 I69.3     SEQUELAE OF CEREBRAL INFARCTION  TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     2     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I69.4     SEQUELAE OF STROKE, NOT          TOTAL   105     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5    18    31    50     0 
           SPECIFIED AS HEMORRHAGE OR        W M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     5    11     0 
           INFARCTION                        W F     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4    13    23     0 
                                            BO M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7     6     7     0 
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 I69.4                                      BO F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     7     9     0 
 
 I69.8     SEQUELAE OF OTHER & UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4    14    22     0 
           CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASES          W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    10    18     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 I70-I78   DISEASE OF ARTERIES ARTERIOLES   TOTAL   347     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     8    17    49    71    99   100     0 
           AND CAPILLARIES                   W M    142     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     3     6    23    33    40    34     0 
                                             W F    110     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1    10    17    37    44     0 
                                            BO M     38     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     9    13     5     4     0 
                                            BO F     55     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     7     8    17    17     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I70       ATHEROSCLEROSIS                  TOTAL    40     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     4     5    28     0 
                                             W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     9     0 
                                             W F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    13     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     3     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     3     0 
 
 I70.1     ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF RENAL ARTERY  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I70.2     ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF ARTERIES OF   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           THE EXTREMITIES                   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I70.9     GENERALIZED AND UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL    37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     3     4    27     0 
           ATHEROSCLEROSIS                   W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     8     0 
                                             W F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1    13     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     3     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     3     0 
 
 I71       AORTIC ANEURYSM AND DISSECTION   TOTAL   159     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     6     7    27    38    47    32     0 
                                             W M     82     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3    15    22    23    15     0 
                                             W F     47     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     8    10    16    12     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     3     4     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     7     5     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I71.0     DISSECTION OF AORTA (ANY PART)   TOTAL    44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     6     7    12     8     8     2     0 
                                             W M     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     7     4     5     1     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     2     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     0     1     0     0     0 
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 I71.0                                      BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I71.1     THORACIC AORTIC ANEURYSM,        TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     2     0 
           RUPTURED                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I71.2     THORACIC AORTIC ANEURYSM,        TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
           WITHOUT MENTION OF RUPTURE        W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
 
 I71.3     ABDOMINAL AORTIC ANEURYSM,       TOTAL    42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9    12     9    12     0 
           RUPTURED                          W M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5    11     7     6     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0     4     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0 
 
 I71.4     ABDOMINAL AORTIC ANEURYSM, WITH- TOTAL    27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     8    10     6     0 
           OUT MENTION OF RUPTURE            W M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     6     4     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
 
 I71.5     THORACOABDOMINAL AORTIC          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           ANEURYSM, RUPTURED                W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I71.6     THORACOABDOMINAL AORTIC          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           ANEURYSM, WITHOUT MENTION         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I71.8     AORTIC ANEURYSM OF UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     4     7     5     0 
           SITE, RUPTURED                    W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     4     3     1     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I71.9     AORTIC ANEURYSM OF UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     9     4     0 
           SITE, WITHOUT MENTION OF RUPTURE  W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     1     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0 
 
 I72       OTHER ANEURYSM                   TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 I72.3     ANEURYSM OF ILIAC ARTERY         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I72.8     ANEURYSM OF OTHER SPECIFIED      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           ARTERIES                         BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I72.9     ANEURYSM OF UNSPECIFIED SITE     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I73       OTHER PERIPHERAL VASCULAR        TOTAL   116     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7    16    20    37    35     0 
           DISEASE                           W M     38     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7     8    11    10     0 
                                             W F     36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5    14    15     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     5     3     0     0 
                                            BO F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     2     9     9     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I73.8     OTHER SPECIFIED PERIPHERAL       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           VASCULAR DISEASES                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I73.9     PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DISEASE,     TOTAL   115     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7    16    20    37    34     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7     8    11     9     0 
                                             W F     36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5    14    15     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     5     3     0     0 
                                            BO F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     4     2     9     9     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I74       ARTERIAL EMBOLISM & THROMBOSIS   TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     4     2     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     1     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I74.0     EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS OF       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
           ABDOMINAL AORTA                   W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 I74.1     EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS OF       TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0 
           OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF    W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
           AORTA                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I74.4     EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS OF ARTE  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
           ARTERIES OF EXTREMITIES,          W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 I74.9     EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS OF       TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED ARTERY                W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
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 I74.9                                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I77       OTHER DISORDERS OF ARTERIES AND  TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     4     4     3     0 
           ARTERIOLES                        W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0 
 
 I77.0     ARTERIOVENOUS FISTULA, ACQUIRED  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I77.2     RUPTURE OF ARTERY                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I77.6     ARTERITIS, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I77.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           ARTERIES AND ARTERIOLES           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I77.9     DISORDER OF ARTERIES AND         TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0 
           ARTERIOLES, UNSPECIFIED           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 I80-I99   OTHER DISORDERS OF CIRCULATION   TOTAL    76     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     3     5     7    12    14    15    19     0 
           SYSTEM                            W M     22     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     3     5     5     3     0 
                                             W F     25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     4     7     9     0 
                                            BO M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     3     2     2     0     0 
                                            BO F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     4     3     1     6     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I80       PHLEBITIS AND THROMBOPHLEBITIS   TOTAL    46     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     3     3     7     8    10    12     0 
                                             W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     2     4     2     0 
                                             W F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     3     4     4     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     1     5     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I80.2     PHLEBITIS AND THROMBOPHLEBITIS   TOTAL    43     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     3     3     7     8     8    12     0 
           OF OTHER DEEP VESSELS OF LOWER    W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     2     4     2     0 
           EXTREMITIES                       W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     3     2     4     0 
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 I80.2                                      BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     1     5     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I80.3     PHLEBITIS AND THROMBOPHLEBITIS   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           OF LOWER EXTREMITIES,             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 I80.9     PHLEBITIS AND THROMBOPHLEBITIS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           OF UNSPECIFIED SITE               W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I81       PORTAL VEIN THROMBOSIS           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I82       OTHER VENOUS EMBOLISM AND        TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     2     0 
           THROMBOSIS                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 I82.9     EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS OF       TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED VEIN                  W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 I83       VARICOSE VEINS OF LOWER          TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     0 
           EXTREMITIES                       W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I83.0     VARICOSE VEINS OF LOWER          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           EXTREMITIES WITH ULCER            W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I83.2     VARICOSE VEINS OF LOWER EXTREMI  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           TIES WITH BOTH ULCER AND         BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I83.9     VARICOSE VEINS OF LOWER          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
           EXTREMITIES WITHOUT ULCER OR      W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 I85       ESOPHAGEAL VARICES               TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I85.0     ESOPHAGEAL VARICES WITH BLEEDING TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 I85.9     ESOPHAGEAL VARICES WITHOUT       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           BLEEDING                         BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I86       VARICOSE VEINS OF OTHER SITES    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I86.4     GASTRIC VARICES                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I87       OTHER DISORDERS OF VEINS         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I87.1     COMPRESSION OF VEIN              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 I87.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           VEINS                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I89       OTHER NONINFECTIVE DISORDERS OF  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           LYMPHATIC VESSELS AND LYMPH       W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NODDES                            W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I89.0     LYMPHEDEMA, NOT ELSEWHERE        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 I95       HYPOTENSION                      TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     3     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I95.9     HYPOTENSION, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     3     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 I99       OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED DISORDERS  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
           OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 J00-J98   X. DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY   TOTAL  3898     0    0    1   13      11     2     6     3    11    16    49   168   455   879  1292   988     5 
           SYSTEM                            W M   1557     0    0    0    5       1     1     2     0     3     5    17    63   183   402   554   319     2 
                                             W F   1681     0    0    0    1       1     0     3     0     3     7    12    58   162   344   567   522     1 
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 J00-J98                                    BO M    333     0    0    0    4       6     1     1     1     5     1     9    22    69    73    80    61     0 
                                            BO F    303     0    0    1    3       3     0     0     2     0     3    11    25    39    54    81    81     1 
                                            UNK      24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6    10     5     1 
 
 J09-J98   OTHER DISEASE OF RESPIRATORY     TOTAL  3898     0    0    1   13      11     2     6     3    11    16    49   168   455   879  1292   988     5 
           SYSTEM                            W M   1557     0    0    0    5       1     1     2     0     3     5    17    63   183   402   554   319     2 
                                             W F   1681     0    0    0    1       1     0     3     0     3     7    12    58   162   344   567   522     1 
                                            BO M    333     0    0    0    4       6     1     1     1     5     1     9    22    69    73    80    61     0 
                                            BO F    303     0    0    1    3       3     0     0     2     0     3    11    25    39    54    81    81     1 
                                            UNK      24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6    10     5     1 
 
 J09       INFLUENZA DUE TO H1N1            TOTAL    19     0    0    0    0       2     0     1     0     0     1     2     8     5     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 J10       INFLUENZA DUE TO IDENTIFIED      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           INFLUENZA VIRUS                   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J10.0     INFLUENZA WITH PNEUMONIA,        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           INFLUENZA VIRUS IDENTIFIED       BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J10.1     INFLUENZA WITH OTHER             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           RESPIRATORY MANIFESTATIONS,       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J11       INFLUENZA, VIRUS NOT IDENTIFIED  TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     3     3     4     2     1     1     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J11.0     INFLUENZA WITH PNEUMONIA, VIRUS  TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     2     0     1     0 
           NOT IDENTIFIED                    W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     1     0 
 
 J11.1     INFLUENZA WITH OTHER RESPIRATORY TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     2     2     2     0     0     0     0 
           MANIFESTATIONS, VIRUS NOT         W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           IDENTIFIED                        W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J11.8     INFLUENZA WITH OTHER MANIFESTA-  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           TIONS, VIRUS NOT IDENTIFIED       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J12       VIRAL PNEUMONIA, NOT ELSEWHERE   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 J12                                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J12.9     VIRAL PNEUMONIA, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J13       PNEUMONIA DUE TO STREPTOCOCCUS   TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     1     2     0 
           PNEUMONIAE                        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J14       PNEUMONIA DUE TO HEMOPHILUS      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           INFLUENZAE                       BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J15       BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA, NOT         TOTAL    35     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     6     7    16     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     1     3     4     0 
                                             W F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     8     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     1     0 
 
 J15.0     PNEUMONIA DUE TO KLEBSIELLA      TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     3     0 
           PNEUMONIAE                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 J15.1     PNEUMONIA DUE TO PSEUDOMONAS     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 J15.2     PNEUMONIA DUE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     3     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J15.4     PNEUMONIA DUE TO OTHER           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           STREPTOCOCCI                      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J15.6     PNEUMONIA DUE TO OTHER AEROBIC   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIA            W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 J15.8     OTHER BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 J15.9     BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA, UNSPECIFIED TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     2     8     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     3     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     0 
 
 J18       PNEUMONIA, ORGANISM UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL   674     0    0    0    2       1     1     1     1     5     8    17    33    59    88   184   273     1 
                                             W M    224     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     3     5     8    28    40    64    74     0 
                                             W F    295     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     1     4     5    12    17    23    80   152     0 
                                            BO M     70     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     4     0     2    10    10    11    15    17     0 
                                            BO F     79     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     0     1     5     3     4    12    22    29     1 
                                            UNK       6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     0 
 
 J18.0     BRONCHOPNEUMONIA, UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL    22     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     7     0     3     2     0 
                                             W M     11     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     4     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J18.1     LOBAR PNEUMONIA, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     1     2     2     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     1     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J18.8     OTHER PNEUMONIA, ORGANISM        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J18.9     PNEUMONIA, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL   641     0    0    0    0       1     1     1     1     5     6    12    27    51    87   179   269     1 
                                             W M    206     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     6    23    39    61    73     0 
                                             W F    285     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     1     4     3     9    15    23    79   150     0 
                                            BO M     68     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     4     0     2     9     9    11    15    17     0 
                                            BO F     76     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     0     1     4     3     4    12    21    28     1 
                                            UNK       6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     0 
 
 J20       ACUTE BRONCHITIS                 TOTAL     2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J20.9     ACUTE BRONCHITIS, UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J21       ACUTE BRONCHIOLITIS              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 J21.9     ACUTE BRONCHIOLITIS,             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J36       PERITONSILLAR ABSCESS            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J38       DISEASES OF VOCAL CORDS AND      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           LARYNX, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J38.3     OTHER DISEASES OF VOCAL CORDS    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J38.4     EDEMA OF LARYNX                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 J39       OTHER DISEASES OF UPPER          TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     1     0     1     0 
           RESPIRATORY TRACT                 W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 J39.0     RETROPHARYNGEAL AND PARAPHARYNG  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           EAL ABSCESS                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 J39.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISEASES OF      TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     1     0     1     0 
           UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT           W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 J40       BRONCHITIS, NOT SPECIFIED AS     TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     3     0 
           ACUTE OR CHRONIC                  W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 J42       UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC BRONCHITIS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J43       EMPHYSEMA                        TOTAL   203     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9    26    65    71    32     0 
                                             W M     92     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    15    30    33    10     0 
                                             W F     94     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     8    30    33    18     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     3     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     1     0 
 
 J43.9     EMPHYSEMA, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL   203     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9    26    65    71    32     0 
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 J43.9                                       W M     92     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    15    30    33    10     0 
                                             W F     94     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     8    30    33    18     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     3     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     1     0 
 
 J44       OTHER CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE        TOTAL  2023     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     6    62   269   553   743   387     2 
           PULMONARY DISEASE                 W M    869     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    31   106   255   330   145     1 
                                             W F    917     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2    24   106   236   341   207     0 
                                            BO M    151     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1    35    44    45    23     0 
                                            BO F     75     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6    20    16    23    10     0 
                                            UNK      11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     4     2     1 
 
 J44.0     CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY    TOTAL   375     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     8    42    77   139   108     0 
           DISEASE WITH ACUTE LOWER          W M    180     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5    17    43    70    45     0 
           RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS            W F    146     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    14    26    50    53     0 
                                            BO M     34     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6     6    13     8     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     4     2     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
 
 J44.1     CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY    TOTAL    51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7    23    14     6     0 
           DISEASE WITH ACUTE EXACERBATION,  W M     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3    13     5     1     0 
           UNSPICIFIED                       W F     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1    10     8     4     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 J44.8     OTHER SPECIFIED CHRONIC          TOTAL    30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     7     5    12     2     0 
           OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE     W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     5     0     0 
                                             W F     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     3     6     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J44.9     CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY    TOTAL  1567     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     5    49   213   448   578   271     2 
           DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED              W M    656     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    22    85   198   250    99     1 
                                             W F    730     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2    20    85   197   277   148     0 
                                            BO M    113     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1    28    37    31    14     0 
                                            BO F     60     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6    14    14    18     8     0 
                                            UNK       8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     1 
 
 J45       ASTHMA                           TOTAL    53     0    0    0    1       3     0     2     1     3     0     3     3    11    10     7     9     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     1     0     0     1     2     4     5     5     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    1       3     0     1     1     1     0     2     0     4     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     3     0     3     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J45.0     PREDOMINANTLY ALLERGIC ASTHMA    TOTAL     7     0    0    0    1       3     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 J45.0                                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    1       3     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J45.1     NONALLERGIC ASTHMA               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J45.9     ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED              TOTAL    45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     3     0     3     3    11    10     7     8     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     2     4     5     4     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     4     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     3     0     3     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J46       STATUS ASTHMATICUS               TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J47       BRONCHIECTASIS                   TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     7     3     0 
                                             W F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7     3     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 J60       COALWORKER'S PNEUMOCONIOSIS      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 J61       PNEUMOCONIOSIS DUE TO ASBESTOS   TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     0     0 
           AND OTHER MINERAL FIBERS          W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J68       RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS DUE TO    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           INHALATION OF CHEMICALS, GASES,   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 J68.0     BRONCHITIS AND PNEUMONITIS DUE   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           TO CHEMICALS, GASES, FUMES, AND   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 J69       PNEUMONITIS DUE TO SOLIDS AND    TOTAL   248     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     2     2     0    11    16    25    75   115     0 
           LIQUIDS                           W M     94     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     1     1     0     3     7     9    35    36     0 
                                             W F     81     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     4     5    21    48     0 
                                            BO M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     4     5     6     9     0 
                                            BO F     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     5    12    21     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
 
 J69.0     PNEUMONITIS DUE TO FOOD & VOMIT  TOTAL   248     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     2     2     0    11    16    25    75   115     0 
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 J69.0                                       W M     94     0    0    0    1       0     0     1     0     1     1     0     3     7     9    35    36     0 
                                             W F     81     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     4     5    21    48     0 
                                            BO M     29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     4     5     6     9     0 
                                            BO F     41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     5    12    21     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
 
 J80       ADULT RESPIRATORY DISTRESS       TOTAL    32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     5     4     4    10     8     0     0 
           SYNDROME                          W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     3     3     0     0 
                                             W F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     6     4     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J81       PULMONARY EDEMA                  TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     2     3     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 J82       PULMONARY EOSINOPHILIA, NOT      TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     2     1     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J84       OTHER INTERSTITIAL PULMONARY     TOTAL   265     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    12    32    61    94    64     1 
           DISEASES                          W M    131     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    14    36    55    22     0 
                                             W F     98     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     9    17    31    38     1 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     3     4     1     0 
                                            BO F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     6     5     3     3     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J84.0     ALVEOLAR AND PARIETOALVEOLAR     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           CONDITIONS                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J84.1     OTHER INTERSTITIAL PULMONARY     TOTAL   221     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1    11    26    47    81    54     1 
           DISEASES WITH FIBROSIS            W M    112     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    13    30    48    17     0 
                                             W F     82     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     8    13    25    34     1 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     4     1     0 
                                            BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     4     3     3     2     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J84.9     INTERSTITIAL PULMONARY DISEASE,  TOTAL    43     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6    14    12    10     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     6     5     0 
                                             W F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     6     4     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     1     0 
 
 J85       ABSCESS OF LUNG AND MEDIASTINUM  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 J85                                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J85.0     GANGRENE AND NECROSIS OF LUNG    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J85.2     ABSCESS OF LUNG WITHOUT          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           PNEUMONIA                        BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 J86       PYOTHORAX                        TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     4     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 J86.9     PYOTHORAX WITHOUT FISTULA        TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     4     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 J90       PLEURAL EFFUSION, NOT ELSEWHERE  TOTAL    26     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     7    13     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     0 
                                             W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     6     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     3     1     0 
 
 J93       PNEUMOTHORAX                     TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J93.1     OTHER SPONTANEOUS PNEUMOTHORAX   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J93.8     OTHER PNEUMOTHORAX               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 J93.9     PNEUMOTHORAX, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J96       RESPIRATORY FAILURE, NOT ELSE-   TOTAL   135     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     1     3     7     8    27    47    40     0 
           WHERE CLASSIFIED                  W M     44     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     0     3     2     2    11    14    10     0 
                                             W F     63     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     5     8    25    20     0 
                                            BO M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     3     4     0 
                                            BO F     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     5     6     0 
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 J96.0     ACUTE RESPIRATORY FAILURE        TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     5     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     1     2     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 J96.1     CHRONIC RESPIRATORY FAILURE      TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6     5     2     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     1     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J96.9     RESPIRATORY FAILURE, UNSPECIFIED TOTAL   110     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     1     3     4     6    21    37    36     0 
                                             W M     35     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     0     3     2     1     6    11    10     0 
                                             W F     51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     4     7    21    17     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     4     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     3     5     0 
 
 J98       OTHER RESPIRATORY DISORDERS      TOTAL    74     0    0    0    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2    10    14    23    18     1 
                                             W M     24     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     6     7     6     1 
                                             W F     25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     6     9     8     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     4     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J98.1     PULMONARY COLLAPSE               TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J98.2     INTERSTITIAL EMPHYSEMA           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 J98.4     OTHER DISORDERS OF LUNG          TOTAL    59     0    0    0    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     9    12    17    13     0 
                                             W M     19     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     6     7     3     0 
                                             W F     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     7     6     0 
                                            BO M     11     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     4     0 
 
 J98.5     DISEASES OF MEDIASTINUM, NOT     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 J98.8     OTHER SPECIFIED RESPIRATORY      TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     0 
           DISORDERS                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
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 CODE                                       & SEX   AGE   DAY WEEK DAYS YEAR   YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS   AGE 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 J98.9     RESPIRATORY DISORDER,            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K00-K92   XI. DISEASES OF THE  DIGESTIVE   TOTAL  1581     1    2    2    4       3     1     0     0     2    23    66   238   377   280   322   265     0 
           SYSTEM                            W M    652     1    1    1    2       0     1     0     0     1    11    32   117   183   118   114    73     0 
                                             W F    545     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     7    17    61    93    97   132   137     0 
                                            BO M    210     0    1    1    2       1     0     0     0     1     3     9    39    75    37    32    11     0 
                                            BO F    157     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     2     8    18    24    27    39    38     0 
                                            UNK      17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     5     6     0 
 
 K00-K14   DISEASES OF ORAL CAVITY          TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     1     0 
           SALIVARY GLANDS AND JAWS          W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K08       OTHER DISORDERS OF THE TEETH &   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     0 
           SUPPORTING STRUCTURES             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K08.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     0 
           TEETH AND SUPPORTING STRUCTURES   W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K12       STOMATITIS AND RELATED LESIONS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K12.2     CELLULITIS AND ABSCESS OF MOUTH  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K20-K92   DISEASES OF OTHER PARTS OF       TOTAL  1576     1    2    2    4       3     1     0     0     2    23    66   237   376   278   322   264     0 
           DIGESTIVE SYSTEM                  W M    649     1    1    1    2       0     1     0     0     1    11    32   117   183   116   114    72     0 
                                             W F    544     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     7    17    61    92    97   132   137     0 
                                            BO M    209     0    1    1    2       1     0     0     0     1     3     9    38    75    37    32    11     0 
                                            BO F    157     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     2     8    18    24    27    39    38     0 
                                            UNK      17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     5     6     0 
 
 K20       ESOPHAGITIS                      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K21       GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE  TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     2     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 CODE                                       & SEX   AGE   DAY WEEK DAYS YEAR   YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS   AGE 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 K21.0     GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           WITH ESOPHAGITIS                 BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K21.9     GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE  TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     2     0 
           WITHOUT ESOPHAGITIS               W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
 
 K22       OTHER DISEASES OF ESOPHAGUS      TOTAL    27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     4     6    13     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     4     0 
                                             W F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     8     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K22.0     ACHALASIA OF CARDIA              TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 K22.1     ULCER OF ESOPHAGUS               TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K22.2     ESOPHAGEAL OBSTRUCTION           TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     5     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K22.3     PERFORATION OF ESOPHAGUS         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K22.4     DYSKINESIA OF ESOPHAGUS          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K22.5     DIVERTICULUM OF ESOPHAGUS,       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           ACQUIRED                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K22.6     GASTROESOPHAGEAL LACERATION-     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
           HEMORRHAGE SYNDROME              BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 K22.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISEASES OF      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
           ESOPHAGUS                         W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 K22.9     DISEASE OF ESOPHAGUS,            TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
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 K25       GASTRIC ULCER                    TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     5     4     3     6     2     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     4     1     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 K25.4     GASTRIC ULCER,CHRONIC OR         TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     2     2     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED WITH HEMORRHAGE       W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K25.5     GASTRIC ULCER,CHRONIC OR         TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     4     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED WITH PERFORATION      W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K25.6     GASTRIC ULCER,CHRONIC OR UN-     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           SPECIFIED WITH BOTH HAEMORRHAGE   W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K26       DUODENAL ULCER                   TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     4     7     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
 
 K26.4     DUODENAL ULCER,CHRONIC OR        TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED WITH HEMORRHAGE       W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K26.5     DUODENAL ULCER,CHRONIC OR        TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     0 
           UNSPECIFIED WITH PERFORATION      W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 K26.9     DUODENAL ULCER,UNSPECIFED AS     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ACUTE OR CHRONIC, WITHOUT         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K27       PEPTIC ULCER, SITE UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0     5     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     4     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 K27.4     PEPTIC ULCER,SITE UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     2     0 
           CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED WITH       W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
           HEMORRHAGE                       BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
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 K27.5     PEPTIC ULCER,SITE UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     0 
           CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED WITH       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           PERFORATION                       W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
 
 K27.6     PEPTIC ULCER,SITE UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED WITH       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K28       GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K28.5     GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, CHRONIC     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           OR UNSPECIFIED WITH              BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K29       GASTRITIS AND DUODENITIS         TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     3     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K29.2     ALCOHOLIC GASTRITIS              TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K29.6     OTHER GASTRITIS                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K29.7     GASTRITIS, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K31       OTHER DISEASES OF STOMACH AND    TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     1     4     4     3     0 
           DUODENUM                          W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     2     0 
 
 K31.1     ADULT HYPERTROPHIC PYLORIC       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           STENOSIS                         BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K31.7     POLYP OF STOMACH AND DUODENUM    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K31.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISEASES OF      TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     2     3     3     0 
           STOMACH AND DUODENUM              W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     0 
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 K31.9     DISEASE OF STOMACH AND DUODENUM, TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K35       ACUTE APPENDICITIS               TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0 
 
 K35.0     ACUTE APPENDICITIS WITH          TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     1     0 
           GENERALIZED PERITONITIS           W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0 
 
 K37       UNSPECIFIED APPENDICITIS         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K40       INGUINAL HERNIA                  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K40.3     UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           INGUINAL HERNIA, WITH             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           OBSTRUCTION, WITHOUT GANGRENE     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K40.4     UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           INGUINAL HERNIA, WITH GANGRENE    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K42       UMBILICAL HERNIA                 TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K42.0     UMBILICAL HERNIA WITH            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           OBSTRUCTION, WITHOUT GANGRENE    BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K43       VENTRAL HERNIA                   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 K43.0     VENTRAL HERNIA WITH OBSTRUCTION  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
           WITHOUT GANGRENE                  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 K44       DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA             TOTAL    17     1    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     6     5     0 
                                             W M      2     1    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     5     4     0 
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 K44.0     DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA WITH        TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0 
           OBSTRUCTION, WITHOUT GANGRENE     W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0 
 
 K44.9     DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA WITHOUT     TOTAL    13     1    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     4     0 
           OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE           W M      2     1    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     3     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 K46       UNSPECIFIED ABDOMINAL HERNIA     TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     3     0     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K46.0     UNSPECIFIED ABDOMINAL HERNIA     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           WITH OBSTRUCTION, WITHOUT         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K46.1     UNSPECIFIED ABDOMINAL HERNIA     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
           WITH GANGRENE                     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K46.9     UNSPECIFIED ABDOMINAL HERNIA     TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     1     0 
           WITHOUT OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE   W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K50       CROHN'S DISEASE (REGIONAL        TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     1     1     0 
           ENTERITIS)                        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     1     0 
 
 K50.0     CROHN'S DISEASE OF SMALL         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           INTESTINE                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K50.9     CROHN'S DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
 
 K51       ULCERATIVE COLITIS               TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K51.9     ULCERATIVE COLITIS, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 K52       OTHER NONINFECTIVE               TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     0 
           GASTROENTERITIS AND COLITIS       W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 K52.0     GASTROENTERITIS AND COLITIS DUE  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           TO RADIATION                      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K52.9     NONINFECTIVE GASTROENTERITIS &   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0 
           COLITIS, UNSPECIFIED              W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 K55       VASCULAR DISORDERS OF INTESTINE  TOTAL   145     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6    30    27    51    30     0 
                                             W M     44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1    11    11    12     9     0 
                                             W F     67     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    10    10    27    16     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     4     2     1     0 
                                            BO F     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     4     2     9     4     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K55.0     ACUTE VASCULAR DISORDERS OF      TOTAL    26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6     6     8     4     0 
           INTESTINE                         W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     3     1     0 
                                             W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     3     3     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 K55.1     CHRONIC VASCULAR DISORDERS OF    TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
           INTESTINE                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K55.9     VASCULAR DISORDER OF INTESTINE,  TOTAL   116     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4    24    20    41    26     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     35     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     8     9     9     8     0 
                                             W F     53     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     8     7    23    13     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     0     1     0 
                                            BO F     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     4     1     8     4     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K56       PARALYTIC ILEUS AND INTESTINAL   TOTAL   108     0    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     8    17    37    40     0 
           OBSTRUCTION WITHOUT HERNIA        W M     25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     9     9     0 
                                             W F     37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     5     9    19     0 
                                            BO M     25     0    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5    13     2     0 
                                            BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     5     7     0 
                                            UNK       4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0 
 
 K56.2     VOLVULUS                         TOTAL    16     0    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     5     5     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
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 K56.2                                      BO M      7     0    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K56.5     INTESTINAL ADHESIONS (BANDS)     TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     0 
           WITH OBSTRUCTION                  W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K56.6     OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL    70     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6    10    23    30     0 
           INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION            W M     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     5     6     0 
                                             W F     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     8    16     0 
                                            BO M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     5     1     0 
                                            BO F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     5     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
 
 K56.7     ILEUS, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     7     2     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     4     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 K57       DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF          TOTAL    51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     7     4    17    21     0 
           INTESTINE                         W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     1     0 
                                             W F     31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     1     7    18     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     5     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K57.1     DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF SMALL    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           INTESTINE WITHOUT PERFORATION OR  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           ABSCESS                          BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K57.2     DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF LARGE    TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     3     2     0 
           INTESTINE WITH PERFORATION AND    W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
           ABSCESS                           W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K57.8     DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF          TOTAL    20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     5     8     0 
           INTESTINE, PART UNSPECIFIED,      W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
           WITH PERFORATION                  W F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     3     7     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 K57.9     DIVERTICULAR DISEASE OF          TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     8    10     0 
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 K57.9     INTESTINE, PART UNSPECIFIED,      W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
           WITHOUT PERFORATION               W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     3     9     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K59       OTHER FUNCTIONAL INTESTINAL DIS- TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0 
           ORDERS                            W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K59.0     CONSTIPATION                     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K59.3     MEGACOLON, NOT ELSEWHERE         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K60       FISSURE AND FISTULA OF ANAL AND  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           RECTAL REGIONS                    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K60.4     RECTAL FISTULA                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K61       ABSCESS OF ANAL AND RECTAL       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           REGIONS                          BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 K61.0     ANAL ABSCESS                     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K61.1     RECTAL ABSCESS                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K62       OTHER DISEASES OF ANUS & RECTUM  TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 K62.4     STENOSIS OF ANUS AND RECTUM      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K62.5     HEMORRHAGE OF ANUS AND RECTUM    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
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 K62.6     ULCER OF ANUS AND RECTUM         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K62.9     DISEASE OF ANUS AND RECTUM,      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K63       OTHER DISEASES OF INTESTINE      TOTAL    50     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6     6    13     9    15     0 
                                             W M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     7     4     4     0 
                                             W F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     3     4    10     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0 
 
 K63.1     PERFORATION OF INTESTINE         TOTAL    39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6     3    10     8    11     0 
           (NONTRAUMATIC)                    W M     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     5     4     4     0 
                                             W F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     3     3     6     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0 
 
 K63.2     FISTULA OF INTESTINE             TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K63.3     ULCER OF INTESTINE               TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K63.5     POLYP OF COLON                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K63.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISEASES OF      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
           INTESTINE                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K63.9     DISEASE OF INTESTINE,            TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
 
 K65       PERITONITIS                      TOTAL    27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     6     4     5     6     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     1     2     2     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     4     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K65.0     ACUTE PERITONITIS                TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     1     1     3     3     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     2     0 
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 K65.0                                      BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K65.9     PERITONITIS, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     3     2     3     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K66       OTHER DISORDERS OF PERITONEUM    TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     4     2     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 K66.0     PERITONEAL ADHESIONS             TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K66.1     HEMOPERITONEUM                   TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     2     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 K66.9     DISORDER OF PERITONEUM,          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K70       ALCOHOLIC LIVER DISEASE          TOTAL   237     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     5    29    74    83    31    14     1     0 
                                             W M    130     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4    14    37    46    20     8     1     0 
                                             W F     44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     8    16     9     6     4     0     0 
                                            BO M     46     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    15    22     4     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5     6     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K70.0     ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K70.1     ALCOHOLIC HEPATITIS              TOTAL    26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     5     4    10     3     1     0     0 
                                             W M     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     6     3     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K70.3     ALCOHOLIC CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER     TOTAL   173     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1    18    55    62    23    13     1     0 
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 K70.3                                       W M     92     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     9    27    33    14     8     1     0 
                                             W F     33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     5    12     7     5     3     0     0 
                                            BO M     37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3    13    17     3     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K70.4     ALCOHOLIC HEPATIC FAILURE        TOTAL    23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    11     5     3     0     0     0 
                                             W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     6     4     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K70.9     ALCOHOLIC LIVER DISEASE,         TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     6     2     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     3     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K71       TOXIC LIVER DISEASE              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K71.9     TOXIC LIVER DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K72       HEPATIC FAILURE, NOT ELSEWHERE   TOTAL    81     0    0    0    0       2     1     0     0     1     4     4    14    22    17    10     6     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W M     39     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     1     1     7    12    10     4     2     0 
                                             W F     23     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     2     1     4     6     5     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     1     3     0     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     1     0     2     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 K72.0     ACUTE AND SUBACUTE HEPATIC       TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     2     2     0     0 
           FAILURE                           W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K72.1     CHRONIC HEPATIC FAILURE          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K72.9     HEPATIC FAILURE, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL    72     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     0     1     3     3    14    21    14     8     6     0 
                                             W M     35     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     1     1     1     7    12     8     2     2     0 
                                             W F     21     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     6     4     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     3     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     1     0     2     0 
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 K72.9                                      UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K73       CHRONIC HEPATITIS, NOT ELSEWHERE TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K73.9     CHRONIC HEPATITIS, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K74       FIBROSIS AND CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER  TOTAL   291     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    11    51   100    61    52    14     0 
                                             W M    150     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     6    32    54    25    27     5     0 
                                             W F     94     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3    13    28    25    19     6     0 
                                            BO M     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4    14     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     8     5     2     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0 
 
 K74.3     PRIMARY BILIARY CIRRHOSIS        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K74.5     BILIARY CIRRHOSIS, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 K74.6     OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED CIRRHOSIS  TOTAL   287     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    11    51   100    60    49    14     0 
           OF LIVER                          W M    150     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     6    32    54    25    27     5     0 
                                             W F     91     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3    13    28    25    16     6     0 
                                            BO M     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4    14     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     7     5     2     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0 
 
 K75       OTHER INFLAMMATORY LIVER         TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     2     2     1     0 
           DISEASES                          W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K75.0     ABSCESS OF LIVER                 TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K75.4     AUTOIMMUNE HEPATITIS             TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K75.9     INFLAMMATORY LIVER DISEASE,      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 K75.9                                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K76       OTHER DISEASES OF LIVER          TOTAL   103     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     5    30    29    22    12     3     0 
                                             W M     54     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    20    14    10     4     2     0 
                                             W F     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     8     9     5     1     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     5     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K76.0     FATTY (CHANGE OF) LIVER, NOT     TOTAL    20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     4     4     4     1     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     2     2     0     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     1     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K76.1     CHRONIC PASSIVE CONGESTION OF    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
           LIVER                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K76.6     PORTAL HYPERTENSION              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K76.7     HEPATORENAL SYNDROME             TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K76.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISEASES OF      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0 
           LIVER                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K76.9     LIVER DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL    71     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    24    21    16     6     0     0 
                                             W M     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1    17    10     8     2     0     0 
                                             W F     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     6     7     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K80       CHOLELITHIASIS                   TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     5     5     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     3     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K80.0     CALCULUS OF GALLBLADDER WITH     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0     0 
           ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS               W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
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 K80.0                                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K80.2     CALCULUS OF GALLBLADDER WITHOUT  TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     0 
           CHOLECYSTITIS                     W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K80.4     CALCULUS OF BILE DUCT WITH       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           CHOLECYSTITIS                     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K80.5     CALCULUS OF BILE DUCT WITHOUT    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           CHOLANGITIS OR CHOLECYSTITIS      W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K81       CHOLECYSTITIS                    TOTAL    34     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     8    10    13     0 
                                             W M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     6     4     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     7     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0 
 
 K81.0     ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS              TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     7    10     0 
                                             W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     3     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     5     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
 
 K81.9     CHOLECYSTITIS, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     3     3     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     2     1     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K82       OTHER DISEASES OF GALLBLADDER    TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     3     0     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K82.2     PERFORATION OF GALLBLADDER       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K82.9     DISEASE OF GALLBLADDER,          TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     2     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K83       OTHER DISEASES OF BILIARY TRACT  TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     6     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     0 
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 K83                                        BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
 
 K83.0     CHOLANGITIS                      TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     3     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K83.1     OBSTRUCTION OF BILE DUCT         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 K83.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISEASES OF      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           BILIARY TRACT                     W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K85       ACUTE PANCREATITIS               TOTAL    57     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     3     9    19     6     9     7     0 
                                             W M     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2    10     3     4     2     0 
                                             W F     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     4     2     3     2     5     0 
                                            BO M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     6     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 K85.0     IDIOPATHIC ACUTE PANCREATITIS    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K85.2     ALCOHOL-INDUCED ACUTE            TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     1     2     0     0     0 
           PANCREATITIS                      W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K85.9     ACUTE PANCREATITIS, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    47     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     1     6    18     4     9     6     0 
                                             W M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     9     1     4     2     0 
                                             W F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     2     3     2     4     0 
                                            BO M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     6     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 K86       OTHER DISEASES OF PANCREAS       TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     3     3     1     2     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 K86.0     ALCOHOL-INDUCED CHRONIC          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
           PANCREATITIS                      W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 K86.1     OTHER CHRONIC PANCREATITIS       TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 K86.3     PSEUDOCYST OF PANCREAS           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 K86.9     DISEASE OF PANCREAS, UNSPECIFIED TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 K90       INTESTINAL MALABSORPTION         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K90.2     BLIND LOOP SYNDROME, NOT         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 K92       OTHER DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE  TOTAL   150     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     5    11    28    26    38    40     0 
           SYSTEM                            W M     60     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     5    13     9    17    12     0 
                                             W F     51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9     9    15    18     0 
                                            BO M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     5     4     4     2     4     0 
                                            BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     4     3     6     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K92.0     HEMATEMESIS                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 K92.2     GASTROINTESTINAL HEMORRHAGE,     TOTAL   147     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     5    11    28    24    38    39     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     60     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     5    13     9    17    12     0 
                                             W F     49     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     9     8    15    17     0 
                                            BO M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     5     4     4     2     4     0 
                                            BO F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     3     3     6     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 K92.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISEASES OF      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           DIGESTIVE SYSTEM                  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 K92.9     DISEASE OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM,     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 L00-L98   XII.DISEASE OF THE SKIN          TOTAL    64     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     6    18    14    19     0 
           AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE           W M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     8     4     0 
                                             W F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     2     5     9     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     6     0     0     0 
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 L00-L98                                    BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     8     1     6     0 
 
 L00-L08   INFECTIONS OF SKIN AND SUBCU-    TOTAL    31     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     3     8     8     8     0 
           TANEOUS TISSUE                    W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     5     0     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     3     5     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     3     0 
 
 L02       CUTANEOUS ABSCESS, FURUNCLE &    TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0 
           CARBUNCLE                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 L02.2     CUTANEOUS ABSCESS, FURUNCLE,     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           AND CARBUNCLE OF TRUNK            W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 L02.3     CUTANEOUS ABSCESS, FURUNCLE,     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           AND CARBUNCLE OF BUTTOCK          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 L02.9     CUTANEOUS ABSCESS, FURUNCLE,     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           AND CARBUNCLE, UNSPECIFIED        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 L03       CELLULITIS                       TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     6     5     3     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     2     0 
 
 L03.1     CELLULITIS OF OTHER PARTS OF     TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     4     1     0 
           LIMB                              W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 L03.3     CELLULITIS OF TRUNK              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 L03.9     CELLULITIS, UNSPECIFIED          TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     1     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 L08       OTHER LOCAL INFECTIONS OF SKIN   TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     3     0 
           AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
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 L08                                         W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
 
 L08.9     LOCAL INFECTION OF SKIN AND SUB  TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     3     0 
           CUTANEOUS TISSUE, UNSPECIFIED     W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0 
 
 L10-L98   OTHER DISEASES OF SKIN & SUB-    TOTAL    33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     3    10     6    11     0 
           CUTANEOUS TISSUE                  W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     3     4     0 
                                             W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6     1     3     0 
 
 L12       PEMPHIGOID                       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 L12.0     BULLOUS PEMPHIGOID               TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 L40       PSORIASIS                        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 L40.9     PSORIASIS, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 L50       URTICARIA                        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 L50.9     URTICARIA, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 L51       ERYTHEMA MULTIFORME              TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 L51.1     BULLOUS ERYTHEMA MULTIFORME      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 L51.2     TOXIC EPIDERMAL NECROLYSIS       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           (LYELL)                          BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 L53       OTHER ERYTHEMATOUS CONDITIONS    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 L53.9     ERYTHEMATOUS CONDITION,          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 L89       DECUBITUS ULCER                  TOTAL    20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     7     4     7     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     3     0 
 
 L93       LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS              TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 L93.0     DISCOID LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 L98       OTHER DISORDERS OF SKIN AND SUB- TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           CUTANEOUS TISSUE, NOT ELSEWHERE   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 L98.4     CHRONIC ULCER OF SKIN, NOT ELSE- TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           WHERE CLASSIFIED                  W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M00-M99   XIII. DISEASES OF MUSCULO-       TOTAL   230     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     3     7    10    28    27    42    55    58     0 
           SKELETAL SYSTEM AND CONNECTIVE    W M     59     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     8    10    11    16    12     0 
           TISSUE                            W F    103     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1    10     7    22    24    38     0 
                                            BO M     20     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     3     5     3     3     0 
                                            BO F     44     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     3     5     5     6     7     4    10     4     0 
                                            UNK       4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     0 
 
 M00~M35   OTHER ARTHROPATHIES AND          TOTAL    71     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     5    12    10    14    18    11     0 
           RELATED DISORDERS                 W M     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     1     3     5     3     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W F     33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     4     9     7     8     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     5     1     6     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M00       PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS               TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M00.0     STAPHYLOCOCCAL ARTHRITIS AND     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           POLYARTHRITIS                     W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M00.9     PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
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 M00.9                                       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M05-M08   RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS & RELATED   TOTAL    41     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     9    15    11     0 
           INFLAMMATORY POLYARTHROPATHY      W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     5     2     0 
                                             W F     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     6     9     7     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M05       SEROPOSITIVE RHEUMATOID          TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     0 
           ARTHRITIS                         W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M05.0     FELTY'S SYNDROME                 TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M05.1     RHEUMATOID LUNG DISEASE          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 M05.3     RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS WITH        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           INVOLVEMENT OF OTHER ORGANS AND  UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M06       OTHER RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS       TOTAL    36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     7    14     9     0 
                                             W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     1     0 
                                             W F     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     6     9     7     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M06.9     RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS,            TOTAL    36     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     2     7    14     9     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     1     0 
                                             W F     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     6     9     7     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M16       COXARTHROSIS ARTHROSIS OF HIP    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M16.9     COXARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M19       OTHER ARTHROSIS                  TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     8     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     7     0 
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 M19.9     ARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     8     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     7     0 
 
 M25       OTHER JOINT DISORDERS, NOT ELSE- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           WHERE CLASSIFIED                  W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M25.7     OSTEOPHYTE                       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M30       POLYARTERITIS NODOSA AND RELATED TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           CONDITIONS                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M30.1     POLYARTERITIS WITH LUNG INVOLVE- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           MENT CHURG-STRAUSS                W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M31       OTHER NECROTIZING VASCULOPATHIES TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     1     5     4     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     5     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 M31.1     THROMBOTIC MICROANGIOPATHY       TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     0     0 
 
 M31.3     WEGENER'S GRANULOMATOSIS         TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     2     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 M31.6     OTHER GIANT CELL ARTERITIS       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M31.7     MICROSCOPIC POLYANGIITIS         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 M31.9     NECROTIZING VASCULOPATHY,        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M32       SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS     TOTAL    23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     4     2     6     1     5     1     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     4     2     5     1     2     0     1     0 
 
 M32.1     SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS     TOTAL    19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     2     2     6     1     4     1     1     0 
           WITH ORGAN OR SYSTEM INVOLVEMENT  W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
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 M32.1                                       W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     2     2     5     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 M32.9     SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS,    TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
 
 M33       DERMATOPOLYMYOSITIS              TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     1     2     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M33.1     OTHER DERMATOMYOSITIS            TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M33.2     POLYMYOSITIS                     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M34       SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS               TOTAL    27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     7     6     6     7     1     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     3     3     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     3     0     0 
 
 M34.1     CR(E)ST SYNDROME                 TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M34.8     OTHER FORMS OF SYSTEMIC          TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     4     5     1     0 
           SCLEROSIS                         W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     2     0     0 
 
 M34.9     SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     1     2     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     2     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M35       OTHER SYSTEMIC INVOLVEMENT OF    TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     1     1     0 
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 M35       CONNECTIVE TISSUE                 W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 M35.1     OTHER OVERLAP SYNDROMES          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 M35.3     POLYMYALGIA RHEUMATICA           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M35.9     SYSTEMIC INVOLVEMENT OF          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
           CONNECTIVE TISSUE, UNSPECIFIED    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 M40-M54   DORSOPATHIES                     TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     3     5     5     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     2     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     2     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M40       KYPHOSIS AND LORDOSIS            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M40.2     OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED KYPHOSIS   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M41       SCOLIOSIS                        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 M41.9     SCOLIOSIS, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 M43       OTHER DEFORMING DORSOPATHIES     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M43.6     TORTICOLLIS                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M46       OTHER INFLAMMATORY               TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     3     0     0 
           SPONDYLOPATHIES                   W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 M46                                        UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M46.2     OSTEOMYELITIS OF VERTEBRA        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M46.4     DISCITIS, UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 M47       SPONDYLOSIS                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M47.8     OTHER SPONDYLOSIS                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M48       OTHER SPONDYLOPATHIES            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M48.0     SPINAL STENOSIS                  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M51       OTHER INTERVERTEBRAL DISC        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           DISORDERS                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 M51.3     OTHER SPECIFIED INTERVERTEBRAL   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           DISC DEGENERATION                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 M54       DORSALGIA                        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 M54.5     LOW BACK PAIN                    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 M54.9     DORSALGIA, UNSPECIFIED           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M60-M79   SOFT TISSUE DISORDER             TOTAL    33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2     5     8     5     6     5     0 
                                             W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     2     1     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     1     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     3     1     1     1     0 
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 M60       MYOSITIS                         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 M60.8     OTHER MYOSITIS                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 M60.9     MYOSITIS, UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 M62       OTHER DISORDERS OF MUSCLE        TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     1     3     4     2     0 
                                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M62.5     MUSCLE WASTING AND ATROPHY, NOT  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M62.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF     TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     1     3     3     1     0 
           MUSCLE                            W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M72       FIBROBLASTIC DISORDERS           TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6     1     2     3     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
 
 M72.6     NECROTIZING FASCIITIS            TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6     1     2     3     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
 
 M79       OTHER SOFT TISSUE DISORDERS,     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M79.3     PANNICULITIS, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M80-M99   OSTEOEPATHIES CHONDROPATHIES     TOTAL    45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     4     6    10    24     0 
           OTHER DISORDERS OF MUSCULO-       W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     2     3     0 
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 M80-M99   SKELETAL SYSTEM                   W F     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     4    20     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M80       OSTEOPOROSIS WITH PATHOLOGICAL   TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     9     0 
           FRACTURE                          W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     8     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M80.9     UNSPECIFIED OSTEOPOROSIS WITH    TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     9     0 
           PATHOLOGICAL FRACTURE             W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     8     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 M81       OSTEOPOROSIS WITHOUT             TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     8     0 
           PATHOLOGICAL FRACTURE             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     7     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M81.9     OSTEOPOROSIS, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     8     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     7     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M84       DISORDERS OF CONTINUITY OF BONE  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M84.4     PATHOLOGICAL FRACTURE, NOT ELSE- TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
           WHERE CLASSIFIED                  W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 M86       OSTEOMYELITIS                    TOTAL    19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     4     3     6     5     0 
                                             W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     2     2     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 M86.6     OTHER CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 M86.9     OSTEOMYELITIS, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL    18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     6     5     0 
                                             W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     2     2     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 M88       PAGET'S DISEASE OF BONE          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           OSTEITIS DEFORMANS               BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 M88.9     PAGET'S DISEASE OF BONE,         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N00-N98   XIV.DISEASES OF THE              TOTAL  1153     0    0    2    3       0     0     0     0     1     4    20    70   139   220   322   374     0 
            GENITOURINARY SYSTEM             W M    344     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    14    30    72   105   119     0 
                                             W F    354     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    13    28    52   102   154     0 
                                            BO M    189     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     1     1     7    22    43    44    43    27     0 
                                            BO F    259     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     2     6    21    36    52    71    70     0 
                                            UNK       7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     4     0 
 
 N00-N39   DISEASES OF URINARY SYSTEM       TOTAL  1134     0    0    2    3       0     0     0     0     1     4    19    67   136   217   321   366     0 
                                             W M    338     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3    13    29    72   104   116     0 
                                             W F    349     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     4    13    28    51   102   150     0 
                                            BO M    184     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     1     1     6    21    42    42    43    27     0 
                                            BO F    256     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     2     6    20    35    52    71    69     0 
                                            UNK       7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     4     0 
 
 N00       ACUTE NEPHRITIC SYNDROME         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N00.9     UNSPECIFIED                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N03       CHRONIC NEPHRITIC SYNDROME       TOTAL    90     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     6    15    23    42     0 
                                             W M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     5    12     0 
                                             W F     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     9    13     0 
                                            BO M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     7     2     3     0 
                                            BO F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     7    14     0 
 
 N03.9     UNSPECIFIED                      TOTAL    90     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     6    15    23    42     0 
                                             W M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     5    12     0 
                                             W F     23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     9    13     0 
                                            BO M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     7     2     3     0 
                                            BO F     28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     4     7    14     0 
 
 N04       NEPHROTIC SYNDROME               TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 N04.9     UNSPECIFIED                      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
 
 N05       UNSPECIFIED NEPHRITIC SYNDROME   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 N05.9     UNSPECIFIED                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N10       ACUTE TUBULO-INTERSTITIAL        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
           NEPHRITIS                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 N11       CHRONIC TUBULO-INTERSTITIAL      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           NEPHRITIS                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N11.1     CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           PYELONEPHRITIS                    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N12       TUBULO-INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS,   TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     2     0 
           NOT SPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           CHRONIC                           W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
 
 N13       OBSTRUCTIVE AND REFLUX UROPATHY  TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 N13.3     OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
           HYDRONEPHROSIS                    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 N13.5     KINKING AND STRICTURE OF URETER  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           WITHOUT HYDRONEPHROSIS            W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 N13.9     OBSTRUCTIVE & REFLUX UROPATHY,   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N17       ACUTE RENAL FAILURE              TOTAL   173     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7    20    31    54    59     0 
                                             W M     58     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     9    22    21     0 
                                             W F     54     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     8    13    25     0 
                                            BO M     26     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     7     7     4     0 
                                            BO F     32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     7    12     7     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
 
 N17.0     ACUTE RENAL FAILURE WITH TUBULAR TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0 
           NECROSIS                          W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 N17.9     ACUTE RENAL FAILURE, UNSPECIFIED TOTAL   170     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7    20    31    51    59     0 
                                             W M     58     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     9    22    21     0 
                                             W F     52     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     5     8    11    25     0 
                                            BO M     25     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     7     6     4     0 
                                            BO F     32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     3     7    12     7     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
 
 N18       CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE            TOTAL   342     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     7    32    60    76    83    83     0 
                                             W M     98     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6     9    26    25    30     0 
                                             W F     78     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6     8    13    23    28     0 
                                            BO M     79     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    12    22    18    16     9     0 
                                            BO F     85     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     8    20    19    19    15     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 N18.0     END-STAGE RENAL DISEASE          TOTAL   264     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     7    32    53    59    59    53     0 
                                             W M     76     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     6     9    23    14    22     0 
                                             W F     53     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6     7     9    18    13     0 
                                            BO M     66     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2    12    18    12    14     8     0 
                                            BO F     68     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     3     8    18    15    13    10     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 N18.8     OTHER CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 N18.9     CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE,           TOTAL    76     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     6    17    24    29     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    11     7     0 
                                             W F     25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     5    15     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6     2     1     0 
                                            BO F     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     6     5     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N19       UNSPECIFIED RENAL FAILURE        TOTAL   282     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     1     2     6    16    32    57    89    77     0 
                                             W M    101     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3    10    23    34    29     0 
                                             W F     80     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3    10    14    24    27     0 
                                            BO M     38     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     3     4     5     6    13     5     0 
                                            BO F     62     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     7    14    18    15     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N20       CALCULUS OF KIDNEY AND URETER    TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     3     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
 
 N20.0     CALCULUS OF KIDNEY               TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     3     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
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 N21       CALCULUS OF LOWER URINARY TRACT  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N21.1     CALCULUS IN URETHRA              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N28       OTHER DISORDERS OF KIDNEY AND    TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     3     1     3     5     0 
           URETER, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 N28.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
           KIDNEY AND URETER                 W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 N28.9     DISORDER OF KIDNEY AND URETER,   TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     1     2     5     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 N30       CYSTITIS                         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N30.4     IRRADIATION CYSTITIS             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N30.9     CYSTITIS, UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 N32       OTHER DISORDERS OF BLADDER       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N32.0     BLADDER-NECK OBSTRUCTION         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N32.9     BLADDER DISORDER, UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N39       OTHER DISORDERS OF URINARY       TOTAL   200     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6    15    27    60    91     0 
           SYSTEM                            W M     43     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     4     6    13    19     0 
                                             W F    100     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3    11    32    52     0 
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 N39                                        BO M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     3     4     3     0 
                                            BO F     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     7    10    17     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 N39.0     URINARY TRACT INFECTION, SITE    TOTAL   199     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     6    14    27    60    91     0 
           NOT SPECIFIED                     W M     42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     6    13    19     0 
                                             W F    100     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3    11    32    52     0 
                                            BO M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     5     3     4     3     0 
                                            BO F     39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     7    10    17     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 N39.8     OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           URINARY SYSTEM                    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 N40-N50   DISEASES OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS  TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     1     3     0 
                                             W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     3     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0     0 
 
 N40       HYPERPLASIA OF PROSTATE          TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0 
 
 N41       INFLAMMATORY DISEASES OF         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
           PROSTATE                         BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N41.2     ABSCESS OF PROSTATE              TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N42       OTHER DISORDERS OF PROSTATE      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 N42.9     DISORDER OF PROSTATE,            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 N49       INFLAMMATORY DISORDERS OF MALE   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0 
           GENITAL ORGANS, NOT ELSEWHERE     W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           CLASSIFIED                       BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N49.2     INFLAMMATORY DISORDERS OF        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           SCROTUM                          BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 N49.8     INFLAMMATORY DISORDERS OF OTHER  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
           SPECIFIED MALE GENITAL ORGANS     W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 N70-N98   DISEASES OF FEMALE GENITAL       TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     5     0 
           ORGANS                            W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     4     0 
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 N70-N98                                    BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 N73       OTHER FEMALE PELVIC INFLAMMATORY TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           DISEASES                          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N73.9     FEMALE PELVIC INFLAMMATORY       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED              W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N76       OTHER INFLAMMATION OF VAGINA &   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           VULVA                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 N76.8     OTHER SPECIFIED INFLAMMATION OF  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           VAGINA AND VULVA                 BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 N80       ENDOMETRIOSIS                    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 N80.9     ENDOMETRIOSIS, UNSPECIFIED       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 N82       FISTULAE INVOLVING FEMALE        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
           GENITAL TRACT                     W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N82.3     FISTULA OF VAGINA TO LARGE       TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0 
           INTESTINE                         W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 N83       NONINFLAMMATORY DISORDERS OF     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           OVARY, FALLOPIAN TUBE, AND BROAD  W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 N83.9     NONINFLAMMATORY DISORDER OF      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           OVARY, FALLOPIAN TUBE, AND        W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 O00-O99   XV.PREGNANCY CHILDBIRTH AND      TOTAL    24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     7    10     6     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           THE PUERPERIUM                    W F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     3     3     5     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     4     7     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O00-O07   PREGNANCY WITH ABORTIVE OUT-     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           COME                             BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O00       ECTOPIC PREGNANCY                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O00.1     TUBAL PREGNANCY                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 O10-O92   OTHER DIRECT OBSTETRIC DEATHS    TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     4     8     3     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     3     3     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     5     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O10       PREEXISTING HYPERTENSION         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIR BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O10.1     PREEXISTING HYPERTENSIVE HEART   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DISEASE COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,  BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O26       MATERNAL CARE FOR OTHER          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CONDITIONS PREDOMINANTLY RELATED  W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           TO PREGNANCY                     BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O26.8     OTHER SPECIFIED PREGNANCY-       TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           RELATED CONDITIONS                W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O45       PREMATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ABRUPTIO PLACENTAE                W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O45.9     PREMATURE SEPARATION OF          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PLACENTA, UNSPECIFIED             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O72       POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE            TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O72.0     THIRD-STAGE HEMORRHAGE           TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O72.1     OTHER IMMEDIATE POSTPARTUM       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           HEMORRHAGE                        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O85       PUERPERAL SEPSIS                 TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O88       OBSTETRIC EMBOLISM               TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O88.1     AMNIOTIC FLUID EMBOLISM          TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O88.2     OBSTETRIC BLOOD-CLOT EMBOLISM    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 O90       COMPLICATIONS OF THE PUERPERIUM  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           , NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED        W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O90.3     CARDIOMYOPATHY IN THE PUERPERIUM TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O90.8     OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF THE       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PUERPERIUM, NOT ELSEWHERE         W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O95       OBSTETRIC DEATH OF UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CAUSE                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O96-O97   OTHER DEATHS RELATED TO          TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     2     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH AND THE     W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PUERPERIUM                       BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O96       DEATH FROM ANY OBSTETRIC CAUSE   TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     2     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OCCURRING MORE THAN 42 DAYS BUT   W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           LESS                             BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O98-O99   INDIRECT OBSTETRIC DEATHS        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O99       OTHER MATERNAL DISEASES          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE BUT       BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 O99.4     DISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY SYS- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           TEM COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,      BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P00-P96   XVI.CERTAIN CONDITIONS           TOTAL   209   139  165  192  205       2     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL      W M     48    33   40   45   46       1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PERIOD                            W F     39    27   32   37   39       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     64    45   51   58   63       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     57    33   41   51   56       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P00-P04   NEWBORN AFFECTED BY MATERNAL     TOTAL    51    48   50   50   50       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FACTORS AND BY COMPLICATIONS      W M     10     9    9    9    9       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF PREGNANCY, LABOR AND           W F      7     7    7    7    7       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DELIVERY                         BO M     20    20   20   20   20       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     14    12   14   14   14       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P00       NEWBORN AFFECTED BY MATERNAL     TOTAL     4     4    4    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CONDITIONS THAT MAY BE UNRELATED  W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           TO PRESENT PREGNANCY             BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 P00                                        BO F      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P00.0     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY MATERNAL     TOTAL     3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           HYPERTENSIVE DISORDERS            W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P00.3     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY OTHER MATER- TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NAL CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY  BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P01       NEWBORN AFFECTED BY MATERNAL     TOTAL    29    28   28   28   28       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY        W M      8     7    7    7    7       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     4    4    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     10    10   10   10   10       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      7     7    7    7    7       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P01.0     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY INCOMPETENT  TOTAL    12    12   12   12   12       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CERVIX                            W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     5    5    5    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P01.1     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY PREMATURE    TOTAL     9     9    9    9    9       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES              W M      4     4    4    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P01.2     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY              TOTAL     3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OLIGOHYDRAMNIOS                   W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P01.5     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY MULTIPLE     TOTAL     2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PREGNANCY                        BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P01.8     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY OTHER MATER- TOTAL     3     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NAL COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY    W M      2     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P02       NEWBORN AFFECTED BY              TOTAL    13    11   13   13   13       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA, CORD,  W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           AND MEMBRANES                     W F      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     5    5    5    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 P02.1     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY OTHER FORMS  TOTAL     6     4    6    6    6       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF PLACENTAL SEPARATION AND       W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           HEMMORRHAGE                      BO M      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     1    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P02.3     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY PLACENTAL    TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           TRANSFUSION SYNDROMES             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P02.5     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY OTHER        TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           COMPRESSION OF UMBILICAL CORD    BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P02.7     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY              TOTAL     5     5    5    5    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CHORIOAMNIONITIS                  W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P03       NEWBORN AFFECTED BY OTHER COM-   TOTAL     3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PLICATIONS OF LABOR & DELIVERY   BO M      3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P03.1     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY OTHER        TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           MALPRESENTATION, MALPOSITION,    BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P03.6     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY ABNORMAL     TOTAL     2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UTERINE CONTRACTIONS             BO M      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P04       NEWBORN AFFECTED BY NOXIOUS      TOTAL     2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           INFLUENCES TRANSMITTED VIA        W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK          BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P04.4     NEWBORN AFFECTED BY MATERNAL USE TOTAL     2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF DRUGS OF ADDICTION             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P05~P96   OTHER CONDITIONS ORIGINATING     TOTAL    42    17   29   40   42       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           IN PERINATAL PERIOD               W M     11     5    9   10   11       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W F      7     3    5    7    7       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     13     5    9   12   13       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     11     4    6   11   11       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P05       SLOW FETAL GROWTH AND FETAL MAL- TOTAL     2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NUTRITION                        BO M      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P05.1     SMALL FOR GESTATIONAL AGE        TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P05.9     SLOW FETAL GROWTH, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 P05.9                                      BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P07       DISORDERS RELATED TO SHORT GEST- TOTAL    68    60   63   63   68       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ATION AND LOW BIRTHWEIGHT, NOT    W M     14    13   14   14   14       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W F     13    13   13   13   13       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     18    17   17   17   18       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     22    16   18   18   22       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P07.2     EXTREME IMMATURITY               TOTAL    41    35   38   38   41       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M     11    10   11   11   11       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     5    5    5    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     8    8    8    8       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     17    12   14   14   17       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P07.3     OTHER PRETERM INFANTS            TOTAL    27    25   25   25   27       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      8     8    8    8    8       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     10     9    9    9   10       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     4    4    4    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P10-P15   BIRTH TRAUMA                     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 P15       OTHER BIRTH INJURIES             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 P15.9     BIRTH INJURY, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 P20-P21   INTRAUTERINE HYPOXIA AND BIRTH   TOTAL     6     2    4    6    6       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ASPHYXIA                          W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     1    3    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P20       INTRAUTERINE HYPOXIA             TOTAL     2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P20.9     INTRAUTERINE HYPOXIA,            TOTAL     2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P21       BIRTH ASPHYXIA                   TOTAL     4     2    3    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     1    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 P21.9     BIRTH ASPHYXIA, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL     4     2    3    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     1    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P22       RESPIRATORY DISTRESS OF NEWBORN  TOTAL     7     3    3    6    7       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     1    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P22.0     RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME    TOTAL     6     2    2    5    6       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF NEWBORN                        W M      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P22.9     RESPIRATORY DISTRESS OF NEWBORN, TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P23-P28   OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS     TOTAL    18     6    9   11   16       2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL      W M      5     2    4    4    4       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PERIOD                            W F      4     1    2    3    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      6     3    3    3    6       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    1    2       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P25       INTERSTITIAL EMPHYSEMA AND       TOTAL     3     2    2    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           RELATED CONDITIONS ORIGINATING    W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           IN THE PERINATAL PERIOD          BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P25.1     PNEUMOTHORAX ORIGINATING IN THE  TOTAL     3     2    2    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PERINATAL PERIOD                  W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P26       PULMONARY HEMORRHAGE ORIGINATING TOTAL     4     0    3    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           IN THE PERINATAL PERIOD           W M      2     0    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P26.9     UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY            TOTAL     4     0    3    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           HEMORRHAGE ORIGINATING IN THE     W M      2     0    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PERINATAL PERIOD                  W F      2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P27       CHRONIC RESPIRATORY DISEASE      TOTAL     7     0    0    0    5       2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL      W M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 P27       PERIOD                            W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P27.1     BRONCHOPULMONARY DYSPLASIA ORIG- TOTAL     7     0    0    0    5       2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           INATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOD   W M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P28       OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS     TOTAL     4     4    4    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL      W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PERIOD                            W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P28.0     PRIMARY ATELECTASIS OF NEWBORN   TOTAL     3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P28.8     OTHER SPECIFIED RESPIRATORY      TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CONDITIONS OF NEWBORN             W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P29       CARDIOVASCULAR DISORDERS         TOTAL    13    10   12   13   13       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ORIGINATING IN PERINATAL PERIOD   W M      6     4    6    6    6       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P29.0     NEONATAL CARDIAC FAILURE         TOTAL     5     4    5    5    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      3     2    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P29.1     NEONATAL CARDIAC DYSRHYTHMIA     TOTAL     7     6    6    7    7       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     2    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     3    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P29.3     PERSISTENT FETAL CIRCULATION     TOTAL     1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P35-P39   INFECTIONS SPECIFIC TO THE       TOTAL    16     3    7   16   16       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PERINATAL PERIOD                  W M      5     2    2    5    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    2    5    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 P35-P39                                    BO F      4     0    2    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P35       CONGENITAL VIRAL DISEASES        TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P35.2     CONGENITAL HERPES-VIRAL HERPES   TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           SIMPLEX INFECTION                 W M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P36       BACTERIAL SEPSIS OF NEWBORN      TOTAL    14     3    7   14   14       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      4     2    2    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    2    5    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    2    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P36.0     SEPSIS OF NEWBORN DUE TO         TOTAL     3     0    1    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           STREPTOCOCCUS, GROUP B           BO M      3     0    1    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P36.2     SEPSIS OF NEWBORN DUE TO         TOTAL     2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS             W F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P36.3     SEPSIS OF NEWBORN DUE TO OTHER   TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           AND UNSPECIFIED STAPHYLOCOCCI     W M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P36.9     BACTERIAL SEPSIS OF NEWBORN,     TOTAL     8     3    5    8    8       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      3     2    2    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P37       OTHER CONGENITAL INFECTIOUS AND  TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PARASITIC DISEASES               BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P37.5     NEONATAL CANDIDIASIS             TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P52       INTRACRANIAL NONTRAUMATIC        TOTAL    11     3   10   11   11       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS AND NEWBORN   W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     1    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     2    3    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P52.3     UNSPECIFIED INTRAVENTRICULAR     TOTAL     7     2    6    7    7       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           (NONTRAUMATIC) HEMORRHAGE OF      W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NEWBORN                          BO M      2     0    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     2    3    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 P52.4     INTRACEREBRAL (NONTRAUMATIC)     TOTAL     1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           HEMORRHAGE OF NEWBORN             W F      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P52.9     INTRACRANIAL (NONTRAUMATIC) HEM- TOTAL     3     1    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ORRHAGE OF NEWBORN, UNSPECIFIED   W F      2     1    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P60       DISSEMINATED INTRAVASCULAR       TOTAL     2     0    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           COAGULATION OF NEWBORN            W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P77       NECROTIZING ENTEROCOLITIS OF     TOTAL     4     0    0    3    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NEWBORN                           W M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P78       OTHER PERINATAL DIGESTIVE SYSTEM TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DISORDERS                         W F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P78.0     PERINATAL INTESTINAL             TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PERFORATION                       W F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P83       OTHER CONDITIONS OF INTEGUMENT   TOTAL     5     2    2    4    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           SPECIFIC TO NEWBORN               W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P83.2     HYDROPS FETALIS NOT DUE TO HEMO- TOTAL     5     2    2    4    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           LYTIC DISEASE                     W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P91       OTHER DISTURBANCES OF CERE-      TOTAL     2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           BRALSTATUS OF NEWBORN            BO M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P91.6     HYPOXIC ISCHAEMIC ENCEPHALOPATHY TOTAL     2     0    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF NEWBORN                       BO M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P96       OTHER CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN  TOTAL     2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           THE PERINATAL PERIOD              W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 P96.0     CONGENITAL RENAL FAILURE         TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 P96.4     TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY, FETUS, TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           AND NEWBORN                       W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q00-Q99   XVII.CONGENITAL MALFORMATION     TOTAL   133    24   31   44   71       8     5     0     3     2     7     6     9     8     5     7     2     0 
           DEFORMATION AND CHROMOSOMAL       W M     35     6    9   11   17       2     3     0     2     0     1     1     3     2     0     3     1     0 
           ABNORMALITY                       W F     43     4    6   11   17       3     1     0     1     1     3     2     2     5     3     4     1     0 
                                            BO M     24     6    7    9   16       2     1     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     30     8    9   13   21       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q00       ANENCEPHALY AND SIMILAR MAL-     TOTAL     2     1    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FORMATIONS                        W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q00.0     ANENCEPHALY                      TOTAL     2     1    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q01~Q07   ALL OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORM     TOTAL    10     1    1    5    7       1     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ATIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM          W M      2     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W F      6     1    1    4    5       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q03       CONGENITAL HYDROCEPHALUS         TOTAL     4     0    0    2    3       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q03.1     ATRESIA OF FORAMINA OF MAGENDIE  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           AND LUSCHKA                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q03.9     CONGENITAL HYDROCEPHALUS,        TOTAL     3     0    0    2    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q04       OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     5     0    0    2    3       1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF BRAIN                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    2    2       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q04.2     HOLOPROSENCEPHALY                TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 Q04.3     OTHER REDUCTION DEFORMITIES OF   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           BRAIN                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q04.4     SEPTO-OPTIC DYSPLASIA            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q04.9     CONGENITAL MALFORMATION OF       TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           BRAIN, UNSPECIFIED                W F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q05       SPINA BIFIDA                     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q05.9     SPINA BIFIDA, UNSPECIFIED        TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q07       OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF NERVOUS SYSTEM                 W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q07.0     ARNOLD-CHIARI SYNDROME           TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q10~Q89   OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL    40    11   14   20   25       3     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     3     3     2     0     0 
           AND DEFORMATIONS                  W M      8     3    4    5    7       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W F     14     1    2    4    5       2     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     2     2     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     3    4    5    6       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     10     4    4    6    7       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q20-Q24   CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL    38     4    6    7   20       2     2     0     1     0     3     3     2     2     0     3     0     0 
           HEART                             W M     16     2    3    3    7       1     1     0     1     0     1     1     1     0     0     3     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     1    1    1    2       0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     10     1    2    3    8       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q20       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL     4     0    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CARDIAC CHAMBERS AND CONNECTIONS  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 Q20.0     COMMON ARTERIAL TRUNK            TOTAL     1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q20.1     DOUBLE OUTLET RIGHT VENTRICLE    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q20.3     DISCORDANT VENTRICULOARTERIAL    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CONNECTION                       BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q20.8     OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF CARDIAC CHAMBERS AND           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q21       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL     6     0    1    2    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0 
           CARDIAC SEPTA                     W M      3     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q21.0     VENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 Q21.1     ATRIAL SEPTAL DEFECT             TOTAL     2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q21.2     ATRIOVENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q21.3     TETRALOGY OF FALLOT              TOTAL     1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q21.8     OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF CARDIAC SEPTA                  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q22       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PULMONARY AND TRICUSPID VALVES    W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q22.4     CONGENITAL TRICUSPID STENOSIS    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q23       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL     8     2    2    2    4       1     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           AORTIC AND MITRAL VALVES          W M      5     1    1    1    2       0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q23.0     CONGENITAL STENOSIS OF AORTIC    TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           VALVE                             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 Q23.2     CONGENITAL MITRAL STENOSIS       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q23.4     HYPOPLASTIC LEFT HEART SYNDROME  TOTAL     5     1    1    1    3       1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    1       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q23.9     CONGENITAL MALFORMATION OF       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           AORTIC AND MITRAL VALVES,         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 Q24       OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL    19     2    2    2   10       1     1     0     1     0     1     1     1     2     0     1     0     0 
           OF HEART                          W M      8     1    1    1    4       1     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     1    1    1    1       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q24.4     CONGENITAL SUBAORTIC STENOSIS    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q24.5     MALFORMATION OF CORONARY VESSELS TOTAL     4     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q24.8     OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL       TOTAL     2     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           MALFORMATIONS OF HEART            W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q24.9     CONGENITAL MALFORMATION OF THE   TOTAL    12     1    1    1    8       1     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           HEART, UNSPECIFIED                W M      6     1    1    1    4       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q25-Q28   OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATION    TOTAL    11     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     0 
           OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Q25       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL     7     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
           GREAT ARTERIES                    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
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 Q25.0     PATENT DUCTUS ARTERIOSUS         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q25.1     COARCTATION OF AORTA             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q25.3     STENOSIS OF AORTA                TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 Q25.4     OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           OF AORTA                          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q25.5     ATRESIA OF PULMONARY ARTERY      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q25.8     OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF GREAT ARTERIES                BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q27       OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
           OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR SYSTEM     W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Q27.3     PERIPHERAL ARTERIOVENOUS         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
           MALFORMATION                      W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Q28       OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 Q28.2     ARTERIOVENOUS MALFORMATION OF    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           CEREBRAL VESSELS                  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 Q30-Q34   CONGENITAL MALFORMATION OF       TOTAL     6     4    4    4    5       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           RESPIRATORY SYSTEM                W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     1    1    1    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     1    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q31       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL     2     1    1    1    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           LARYNX                           BO M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q31.5     CONGENITAL LARYNGOMALACIA        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 Q31.8     OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF LARYNX                        BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q33       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF LUNG TOTAL     4     3    3    3    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q33.6     HYPOPLASIA AND DYSPLASIA OF LUNG TOTAL     4     3    3    3    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q44       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           GALLBLADDER, BILE DUCTS & LIVER   W F      2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q44.2     ATRESIA OF BILE DUCTS            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q44.5     OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           OF BILE DUCTS                     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q60       RENAL AGENESIS AND OTHER         TOTAL     6     4    6    6    6       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           REDUCTION DEFECTS OF KIDNEY       W M      2     1    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     2    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q60.1     RENAL AGENESIS, BILATERAL        TOTAL     1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q60.2     RENAL AGENESIS, UNSPECIFIED      TOTAL     4     3    4    4    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     2    3    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q60.6     POTTER'S SYNDROME                TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q61       CYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE            TOTAL     7     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0 
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 Q61.3     POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     7     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     1     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q76       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           SPINE AND BONY THORAX             W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q76.7     CONGENITAL MALFORMATION OF       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           STERNUM                           W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q77       OSTEOCHONDRODYSPLASIA WITH       TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DEFECTS OF GROWTH OF TUBULAR     BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q77.1     THANATOPHORIC SHORT STATURE      TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q78       OTHER OSTEOCHONDRODYSPLASIAS     TOTAL     5     1    1    3    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    2    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q78.0     OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFECTA          TOTAL     3     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q78.9     OSTEOCHONDRODYSPLASIA,           TOTAL     2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q79       CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF MUS  TOTAL     5     2    2    4    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CULOSKELETAL SYSTEM, NOT ELSE-    W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           WHERE CLASSIFIED                  W F      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q79.0     CONGENITAL DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA  TOTAL     3     1    1    2    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q79.2     EXOMPHALOS                       TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q79.5     OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS   TOTAL     1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF ABDOMINAL WALL                 W F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 Q85       PHAKOMATOSES, NOT ELSEWHERE      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Q85.0     NEUROFIBROMATOSIS (NONMALIGNANT) TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Q85.8     OTHER PHAKOMATOSES, NOT          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q87       OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL MAL-  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           FORMATION SYNDROMES AFFECTING    BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           MULTIPLE SYSTEMS                 BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q87.4     MARFAN'S SYNDROME                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q87.8     OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL MAL-  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FORMATION SYNDROMES, NOT         BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q89       OTHER CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS,  TOTAL     8     3    4    6    6       2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED          W M      2     1    1    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    1    2    2       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     1    1    1    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q89.2     CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OTHER ENDOCRINE GLANDS            W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q89.3     SITUS INVERSUS                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q89.7     MULTIPLE CONGENITAL MALFORMA-    TOTAL     3     2    2    3    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           TIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED   W M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q89.8     OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL       TOTAL     1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           MALFORMATIONS                     W F      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q89.9     CONGENITAL MALFORMATION,         TOTAL     2     1    2    2    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q90       DOWN'S SYNDROME                  TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     5     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
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 Q90                                         W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q90.9     DOWN'S SYNDROME, UNSPECIFIED     TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     5     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q91-Q99   ALL OTHER CHROMOSOMAL            TOTAL    14     3    4    6    9       1     1     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ABNORMALITIES                     W M      3     0    0    1    1       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     1    2    2    3       1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     1    1    2    4       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q91       EDWARDS' SYNDROME AND PATAU'S    TOTAL     7     2    2    4    6       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           SYNDROME                          W M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     1    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q91.3     EDWARDS' SYNDROME, UNSPECIFIED   TOTAL     5     2    2    3    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     1    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q91.7     PATAU'S SYNDROME, UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     2     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q92       OTHER TRISOMIES AND PARTIAL      TOTAL     2     1    1    1    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           TRISOMIES OF AUTOSOMES, NOT       W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED             BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q92.8     OTHER SPECIFIED TRISOMIES AND    TOTAL     2     1    1    1    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PARTIAL TRISOMIES OF AUTOSOMES    W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     1    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q93       MONOSOMIES AND DELETIONS FROM    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           THE AUTOSOMES, NOT ELSEWHERE      W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q93.8     OTHER DELETIONS FROM THE         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           AUTOSOMES                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q98       OTHER SEX CHROMOSOME             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 Q98.4     KLINEFELTER'S SYNDROME,          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q99       OTHER CHROMOSOME ABNORMALITIES,  TOTAL     3     0    1    1    2       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q99.8     OTHER SPECIFIED CHROMOSOME       TOTAL     2     0    1    1    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ABNORMALITIES                     W F      1     0    1    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Q99.9     CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITY,         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R00-R99   XVIII.SYMPTOMS,SIGNS & ABNORMAL  TOTAL   717     0    2    9   52       2     0     1     3     4    11    19    26    40    54   144   361     0 
           CLINICAL AND LAB FINDINGS,        W M    204     0    1    4   17       0     0     1     1     1     5     5    12    10    22    47    83     0 
            NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED         W F    310     0    1    2   12       1     0     0     1     1     3     6     5    12    18    64   187     0 
                                            BO M     69     0    0    1   10       0     0     0     0     0     2     4     5     9     9    12    18     0 
                                            BO F    124     0    0    2   13       1     0     0     1     0     1     4     4     7     3    20    70     0 
                                            UNK      10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     2     2     1     3     0 
 
 R00~R94   ALL OTHER SYMPTOMS & FINDINGS    TOTAL   537     0    0    0    0       1     0     1     2     2     5    13    13    25    47   131   297     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W M    147     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     3     4     6    20    42    69     0 
                                             W F    255     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     1     2     4     3     5    17    60   161     0 
                                            BO M     45     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     3     7     8    11    13     0 
                                            BO F     89     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     4     3     7     2    18    54     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R00       ABNORMALITIES OF HEART BEAT      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 R00.1     BRADYCARDIA, UNSPECIFIED         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
 
 R02       GANGRENE, NOT ELSEWHERE          TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     0 
           CLASSIFIED                       BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 R04       HEMORRHAGE FROM RESPIRATORY      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           PASSAGES                          W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R04.8     HEMORRHAGE FROM OTHER SITES IN   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           RESPIRATORY PASSAGES              W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R06       ABNORMALITIES OF BREATHING       TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
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 R06                                         W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
 
 R06.0     DYSPNEA                          TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 R06.8     OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           ABNORMALITIES OF BREATHING        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 R07       PAIN IN THROAT AND CHEST         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R07.4     CHEST PAIN, UNSPECIFIED          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R09       OTHER SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS         TOTAL    42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     7     7     9    15     0 
           INVOLVING THE CIRCULATORY AND     W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     3     3     0 
           RESPIRATORY SYSTEM                W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     2     2     0 
                                            BO F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     6     0 
 
 R09.0     ASPHYXIA                         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 R09.2     RESPIRATORY ARREST               TOTAL    39     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7     7     8    15     0 
                                             W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     3     3     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     4     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     2     2     0 
                                            BO F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     6     0 
 
 R19       OTHER SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS INVOLV- TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           ING THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM AND      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 R19.8     OTHER SPECIFIED SYMPTOMS AND     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           SIGNS INVOLVING THE DIGESTIVE     W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 R53       MALAISE AND FATIGUE              TOTAL    79     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5    14    58     0 
                                             W M     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     9    14     0 
                                             W F     43     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     3    36     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     0 
 
 R54       SENILITY                         TOTAL    52     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     8    44     0 
                                             W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     9     0 
                                             W F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    19     0 
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 R54                                        BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    13     0 
 
 R55       SYNCOPE AND COLLAPSE             TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 R56       CONVULSIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE       TOTAL    26     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     2     4     9     3     1     1     1     2     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     4     1     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R56.8     OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED            TOTAL    26     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     2     4     9     3     1     1     1     2     0 
           CONVULSIONS                       W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     4     1     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R57       SHOCK, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED  TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     3     3     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 R57.0     CARDIOGENIC SHOCK                TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     2     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 R57.1     HYPOVOLEMIC SHOCK                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 R57.8     OTHER SHOCK                      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R57.9     SHOCK, UNSPECIFIED               TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 R58       HEMORRHAGE, NOT ELSEWHERE        TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     0     2     1     0 
           CLASSIFIED                        W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
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 R62       LACK OF EXPECTED NORMAL PHYSIOL- TOTAL   327     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     6    25    89   204     0 
           OGICAL DEVELOPMENT                W M     80     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     9    22    48     0 
                                             W F    170     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     9    49   108     0 
                                            BO M     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7     6     9     0 
                                            BO F     53     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0    12    39     0 
 
 R62.8     OTHER LACK OF EXPECTED NORMAL    TOTAL   327     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     6    25    89   204     0 
            PHYSIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT        W M     80     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     9    22    48     0 
                                             W F    170     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     9    49   108     0 
                                            BO M     24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     7     6     9     0 
                                            BO F     53     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0    12    39     0 
 
 R63       SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS CONCERNING    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           FOOD AND FLUID INTAKE             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 R63.0     ANOREXIA                         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 R64       CACHEXIA                         TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
 
 R68       OTHER GENERAL SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS TOTAL    24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     4     9     7     0 
                                             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     2     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0 
 
 R68.8     OTHER SPECIFIED GENERAL SYMPTOMS TOTAL    24     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     4     9     7     0 
           AND SIGNS                         W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     2     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     5     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0 
 
 R91       ABNORMAL FINDINGS ON DIAGNOSTIC  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
           IMAGING OF LUNG                   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 R95-R99   ILL-DEFINED AND UNKNOWN CAUSES   TOTAL   128     0    2    9   52       1     0     0     1     2     6     6    13    15     7     5    20     0 
           OF MORTALITY                      W M     45     0    1    4   17       0     0     0     1     1     3     2     8     4     2     2     5     0 
                                             W F     33     0    1    2   12       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     7     1     1     7     0 
                                            BO M     21     0    0    1   10       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     1     1     2     0 
                                            BO F     20     0    0    2   13       1     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     3     0 
                                            UNK       9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     2     1     3     0 
 
 R95       SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME     TOTAL    44     0    2    9   44       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M     15     0    1    4   15       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
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 R95                                         W F     10     0    1    2   10       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     10     0    0    1   10       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    2    9       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R96       OTHER SUDDEN DEATH, CAUSE        TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     2     0 
           UNKNOWN                           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R96.0     INSTANTANEOUS DEATH              TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     2     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 R99       OTHER ILL-DEFINED & UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    79     0    0    0    8       0     0     0     1     2     6     5    13    15     6     5    18     0 
           CAUSES OF MORTALITY               W M     29     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     1     1     3     2     8     4     2     2     4     0 
                                             W F     21     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     7     1     1     6     0 
                                            BO M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     2     0     1     2     0 
                                            BO F     10     0    0    0    4       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     3     0 
                                            UNK       9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     2     2     1     3     0 
 
 V01-Y89   XX. EXTERNAL CAUSE OF            TOTAL  3255     0    0    3   49      39    22    27   179   267   467   481   592   422   281   225   203     1 
           MORTALITY                         W M   1508     0    0    2   16      12     5     8    73   119   236   243   306   197   142    95    56     0 
                                             W F    851     0    0    0   10      10     6    11    35    43    67   113   164   103    80    90   119     0 
                                            BO M    646     0    0    1   12       9     7     4    56    92   129    95    83    81    36    27    14     1 
                                            BO F    224     0    0    0   11       7     3     4    13    11    29    27    36    38    20    12    13     0 
                                            UNK      26     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     2     2     6     3     3     3     3     1     1     0 
 
 V01~Y86   ACCIDENTS                        TOTAL  2218     0    0    2   33      26    18    19   123   166   286   318   414   271   184   178   181     1 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W M    980     0    0    2   14      10     5     6    56    85   157   152   193   108    84    66    44     0 
                                             W F    661     0    0    0    8       8     4     6    28    35    49    86   122    65    57    81   112     0 
                                            BO M    397     0    0    0    7       4     5     3    27    38    62    62    65    64    26    20    13     1 
                                            BO F    162     0    0    0    4       3     3     4    10     7    15    16    31    32    15    10    12     0 
                                            UNK      18     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     2     1     3     2     3     2     2     1     0     0 
 
 V02       PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN COLLISION  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           WITH TWO- OR THREE-WHEELED        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           MOTOOR VEHICLE                   BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 V02.0     NONTRAFFIC ACCIDENT              TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V02.1     TRAFFIC ACCIDENT                 TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0     0 
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 V03       PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN COLLISION  TOTAL    32     0    0    0    0       1     0     1     0     2     4     7     6     3     5     3     0     0 
           WITH CAR, PICKUP TRUCK, OR VAN    W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     3     1     1     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     3     4     1     2     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V03.0     NONTRAFFIC ACCIDENT              TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V03.1     TRAFFIC ACCIDENT                 TOTAL    30     0    0    0    0       1     0     1     0     2     4     6     6     3     5     2     0     0 
                                             W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     3     1     1     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     2     4     1     2     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V04       PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN COLLISION  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           WITH HEAVY TRANSPORT VEHICLE OR   W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           BUS                              BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V04.1     TRAFFIC ACCIDENT                 TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V05       PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN COLLISION  TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     1     0     0     0 
           WITH RAILWAY TRAIN OR RAILWAY     W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
           VEHICLE                          BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V05.0     NONTRAFFIC ACCIDENT              TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V05.9     UNSPECIFIED WHETHER TRAFFIC OR   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           NONTRAFFIC ACCIDENT              BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V09       PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN OTHER AND  TOTAL    56     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     4     9     7     6    13     5     5     2     3     0 
           UNSPECIFIED TRANSPORT ACCIDENTS   W M     24     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     4     3     2     4     4     3     0     2     0 
                                             W F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     1     0     3     3     1     1     2     1     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     4     4     0     3     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V09.0     PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN NONTRAFFIC TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     1     0 
           ACCIDENT INVOLVING OTHER AND      W M      3     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
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 V09.0                                      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V09.2     PEDESTRIAN INJURED IN TRAFFIC    TOTAL    51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     4     9     7     6    13     3     5     2     2     0 
           ACCIDENT INVOLVING OTHER AND      W M     21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     4     3     2     4     2     3     0     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED MOTOR VEHICLES        W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     1     0     3     3     1     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     4     4     0     3     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V13       PEDAL CYCLIST INJURED IN COLLI-  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3     0     0     0     0     0 
           SION WITH CAR, PICKUP TRUCK, OR   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           VAN                              BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V13.2     UNSPECIFIED PEDAL CYCLIST INJUR  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ED IN NONTRAFFIC ACCIDENT        BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V13.4     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V13.9     UNSPECIFIED PEDAL CYCLIST        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT      BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V14       PEDAL CYCLIST INJURED IN COLLI-  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           SION WITH HEAVY TRANSPORT         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V14.4     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V18       PEDAL CYCLIST INJURED IN NON-    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           COLLISION TRANSPORT ACCIDENT      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V18.4     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V19       PEDAL CYCLIST INJURED IN OTHER   TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     5     1     3     0     0     0     0 
           AND UNSPECIFIED TRANSPORT ACCID   W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ENTS                              W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 V19.4     DRIVER INJURED IN COLLISION      TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     4     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           WITH OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED        W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           MOTOR VEHICLE IN TRAFIC ACCIDENT  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V19.6     UNSPECIFIED PEDAL CYCLIST        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           INJURED IN COLLISION WITH OTHER  BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
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 V19.9     PEDAL CYCLIST ANY INJURED IN     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED TRAFFIC ACCIDENT     BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V20       MOTORCYCLE RIDER INJURED IN      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
           COLLISION WITH PEDESTRIAN OR      W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ANIMAL                            W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V20.4     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V22       MOTORCYCLE RIDER INJURED IN      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     1     0     0 
           COLLISION WITH TWO- OR THREE-     W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 V22.4     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     1     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 V23       MOTORCYCLE RIDER INJURED IN      TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     3     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           COLLISION WITH CAR, PICKUP TRUCK  W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     3     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           OR VAN                           BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V23.4     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     3     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     3     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V23.9     UNSPECIFIED MOTORCYCLE RIDER     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V24       MOTORCYCLE RIDER INJURED IN COL- TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           LISION WITH HEAVY TRANSPORT       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           VEHICLE                          BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V24.4     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V27       MOTORCYCLE RIDER INJURED IN COL- TOTAL    17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     3     2     4     3     2     1     0     0     1 
           LISION WITH FIXED OR STATIONARY   W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     3     1     2     2     2     1     0     0     0 
           OBJECT                            W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0     1 
 
 V27.4     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     3     2     4     2     2     1     0     0     1 
           ACCIDENT                          W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     3     1     2     1     2     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 V27.9     UNSPECIFIED MOTORCYCLE RIDER     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V28       MOTORCYCLE RIDER INJURED IN NON- TOTAL    21     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     6     4     4     3     3     0     0     0 
           COLLISION TRANSPORT ACCIDENT      W M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     4     4     2     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V28.4     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL    19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     6     4     3     2     3     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     4     3     2     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V28.5     PASSENGER INJURED IN TRAFFIC     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V29       MOTORCYCLE RIDER INJURED IN      TOTAL    37     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     4     4    11    10     7     0     1     0     0 
           OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED TRANSPORT   W M     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     2     4     9     5     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     2     2     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V29.4     DRIVER INJURED IN COLLISION      TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     1     2     3     2     0     1     0     0 
           WITH OTHER & UNSPECIFIED MOTOR    W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     2     0     0     0     0 
           VEHICLE                          BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V29.5     PASSENGER INJURED IN COLLISION   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           WITH OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED        W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V29.9     MOTORCYCLE RIDER ANY INJURED     TOTAL    25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     3     8     7     5     0     0     0     0 
           IN OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED          W M     15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     1     3     6     3     0     0     0     0 
           TRAFFIC ACCIDENT                  W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V43       CAR OCCUPANT INJURED IN COLLI-   TOTAL    41     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     3     3     8     5     2     7     4     5     2     0 
           SION WITH CAR, PICKUP TRUCK, OR   W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     2     1     1     2     1     0     0 
           VAN                               W F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     3     0     0     1     3     2     0 
                                            BO M     11     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     2     1     2     0     0     4     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     1     1     2     0     1     2     0     1     0     0 
 
 V43.0     DRIVER INJURED IN NONTRAFFIC     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                         BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V43.4     PERSON INJURED WHILE BOARDING    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
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 V43.4     OR ALIGHTING                     BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V43.5     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL    26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     1     6     3     1     4     4     5     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     1     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     1     3     0     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     0     2     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     2     0     1     0     0 
 
 V43.6     PASSENGER INJURED IN TRAFFIC     TOTAL    10     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     1     1     2     1     1     0     0     0     2     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V43.9     UNSPECIFIED CAR OCCUPANT         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT               W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V44       CAR OCCUPANT INJURED IN COLLI-   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
           SION WITH HEAVY TRANSPORT         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           VEHICLE OR BUS                    W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V44.5     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 V44.6     PASSENGER INJURED IN TRAFFIC     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                         BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V45       CAR OCCUPANT INJURED IN COLLI-   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           SION WITH RAILWAY TRAIN OR        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           RAILWAY VEHICLE                   W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V45.5     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V45.6     PASSENGER INJURED IN TRAFFIC     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V47       CAR OCCUPANT INJURED IN COLLI-   TOTAL    33     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     3     7     7     3     5     4     2     1     0     0 
           SION WITH FIXED OR STATIONARY     W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     3     5     0     2     2     1     0     0     0 
           OBJECT                            W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     2     0     2     1     1     0     1     0     0 
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 V47                                        BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     2     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 V47.5     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL    26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     7     6     1     4     3     2     1     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     3     4     0     2     2     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     2     0     1     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     2     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V47.6     PASSENGER INJURED IN TRAFFIC     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V47.9     UNSPECIFIED CAR OCCUPANT INJURED TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT               W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V48       CAR OCCUPANT INJURED IN NONCOLLI TOTAL    28     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     4     6     6     6     2     2     1     0     1     0 
           SION TRANSPORT ACCIDENT           W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     3     1     2     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     1     3     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     2     3     1     2     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 V48.5     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     3     6     4     4     1     2     1     0     1     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     3     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     2     3     1     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 V48.6     PASSENGER INJURED IN TRAFFIC     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V48.9     UNSPECIFIED CAR OCCUPANT INJURED TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT               W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V49       CAR OCCUPANT INJURED IN OTHER &  TOTAL    29     0    0    0    2       0     1     3     4     2     6     2     2     3     1     1     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED TRANSPORT ACCIDENTS   W M      9     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     3     1     2     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     1     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    1       0     0     2     0     1     2     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
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 V49.3     CAR OCCUPANT ANY INJURED IN      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED NONTRAFFIC ACCIDENT  BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V49.4     DRIVER INJURED IN COLLISION WITH TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED MOTOR       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V49.5     PASSENGER INJURED IN COLLISION   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           WITH OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V49.9     CAR OCCUPANT (ANY) INJURED IN    TOTAL    25     0    0    0    2       0     1     3     3     2     6     1     2     2     0     1     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED TRAFFIC ACCIDENT      W M      6     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     2     1     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     1     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0     2     0 
                                            BO F      9     0    0    0    1       0     0     2     0     1     2     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V54       OCCUPANT OF PICKUP TRUCK OR VAN  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
           INJURED IN COLLISION WITH HEAVY   W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           TRANSPORT VEHICLE OR BUS         BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 V54.5     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     2     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 V54.6     PASSENGER INJURED IN TRAFFIC     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V57       OCCUPANT OF PICKUP TRUCK OR VAN  TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     3     0     1     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
           INJURED IN COLLISION WITH FIXED   W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     3     0     1     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 V57.5     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V57.6     PASSENGER INJURED IN TRAFFIC     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V57.9     UNSPECIFIED OCCUPANT OF PICKUP   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           TRUCK OR VAN INJURED IN TRAFFIC   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V58       OCCUPANT OF PICKUP TRUCK OR VAN  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     2     0     0     0     0 
           INJURED IN NONCOLLISION TRANS-    W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           PORT ACCIDENT                    BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V58.1     PASSENGER INJURED IN NONTRAFFIC  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
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 V58.5     DRIVER INJURED IN TRAFFIC        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V58.6     PASSENGER INJURED IN TRAFFIC     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT                          W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V80       ANIMAL-RIDER OR OCCUPANT OF      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ANIMAL-DRAWN VEHICLE INJURED      W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V80.8     RIDER OR OCCUPANT INJURED IN     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           COLLISISON WITH FIXED OR          W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V84       OCCUPANT OF SPECIAL VEHICLE      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0 
           MAINLY USED IN AGRICULTURE        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           INJURED IN TRANSPORT ACCIDENT    BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V84.5     DRIVER OF SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           VEHICLE INJURED IN NONTRAFFIC    BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V84.9     UNSPECIFIED OCCUPANT OF SPECIAL  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           AGRICULTURAL VEHICLE INJURED IN   W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 V86       OCCUPANT OF SPECIAL ALL-TERRAIN  TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     2     0     3     0     1     1     1     1     0     0 
           OR OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE DESIGNED   W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     0     3     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           PRIMARILY FOR OFF-ROAD USE,       W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V86.0     DRIVER OF ALL-TERRAIN OR OTHER   TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     2     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           OFF-ROAD MOTOR VEHICLE INJURED    W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT              BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V86.3     UNSPECIFIED OCCUPANT OF ALL-     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           TERRAIN OR OTHER OFF-ROAD MOTOR   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V86.5     DRIVER OF ALL-TERRAIN OR OTHER   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           OFF-ROAD MOTOR VEHICLE INJURED    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           IN NONTRAFFIC..                   W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V86.6     PASSENGER OF ALL-TERRAIN OR      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           OTHER OFF-ROAD MOTOR VEHICLE      W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V86.9     UNSPECIFIED OCCUPANT OF ALL-     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           TEERAIN OR OTHER OFF-ROAD MOTOR   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           VEHICLE                          BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
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 V87       TRAFFIC ACCIDENT OF SPECIFIED    TOTAL   152     0    0    0    0       1     1     1    14    10    24    26    22    24    15    10     4     0 
           TYPE BUT VICTIM'S MODE OF         W M     60     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     5     5    11    14     7     9     6     2     0     0 
           TRANSPORT UNKNOWN, EXCLUDE:       W F     46     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     5     2     7     2     8     6     5     6     4     0 
           COLLISION INVOLVING: PED-        BO M     34     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     3     3     5     7     5     6     3     1     0     0 
           CYCLIST AND PEDESTRIAN           BO F     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     3     2     3     1     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V87.0     PERSON INJURED IN COLLISION      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           BETWEEN CAR AND TWO- OR THREE-    W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           WHEELED MOTOR VEHICLE            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V87.1     PERSON INJURED IN COLLISION      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           BETWEEN OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE AND   W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           TWO- OR THREE-WHEELED MOTOR VE.  BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V87.2     PERSON INJURED IN COLLISION      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
           BEWEEN CAR AND PICKUP TRUCK OR    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           VAN (TRAFFIC)                     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 V87.4     PERSON INJURED IN COLLISION      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           BETWEEN CAR AND HEAVY            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V87.6     PERSON INJURED IN COLLISION      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           BETWEEN RAILWAY TRAIN OR RAILWAY BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           VEHICLE                          BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V87.7     PERSON INJURED IN COLLISION      TOTAL   141     0    0    0    0       1     1     0    14    10    23    22    20    22    15     9     4     0 
           BETWEEN OTHER SPECIFIED MOTOR     W M     55     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     5     5    11    12     5     8     6     2     0     0 
           VEHICLES (TRAFFIC)                W F     45     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     5     2     7     2     8     6     5     5     4     0 
                                            BO M     30     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     3     3     4     6     5     5     3     1     0     0 
                                            BO F     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     2     2     3     1     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V89       MOTOR- OR NONMOTOR-VEHICLE       TOTAL   372     0    0    0    1       4     4     2    52    63    71    51    47    39    20    11     7     0 
           ACCIDENT, TYPE OF VEHICLE         W M    158     0    0    0    0       2     0     1    22    31    31    16    23    15    10     5     2     0 
           UNSPECIFIED                       W F     88     0    0    0    0       1     1     1    14    14    10    12    10     7     9     5     4     0 
                                            BO M     97     0    0    0    0       1     1     0    10    18    26    18    10    11     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F     26     0    0    0    1       0     1     0     5     0     3     5     4     6     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V89.0     PERSON INJURED IN UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0 
           MOTOR-VEHICLE ACCIDENT,           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           NONTRAFFIC                       BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 V89.2     PERSON INJURED IN UNSPECIFIED    TOTAL   369     0    0    0    1       4     4     2    52    63    71    50    47    37    20    11     7     0 
           MOTOR-VEHICLE ACCIDENT, TRAFFIC   W M    157     0    0    0    0       2     0     1    22    31    31    16    23    14    10     5     2     0 
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 V89.2                                       W F     88     0    0    0    0       1     1     1    14    14    10    12    10     7     9     5     4     0 
                                            BO M     95     0    0    0    0       1     1     0    10    18    26    17    10    10     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F     26     0    0    0    1       0     1     0     5     0     3     5     4     6     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V90       ACCIDENT TO WATERCRAFT CAUSING   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
           DROWNING AND SUBMERSION           W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V90.9     UNSPECIFIED WATERCRAFT           TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V92       WATER-TRANSPORT-RELATED DROWNING TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     2     0     0     0     0 
           AND SUBMERSION WITHOUT ACCIDENT   W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     0     0     0 
           TO WATERCRAFT                    BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V92.9     UNSPECIFIED WATERCRAFT           TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V95       ACCIDENT TO POWERED AIRCRAFT     TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     2     4     0     0     0 
           CAUSING INJURY TO OCCUPANT        W M     10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     2     2     4     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V95.0     HELICOPTER ACCIDENT INJURING     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           OCCUPANT                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V95.1     ULTRALIGHT, MICROLIGHT, OR       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           POWRED-GLIDER ACCIDENT INJURING   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 V95.8     OTHER AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           INJURING OCCUPANT                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 V95.9     UNSPECIFIED AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT    TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     3     0     0     0 
           INJURING OCCUPANT                 W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     3     0     0     0 
 
 W01       FALL ON SAME LEVEL FROM SLIPPING TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     4     0 
           , TRIPPING, AND STUMBLING         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 W02       FALL INVOLVING ICE SKATES, SKIS  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           , ROLLER SKATES, OR SKATEBOARDS   W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W04       FALL WHILE BEING CARRIED OR      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
           SUPPORTED BY OTHER PERSONS        W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0 
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 W05       FALL INVOLVING WHEELCHAIR        TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 W06       FALL INVOLVING BED               TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     3     6     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     3     4     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 W07       FALL INVOLVING CHAIR             TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 W08       FALL INVOLVING OTHER FURNITURE   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 W10       FALL ON AND FROM STAIRS AND      TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     6     3     0 
           STEPS                             W M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 W11       FALL ON AND FROM LADDER          TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     2     3     3     0     0 
                                             W M     11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     3     3     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W13       FALL FROM, OUT OF, OR THROUGH    TOTAL    10     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     2     1     1     2     1     0     0 
           BUILDING OR STRUCTURE             W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     1     1     1     2     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W14       FALL FROM TREE                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 W16       DIVING OR JUMPING INTO WATER     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           CAUSING INJURY OTHER THAN         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W17       OTHER FALL FROM ONE LEVEL TO     TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     2     0     0 
           ANOTHER                           W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W18       OTHER FALL ON SAME LEVEL         TOTAL    68     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     4     9     4     5    19    26     0 
                                             W M     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     3     3     2     7     9     0 
                                             W F     33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     1     3    10    16     0 
                                            BO M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     5     0     0     1     1     0 
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 W19       UNSPECIFIED FALL                 TOTAL   110     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     3     8    14    23    27    34     0 
                                             W M     42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     5    10    12    11     0 
                                             W F     50     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     8    13    22     0 
                                            BO M     12     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     1     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     3     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 W20       STRUCK BY THROWN, PROJECTED, OR  TOTAL    12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     1     3     2     3     1     0     0 
           FALLING OBJECT                    W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     1     2     0     3     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 W22       STRIKING AGAINST OR STRUCK BY    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           OTHER OBJECTS                     W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W23       CAUGHT, CRUSHED, JAMMED, OR      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
           PINCHED IN OR BETWEEN OBJECTS     W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 W24       CONTACT WITH LIFTING AND         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           TRANSMISSION DEVICES, NOT         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 W25       CONTACT WITH SHARP GLASS         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 W30       CONTACT WITH AGRICULTURAL        TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           MACHINERY                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 W31       CONTACT WITH OTHER & UNSPECIFIED TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           MACHINERY                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 W32       HANDGUN DISCHARGE                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W33       RIFLE, SHOTGUN, & LARGER FIRE-   TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
           ARM DISCHARGE                     W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0 
 
 W34       DISCHARGE FROM OTHER AND         TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     5     2     1     1     1     2     1     0     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED FIREARMS              W M      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     3     1     1     0     1     2     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W36       EXPLOSION AND RUPTURE OF GAS     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           CYLINDER                          W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W37       EXPLOSION AND RUPTURE OF         TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           PRESSURIZED TIRE, PIPE, OR HOSE  BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W40       EXPLOSION OF OTHER MATERIALS     TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     1     0     0 
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 W40                                         W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 W57       BITTEN OR STUNG BY NONVENOMOUS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           INSECT AND OTHER NONVENOMOUS      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 W65       DROWNING AND SUBMERSION WHILE    TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     1     0     0 
           IN BATHTUB                        W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 W66       DROWNING & SUBMERSION FOLLOWING  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FALL INTO BATHTUB                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W67       DROWNING AND SUBMERSION WHILE    TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       3     3     1     0     2     2     2     1     1     1     0     0     0 
           IN SWIMMING POOL                  W M      6     0    0    0    0       2     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W68       DROWNING & SUBMERSION FOLLOWING  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           FALL INTO SWIMMING POOL           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W69       DROWNING AND SUBMERSION WHILE    TOTAL    36     0    0    0    0       3     1     1     6     6     4     9     3     3     0     0     0     0 
           IN NATURAL WATER                  W M     22     0    0    0    0       3     1     0     2     5     3     6     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     0     0     3     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W70       DROWNING & SUBMERSION FOLLOWING  TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     2     3     1     0 
           FALL INTO NATURAL WATER           W M      5     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 W73       OTHER SPECIFIED DROWNING AND     TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0     0     0     1     0 
           SUBMERSION                        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W74       UNSPECIFIED DROWNING AND         TOTAL    16     0    0    0    0       1     0     1     3     1     1     2     1     3     3     0     0     0 
           SUBMERSION                        W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
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 W74                                        BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 W75       ACCIDENTAL SUFFOCATION AND       TOTAL    22     0    0    2   22       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           STRANGULATION IN BED              W M      9     0    0    2    9       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    8       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W76       OTHER ACCIDENTAL HANGING AND     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           STRANGULATION                     W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W78       INHALATION OF GASTRIC CONTENTS   TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     3     0 
                                             W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     0 
 
 W79       INHALATION & INGESTION OF FOOD   TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     3     5     3     2     0 
           CAUSING OBSTRUCTION OF            W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
           RESPIRATORY TRACT                 W F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W80       INHALATION & INGESTION OF OTHER  TOTAL    62     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     4     7    15    18    16     0 
           OBJECTS CAUSING OBSTRUCTION       W M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     6     6     5     0 
           OF RESPIRATORY TRACT              W F     23     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     4     6     9     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     5     4     1     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     2     1     0 
 
 W83       OTHER SPECIFIED THREATS TO       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           BREATHING                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W84       UNSPECIFIED THREAT TO BREATHING  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    2       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 W85       EXPOSURE TO ELECTRIC             TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           TRANSMISSION LINES                W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W86       EXPOSURE TO OTHER SPECIFIED      TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ELECTRIC CURRENT                  W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 W87       EXPOSURE TO UNSPECIFIED          TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
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 X00       EXPOSURE TO UNCONTROLLED FIRE    TOTAL    55     0    0    0    0       8     2     2     0     2     1     6     8     8    10     4     4     0 
           IN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE          W M     12     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     2     2     2     1     0 
                                             W F     12     0    0    0    0       1     1     2     0     0     0     2     3     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO M     16     0    0    0    0       3     0     0     0     0     0     3     1     4     4     0     1     0 
                                            BO F     15     0    0    0    0       3     1     0     0     2     0     0     2     1     3     1     2     0 
 
 X02       EXPOSURE TO CONTROLLED FIRE IN   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           BUILDING OR STRUCTURE             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X03       EXPOSURE TO CONTROLLED FIRE,     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           NOT IN BUILDING OR STRUCTURE      W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 X04       EXPOSURE TO IGNITION OF HIGHLY   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FLAMMABLE MATERIAL                W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X08       EXPOSURE TO OTHER SPECIFIED      TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           SMOKE, FIRE, AND FLAMES           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X09       EXPOSURE TO UNSPECIFIED SMOKE,   TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           FIRE, AND FLAMES                  W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
 
 X15       CONTACT WITH HOT HOUSEHOLD       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
           APPLIANCES                        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 X23       CONTACT WITH HORNETS, WASPS, &   TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     0     1     0     0     0 
           BEES                              W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X30       EXPOSURE TO EXCESSIVE NATURAL    TOTAL     7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     1     2     0 
           HEAT                              W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
 
 X31       EXPOSURE TO EXCESSIVE NATURAL    TOTAL    11     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     2     2     1     0     0 
           COLD                              W M      6     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 X40       ACCIDENTAL POISONING BY & EXP-   TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     1     0     0 
           OSURE TO NONOPIOID ANALGESICS,    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           ANTIPYRETIC AND ANTIRHEUMATIC     W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
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 X41       ACCIDENTAL POISONING BY & EXP-   TOTAL    29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     3     5     2    11     3     3     2     0     0 
           OSURE TO ANTIEPILEPTIC,           W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     3     0     5     1     2     0     0     0 
           SEDATIVE-HYPNOTIC, ANTIPARKIN-    W F     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     2     6     2     1     2     0     0 
 
 X42       ACCIDENTAL POISONING BY & EXP-   TOTAL   155     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2    13    28    32    60    17     0     2     0     0 
           OSURE TO NARCOTICS AND PSYCHODY   W M     78     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     8    19    17    24     7     0     0     0     0 
           SLEPTFICS (HALLUCINOGENS), NOT    W F     38     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     5     4     8    18     2     0     1     0     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED             BO M     25     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     6    11     6     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     1     6     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 X43       ACCIDENTAL POISONING BY  & EXP-  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           OSURE TO OTHER DRUGS ACTING ON    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X44       ACCIDENTAL POISONING BY  & EXP-  TOTAL   347     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     9    16    55    83   114    47    12     6     4     0 
           OSURE TO OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED    W M    161     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     5     8    37    46    47    13     3     2     0     0 
           DRUGS,MEDICAMENTS & BIOLOGICAL    W F    157     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     4     7    17    33    53    29     7     3     4     0 
           SUBSTANCE                        BO M     12     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     7     2     2     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X45       ACCIDENTAL POISONING BY  & EXP-  TOTAL    32     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     4     8    15     4     1     0     0     0 
           OSURE TO ALCOHOL                  W M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     5    10     2     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X46       ACCIDENTAL POISONING BY  & EXP-  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OSURE TO ORGANIC SOLVENTS AND     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X47       ACCIDENTAL POISONING BY  & EXP-  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           OSURE TO OTHER GASES & VAPOURS    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X49       ACCIDENTAL POISONING BY  & EXP-  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           OSURE TO OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED    W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           CHEMICALS & NOXIOUS SUBSTANCE    BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X58       EXPOSURE TO OTHER SPECIFIED      TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           FACTORS                           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X59       EXPOSURE TO UNSPECIFIED FACTOR   TOTAL    95     0    0    0    1       0     1     1     0     0     0     2     3     5    11    26    45     0 
                                             W M     26     0    0    0    1       0     1     1     0     0     0     0     2     1     3     7    10     0 
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 X59                                         W F     51     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     4    17    28     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 
                                            BO F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     2     1     6     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 X59.0     EXPOSURE TO UNSPECIFIED FACTOR   TOTAL    64     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     4    20    40     0 
           CAUSING FRACTURE                  W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     8     0 
                                             W F     42     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2    15    25     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     6     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 X59.9     EXPOSURE TO UNSPECIFIED FACTOR   TOTAL    31     0    0    0    1       0     1     1     0     0     0     2     3     5     7     6     5     0 
           CAUSING OTHER INJURY              W M     14     0    0    0    1       0     1     1     0     0     0     0     2     1     2     4     2     0 
                                             W F      9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     3     2     0     0     0 
 
 X60~Y87   SUICIDE                          TOTAL   612     0    0    0    0       0     0     4    23    41    91   106   129   114    66    25    13     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W M    421     0    0    0    0       0     0     0    11    21    67    70    96    79    47    20    10     0 
                                             W F    121     0    0    0    0       0     0     3     6     5    12    22    28    26    14     3     2     0 
                                            BO M     60     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     6    14     9    11     5     7     4     2     1     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     3     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
 
 X60       INTENTIONAL SELF-POISONING       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           (SUICIDE) BY AND EXPOSURE TO      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           NONOPIOID ANALGESICS, ETC.       BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X61       INTENTIONAL SELF-POISONING       TOTAL     9     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     4     3     1     1     0     0     0 
           (SUICIDE) BY AND EXPOSURE TO      W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0     0     0     0 
           ANTIEPILEPT, SEDATIVE-            W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0 
           HYPNOTIC ANTIPARKINSONISM AND    BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X62       INTENTIONAL SELF-POISONING       TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     1     0     0     0 
           (SUICIDE) BY AND EXPOSURE TO      W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     2     0     0     0     0 
           NARCOTICS AND PSYCHODYSLEPTICS    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 X64       INTENTIONAL SELF-POISONING       TOTAL    52     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2    10    18    19     1     2     0     0 
           (SUICIDE) BY AND EXPOSURE TO      W M     19     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     2     7     8     0     0     0     0 
           OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED DRUGS,      W F     26     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     5    10     9     1     1     0     0 
           MEDICAMENTS & BIOLOGICAL         BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     1     0     0 
           SUBSTANCE                        BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X65       INTENTIONAL SELF-POISONING       TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
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 X65       (SUICIDE) BY AND EXPOSURE TO      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ALCOHOL                           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X66       INTENTIONAL SELF-POISONING       TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           (SUICIDE) BY AND EXPOSURE TO      W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ORGANIC SOLVENTS                  W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X67       INTENTIONAL SELF-POISONING       TOTAL    14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6     2     1     1     1     0 
           (SUICIDE) BY AND EXPOSURE TO      W M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     6     1     1     1     1     0 
           OTHER GASES AND VAPOURS           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X68       INTENTIONAL SELF-POISONING       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           (SUICIDE) BY AND EXPOSURE TO      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X70       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL   117     0    0    0    0       0     0     3     7    11    22    33    25    13     1     1     1     0 
           BY HANGING, STRANGULATION, AND    W M     81     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     7    17    24    22     9     0     1     0     0 
           SUFFOCATION                       W F     22     0    0    0    0       0     0     2     4     1     4     4     3     2     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     2     1     5     0     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X71       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
           BY DROWNING AND SUBMERSION        W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X72       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL    22     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     1     3     5     6     4     1     1     0 
           BY HANDGUN DISCHARGE              W M     17     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     3     4     5     3     1     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1     0     1     0 
 
 X73       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL    35     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     3     4     5     9     7     6     1     0     0 
           BY RIFLE, SHOTGUN, AND LARGER     W M     27     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     3     5     7     6     6     0     0     0 
           FIREARM DISCHARGE                 W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     3     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0 
 
 X74       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL   314     0    0    0    0       0     0     1    14    25    51    41    53    54    47    19     9     0 
           BY OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED FIRE-    W M    225     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     8    13    35    27    40    43    34    17     8     0 
           ARM DISCHARGE                     W F     52     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     2     4     6    10    11     8     8     2     0     0 
                                            BO M     33     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     4     8     8     3     2     3     4     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 X76       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0     0     0 
           BY SMOKE, FIRE, AND FLAMES        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X78       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL     6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     1     1     0     0     0 
           BY SHARP OBJECT                   W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0     0 
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 X78                                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X80       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL     8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     1     1     0     1     0 
           BY JUMPING FROM A HIGH PLACE      W M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     1     0     1     0 
                                            BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X81       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           BY JUMPING OR LYING BEFORE        W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           MOVIING OBJECT                   BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X82       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           BY CRASHING OF MOTOR VEHICLE      W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X83       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
           BY OTHER SPECIFIED MEANS          W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X84       INTENTIONAL SELF HARM (SUICIDE)  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
           BY UNSPECIFIED MEANS              W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 X85~Y87   HOMICIDE                         TOTAL   342     0    0    0    9      12     2     3    31    58    87    52    42    26    11     8     1     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W M     81     0    0    0    1       2     0     2     5    12    11    19    13     7     6     3     0     0 
                                             W F     43     0    0    0    2       2     2     1     1     3     6     3    11     8     2     2     0     0 
                                            BO M    173     0    0    0    3       4     0     0    23    39    56    22    13     8     3     2     0     0 
                                            BO F     39     0    0    0    3       4     0     0     2     3    11     7     5     3     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 X91       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY HANGING,   TOTAL    16     0    0    0    2       1     0     0     1     2     3     4     3     0     0     0     0     0 
           STRANGULATION, AND SUFFOCATION    W M      3     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     1     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X93       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY HANDGUN    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DISCHARGE                        BO M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X94       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY RIFLE,     TOTAL    13     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     3     1     4     2     0     1     0     1     0     0 
           SHOTGUN, AND LARGER FIREARM       W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
           DISCHARGE                        BO M      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     3     1     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X95       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY OTHER AND  TOTAL   217     0    0    0    0       3     2     1    24    47    67    33    23    10     4     3     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED FIREARM DISCHARGE     W M     45     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     4     8    10     8     8     3     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F     22     0    0    0    0       0     2     0     1     1     3     2     7     3     1     2     0     0 
                                            BO M    130     0    0    0    0       2     0     0    18    35    44    21     6     3     1     0     0     0 
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 X95                                        BO F     17     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     1     2     8     2     2     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X97       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY SMOKE,     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FIRE, AND FLAMES                  W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 X99       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY SHARP      TOTAL    40     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     3     3    11     8     8     3     1     3     0     0 
           OBJECT                            W M     16     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     3     0     7     2     1     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M     14     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     2     0     8     0     3     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     1     0     1     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y00       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY BLUNT      TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     0     1     0 
           OBJECT                            W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 Y01       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY PUSHING    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FROM HIGH PLACE                   W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y03       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY CRASHING   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           OF MOTOR VEHICLE                 BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y04       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY BODILY     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FORCE                             W F      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y06       NEGLECT AND ABANDONMENT          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y06.9     BY UNSPECIFIED PERSON            TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y07       OTHER MALTREATMENT SYNDROMES     TOTAL     6     0    0    0    3       2     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    1       1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y07.9     BY UNSPECIFIED PERSON            TOTAL     6     0    0    0    3       2     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    1       1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y08       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY OTHER      TOTAL    11     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6     2     0     0     0 
           SPECIFIED MEANS                   W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
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 Y08                                        BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y09       ASSAULT (HOMICIDE) BY            TOTAL    26     0    0    0    3       5     0     0     0     0     2     3     5     5     2     1     0     0 
           UNSPECIFIED MEANS                 W M      7     0    0    0    0       2     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      5     0    0    0    0       1     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      8     0    0    0    1       1     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      5     0    0    0    2       1     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            UNK       1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y10~Y87   EVENTS OF UNDETERMINED INTENT    TOTAL    37     0    0    1    7       1     2     1     1     2     1     5     4     5     3     3     2     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W M     13     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     1     1     0     2     2     2     1     2     1     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     2     2     2     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO M     10     0    0    1    2       1     2     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      6     0    0    0    4       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Y12       POISONING BY AND EXPOSURE TO     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           NARCOTICS & PSYCHODYSLEPTICS      W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y14       POISONING BY & EXPOSURE TO OTHER TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     2     2     0     0     0     0     0 
           & UNSPECIFIED DRUGS, MEDICAMENTS  W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     2     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           & BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCE,           W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y20       HANGING, STRANGULATION, AND SUF- TOTAL     5     0    0    1    5       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FOCATION, UNDETERMINED INTENT     W M      1     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    1    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      3     0    0    0    3       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y24       OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED FIREARM    TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           DISCHARGE, UNDETERMINED INTENT    W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y26       EXPOSURE TO SMOKE, FIRE, AND     TOTAL     9     0    0    0    1       1     2     0     0     0     1     0     0     2     1     1     0     0 
           FLAMES, UNDETERMINED INTENT       W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    0       1     2     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Y29       CONTACT WITH BLUNT OBJECT,       TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           UNDETERMINED INTENT               W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 Y32       CRASHING OF MOTOR VEHICLE,       TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0 
           UNDETERMINED INTENT               W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y33       OTHER SPECIFIED EVENTS,          TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     2     0 
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 Y33       UNDETERMINED INTENT               W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y34       UNSPECIFIED EVENT, UNDETERMINED  TOTAL     5     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0 
           INTENT                            W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      4     0    0    0    1       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
 
 Y35,Y89.0 LEGAL INTERVENTION               TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y35       LEGAL INTERVENTION               TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y35.0     LEGAL INTERVENTION INVOLVING     TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           FIREARM DISCHARGE                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y35.5     LEGAL EXECUTION                  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y40~Y88   COMPLICATIONS OF MEDICAL AND     TOTAL    43     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     6    17    11     6     0 
           SURGICAL CARE                     W M     12     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     4     4     1     0 
           (SELECTED CODES, SEE APPENDIX)    W F     18     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     7     4     4     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0     0 
                                            BO F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     4     1     1     0 
 
 Y44       AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING BLOOD TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           CONSTITUENTS                      W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y44.2     ANTICOAGULANTS                   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y45       ANALGESICS, ANTIPYRETICS, AND    TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
           ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUGS           W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y45.0     OPIOIDS AND RELATED ANALGESICS   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y48       ANESTHETICS & THERAPEUTIC GASES  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
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 Y48.3     LOCAL ANESTHETICS                TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y52       AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING THE   TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 Y52.2     OTHER ANTIDYSRHYTHMIC DRUGS, NOT TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED              W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 Y54       AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING WATER TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           BALANCE AND MINERAL AND URIC      W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 Y54.3     BENZOTHIADIAZINE DERIVATIVES     TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 Y57       OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED DRUGS AND  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
           MEDICAMENTS                       W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y57.9     DRUG OR MEDICAMENT, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y60       UNINTENTIONAL CUT, PUNCTURE,PER- TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
           FORATION, OR HEMORRHAGE DURING    W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           SURG                             BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Y60.2     DURING KIDNEY DIALYSIS OR OTHER  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           PERFUSION                         W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 Y60.8     DURING OTHER SURGICAL & MEDICAL  TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
           CARE                             BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Y83       SURGICAL OPERATION AND OTHER     TOTAL    29     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3    15     8     3     0 
           SURGICAL PROCEDURES AS THE CAUSE  W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     4     0     0 
           OF ABNORMAL REACTION OF THE       W F     13     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     7     2     3     0 
           PATIENT, OR OF LATER COMPLICATIO BO M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     2     1     0     0 
           WITHOUT MENTION OF MISADVENTURE  BO F      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     3     1     0     0 
 
 Y83.1     SURGICAL OPERATION WITH IMPLANT  TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     2     1     0 
           OF ARTIFICIAL INTERNAL DEVICE     W M      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 
                                             W F      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0 
 
 Y83.2     SURGICAL OPERATION WITH          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
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 Y83.5     AMPUTATION OF LIMB(S)            TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
 
 Y83.6     REMOVAL OF OTHER ORGAN           TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
           (PARTIAL) (TOTAL)                 W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Y83.8     OTHER SURGICAL PROCEDURES        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0 
 
 Y83.9     SURGICAL PROCEDURE, UNSPECIFIED  TOTAL    15     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     8     3     1     0 
                                             W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     2     1     0     0 
                                             W F      8     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     5     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y84       OTHER MEDICAL PROCEDURES AS THE  TOTAL     4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     2     0 
           CAUSE OF ABNORMAL REACTION OF     W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
           THE PATIENT, OR OF LATER         BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
           COMPLICATION, WITHOUT MENTION    BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 Y84.6     URINARY CATHETERIZATION          TOTAL     1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
                                             W F      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0 
 
 Y84.8     OTHER MEDICAL PROCEDURES         TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0 
                                            BO F      2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     1     0 
 
 Y85       SEQUELAE OF TRANSPORT ACCIDENTS  TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
                                             W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Y85.0     SEQUELAE OF MOTOR-VEHICLE        TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0 
           ACCIDENT (V01-V89)                W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0 
 
 Y86       SEQUELAE OF OTHER ACCIDENTS      TOTAL    23     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     2     4     3     3     3     2     2     4     0 
                                             W M      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     3     0     2     0     0     0 
                                             W F      7     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0     2     3     0 
                                            BO M      5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     1     3     0     0     1     0     0     0     0 
                                            BO F      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     1     0 
 
 Y87       SEQUELAE OF INTENTIONAL SELF     TOTAL     5     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     2     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
DIVISION OF BIOSTATISTICS, PHSIS, SC DHEC 
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 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                A G E  A T  D E A T H 
                                                         --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                          CUMULATIVE COUNTS                              C O M P L E T E  Y E A R 
                                                         -------------------   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 ICD-10    C A U S E  O F  D E A T H        RACE    ALL    <1   <1  <28   <1     1-4   5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84   85+   UNK 
 CODE                                       & SEX   AGE   DAY WEEK DAYS YEAR   YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS   AGE 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Y87       HARM, ASSAULT, AND EVENTS OF      W M      4     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     1     2     0     0     0     0     0 
           UNDETERMINED INTENT              BO M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y87.0     SEQUELAE OF INTENTIONAL SELF     TOTAL     3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
           HARM                              W M      3     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0     0     0 
 
 Y87.1     SEQUELAE OF ASSAULT              TOTAL     2     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     2     0     0     0     0     0     0 
           (X85-Y09)                         W M      1     0    0    0    0       0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 














































Reference for selected cause of death categories: 
 
 
Other and Unspecified Mental and Behavioral Disorders (F50-F99): F50-F69, F80-F99 
 
Other Diseases of Nervous System (G10-G98): G10-12, G23-25, G31, G36-37, G43-44, 
G47-G72, G81-G98 
 
Other Arthropathies and Related Disorders (M00-M35): M00, M02, M10-M31, M33-M35 
 
Other Conditions Originating in the Prenatal Period (P05-P96): P05, P08, P29, P50-P96 
 
All Other Congenital Malformations of Nervous System (Q01-Q07): Q01-Q04, Q06-Q07 
 
Other Congenital Malformations and Deformations (Q10-Q89): Q10-Q18, Q35-Q89 
 
All Other Symptoms and Findings (R00-R94): R00-R53, R55-R94 
 
Accidents (V01-Y86): V01-X59, Y85-Y86 
 
Suicide (X60-Y87): X60-X84, Y87.0 
 
Homicide (X85-Y87): X85-Y09, Y87.1 
 
Events of Undetermined Intent (Y10-Y95): Y10-Y34, Y87.2, Y89.9, Y95 
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